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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Investigating and exploring acoustofludics in Li batteries and beyond

by

An Huang

Doctor of Philosophy in Materials Science and Engineering

University of California San Diego, 2020

Professor James Friend, Chair

Surface acoustic wave devices (SAW) offer extraordinary power density to efficient ma-

nipulate the fluid motion surround it. The SAW generated from the piezoelectric lithium

niobate substrate is transmitted into the liquid as an intense sound beam that is progres-

sively attenuated by the fluid’s viscosity as it propagates. This attenuation is not lost,

rather, it gives rise to a flux in the fluid’s momentum in a narrow ( 100µm) sound beam

along the direction of the sound propagation. The sound propagates at an angle from the

substrates, called Rayleigh angle, that is dependent on the characteristics of the fluid and

xvii



the piezoelectric substrate. The fluid momentum grows as the sound attenuates, causing

fluid transport, called acoustic streaming. Uniquely, they generate locally extreme accel-

erations of 108 to 1010 m/s2, driving acoustic streaming-driven fluid flow up to 1 m/s, and

imparting acoustic forces upon objects present in the fluid down to the micro or nano sized

scales.

On the other hand, the major drawback of lithium batteries is its diffusion limitation,

which limits its power density and energy density. However, both of the parameters are

critical for the success of battery applications, especially with the ever growing demands

for the electronic devices and electric vehicles: the current high energy batteries with

graphite anodes and metal oxides cathodes are unable to achieve the fast charge goals

without adversely impact the performance and safety of a battery. A novel mechanical

approach oppose to the traditional chemical approaches is therefore required to fundamen-

tally enhance the properties inside a battery.

In my PhD dissertation, the major focus is to integrate a SAW into a Li battery based

on the assumption of the acoustic streaming fluid can enhance the Li+ ions diffusion rates

and further improve the battery performances, especially its energy density at high charge

rates, cycle life, and safety. The dissertation starts with the design with consideration of the

theories from both acoustofludics and electrochemistry, to the analysis of cell performances

and electrodes degradation analysis. A closed form mathematical model were proposed to

describe the phenomenon.

Furthermore, I also explored the applications of SAW into different areas. The self-

assembled magnetic particles was achieved by the balanced forces between magnetic forces
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and acoustic force was introduced. Moreover, the vibration behaviour of sub-micron sized

gas vesicles under the acoustic vibration was investigated, giving insights to harmonic

responses and non-linear buckling behaviours.
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Chapter 1

Motivation and Dissertation outline

The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 2019 was awarded to John Goodenough, Stanley Whit-

tingham, and Akira Yoshino for the development of lithium ion batteries (LIB). This has,

according to the judges, ”created an ideal condition towards the wireless and fossil fuel-free

society” [10]. Following the invention and developments in the LIB space, we have a pow-

erful, lightweight and rechargeable battery that is used in an ubiquitous manner. These

developments have revolutionized the battery space, by increasing storage from sources

such as solar and wind power, making this “the greatest benefit to humankind” [10]. The

growing rechargeable battery industry is influenced by the three key factors that char-

acterize in today’s cities: population growth, city growth, and increased drive for green

solutions.

It is shown that almost a third of the greenhouse emission comes from transportation,

generating around 2000 Million Metric Tons of CO2 equivalent every year [11, 12]. Even

though the full electric vehicles concept has grown rapidly in the recent years, the gasoline
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car is still dominant 90% of the car market in the USA [13]. The range anxiety still remains

a barrier for purchase, as the biggest fear from a customer is to become stranded without

power. The range anxiety is a combination of two aspects: driving distance and the

recharge time. And therefore this drives the researchers and even Department of Energy

to release a new program in 2018 to stimulate the development in both of the directions.

Lithium ion battery, one of the most popular battery chemistry, demonstrating great

potential in accomplishing those aspects given by its intrinsic material properties. The

major feature of lithium (Li) are: Li is the most lightweighted material and has the

lowest redox potential (-3.04V versus the standard hydrogen electrode) [5]. Those features

resulting into a battery with high voltage and high energy density. Recently, LIB has

became the major power source for many electronic applications, from consumer electronics

to electric vechiles, and to grid storage system. The major bottleneck of the lithium battery

is the trade-off features of a battery between energy density, charge rate, cycle life, and cost.

For example, energy density is a trade-off of charge rate; while cycle life is also another

trade-off of charge rate; and the cost reduction may be a trade-off of energy density. And

therefore, there is no such a battery that can accommodate all the important parameters

together. One of the major reasons that attribute to the trade-off phenomenon is the

diffusion limits of ions in a battery. To mitigate the diffusion limitation issues, most of the

researches are focusing on chemical approaches. However, the progress is slow to meet the

need from the market [14].

Surface acoustic wave (SAW) driven acoustic streaming is another topic that relates

to adapting acoustic pressure to enhance the liquid transportation speed and increase
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particles diffusion rates, especially in microfludics and nanofludics area [15]. It is shown

that the particle acceleration can be as large as 108 ms−2 in a acoustofludics system.

The large acceleration attributes to the enhancement of diffusion coefficient of the ions or

particles in a fluids system. It is shown that the diffusion coefficient can be increased by

two orders of the magnitude with the presence of the acoustic streaming, which greatly

increase the mixing efficiency and decrease the required time for an application [16].

My Ph.D dissertation focuses on integrating a SAW device with a Li battery to over-

come the diffusion limitation issues that originates from a traditional battery to enable a

high energy density and high power density Li battery. The approach starts with explor-

ing the idea with a single layered LMB with the integration of a SAW device. And the

concept was extended to a multilayered LIB with a SAW device integrated. Furthermore,

we developed a circuit to enable the cycling of the SAW integrate Li battery. This efforts

was further found to be a solution to a long-standing acoustofludics field’s problem: a

”true” handheld circuit to enable the lab-on-chip concept. The later part of the disser-

tation branches out to the exploration of integrating SAW to another applications. It

includes integrating SAW with magnetic force to induce magnetic particle self-assembly

from 0-D particles to 2-D films, providing a practical, time-effective, and low cost solution

for achieving a stable 2-D magnetic film. Further, we explored adopting acoustic energy

and laser Doppler vibrometer to observe the vibration behaviour of the sub-micron sized

gas vesicles. With the success understanding of the vibration behaviour of the gas vesicles,

this provides an insight to the medical field to adopt them more effectively.

My Ph.D dissertation consists of nine chapters. Chapter 1 discussed the problem
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and the motivation of the proposed dissertation. Chapter 2 gives a general introduction

of the acoustofludics discipline, from piezoelectric materials to their applications in the

acoustofludics fields. Chapter 3 introduced Li batteries (Li metal battery and Li ion

batteries), from battery components to their working mechanisms and the limitation of

a Li battery. Chapter 4 discussed the surface acoustic wave interacts with a single

layered Li-metal battery. This chapter starts with the battery design, to the performance

analysis, and ends with a closed-form mathematics model. Chapter 5 further discussed

the acoustic energy interaction to a multilayered Li-ion battery, the chapter focus on

battery performance analysis and the post cycled battery analysis from imaging tools to

neutron diffraction analysis. Chapter 6 provides an engineering solution to enable a

handheld circuit for the operation of a SAW integrate Li battery. The portable circuit

was later found to have a significant impact to the acoustofludics field. The chapter

starts with the design considerations to the performance comparison of using handheld

circuit to the bench-top equipment with common acoustofludics applications. Chapter 7

discussed an application that adapts the surface acoustic wave with the external magnetic

forces to generate the dimensional change of 0-D magnetic particles to stable 2-D magnetic

films. Chapter 8 explored using acoustic wave to vibrate the submicron sized gas vesicles

to observe their vibration behaviour and the non-linear buckling effects. Finally, the

dissertation close at Chapter 9. This chapter summarize the dissertation and the future

works.
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Chapter 2

Acousotfludics

2.1 Microscale Acoustofluidics

Microfludics is a science and technology that provides a means to scale down chemical

or biomedical analysis with both equipment size and time requirement for a chemical

reaction or for a diagnosis device [17]. Generally speaking, it is an application of applying

fluid physics at small scales with the size of the channels that are less than 1 mm and the

quantity of the fluid are less than 1 mL [16]. The technology utilized special equipment to

precise control small-scale fluids into a pre-designed channels, which fits into the targeted

applications. The channels are craved in a polymer-based material that can resist the

volume change due to water, clean edges to prevent particle agglomeration, and transparent

for observation. The whole channel on the material is called a ”chip”, and the lab-on-chip

concept is therefore called [18].

As the fluid dimensions shrinks down to microscales, their specific surface area is there-
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fore increases [19]. In the microfludics application, three fluid phenomena are generated.

The first phenomenon associates with mass and heat transfer, becoming more efficient

than at the macroscale length due to the diffusion length scale is much smaller. Second

of all, the fluid physics is dominate by viscosity and surface tension. Third, the surface

effects become more significant as the specific surface area is increased.

The fluid flows is close to laminar flow without external actuation, fluids or particles

mixing happens only due to the diffusion [20]. Diffusion is defined as the process of mixing

molecules from a high concentration region to low concentration region through Brownian

motion, result into a gradual mixing of a material. The diffusion coefficient (D) is defined

mathematically by Fick’s law: j = −D dϕ
dx

, where ϕ is the species concentration and x is

the position of the species [21]. Moreover, the diffusion coefficient (D) can be derived from

Einstein-Stokes equation: D = kT
6πµr

, where k is Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute

temperature, r is the radius of the particles, and µ is the viscosity of the medium. It is

found that the diffusion coefficient for small molecules at room temperature is 10−8 to

10−9 m2s−1 [22].

However, the diffusion-based reactions are usually too slow for the real applications even

though the diffusion distance is already smaller than the benchtop containers: x2 = 2Dt,

where t is the time for the particles to diffuse over a distance x [23]. And therefore, it

is necessary to speed up the mixing efficiency. To generate effective mixing of the fluids,

there are usually two methods to approach: passive mixers and active mixers [24, 25].

Passive mixers, where mixing is a result of fluid being passing through an architecture in

the channel [26]. The architecture introduce chaotic advection or creates laminar shear
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to induce fluid flow. One of the drawback is a relatively long channel length (>1 cm) is

needed to lead the flow to reach a chaotic state [26].

On the other hand, active mixers rely on an external energy source to achieve mixing,

such as magnetic [25] and acoustic force [27]. It is shown that the mixing efficiency is

better than the passive case. Among the active mixers, one of an interesting approaches

for active mixers is to adapt high-frequency acoustic wave to drive fluid flow through

acoustic streaming [27]. The streaming comes from the second order fluid effect by the

Reynolds stress, introduced from Navier-stoke equation, exerting in an attenuating sound

beam, a pressure field that can generate fluid flow [16]. The Navier-Stokes equation,

describing the relationship between the momentum flux, viscosity of the fluid, and forces

that generated by pressure and is expressed as Eq. 2.1

ρ(
∂u

∂t
+ u · ∇u) = −∇p+ µ(∇)2u+ +(

1

3
µ+ µb)∇(∇ · u) + f (2.1)

where p is the hydrostatic pressure, µ is the shear viscosity, µb is the bulk or dilatational

viscosity, f is the body forces, ρ is the density of the fluid, u is the fluid velocity. It is

worth to mention that the ρ(u · ∇)u is related to the Reynolds stress and is responsible

for the acoustic streaming [16] that will be discussed in the later section .

Piezoelectric transducer is one of the source to generate sound wave. The piezoelectric

effect allows the electric energy to convert into mechanical stress due to the piezoelectric

material become electrically polarized during mechanical deformation [28]. Ultrasound

transducers is one of the examples and have been used to manipulate particles, cells,
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tissues in a liquid media. Moreover, lead zirconate titanate (PZT) disk [29], which is

a polycrystalline ceramic piezoelectric transducer, has been used widely. PZT disk is a

dynamic oscillator, its resonant modes is determined by its material property and geometry,

especially to the thickness of the piezoelectric material, which is inverse proportional to the

resonance frequency. Ideally, a PZT is operated as a uniform piston with more mode shapes

and at higher harmonics, generating a more complex velocity distribution [30]. However,

PZT is toxic [31], has significant excess lead oxide present along the grain boundaries [32],

and facing regulations to eliminate from using. The efforts have been shown in eliminating

lead while retaining good performance from polycrystalline ceramics, potassium sodium

niobate (KNN) is one of the examples [33]. However, the granular nature of polycrystalline

piezoelectrics limits their use to relatively low frequencies (1 kHz to 1 MHz) due to the

finite size of the grains and domains within the material that strongly interact with the

generation and propagation of acoustic waves at greater frequencies to generate heat [34].

To generate high frequency acoustic device while considering clean element and power

efficiency at the same time, research has been tailored toward the piezoelectric material

exploration and synthesis. Quartz [35], lithium tantalate (LT, LiTaO3) [36] and lithium

niobate (LN, LiNbO3) [16], gallium arsenide (GaAs) [37], cadmium sulfide (CdS) [38], zinc

oxide (ZnO) [39], annd lithium tetraborate (Li2B4O7) [40] has been shown to generate sur-

face acoustic wave to at least 100 MHz. The first SAW generation was demonstrated by

White and Voltmer [35], adopting spatially periodic thin-film metal electrodes on a piezo-

electric Y-cut, Z-propagating quartz substrate. This method is still dominate for today’s

electronic industry for signal processing at the frequency range from 10 MHz to 1 GHz
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[41]. However, the coupling coefficient of quartz is low (0.2885 at Y-rotated Z-propagate

direction quartz) for the application that requires to have surface travelling wave [35]. And

therefore, it is required to improve the coupling coefficient for better SAW generation. It

is found that the 131 ◦ Y-rotated X-propagate lithium niobite (LiNbO3, LN) wafer shows

the highest electromechanical coupling coefficient and lowest insertion loss [42, 43]. How-

ever, with the generation of the parasitic bulk wave, reducing its energy efficiency. The

common bulk waves include leaky SAW (LSAW), love waves, Bleustein–Gulyaev waves,

surface skimming bulk waves (SSBW), and surface transverse wave (STW) are generally

categorized as psedo-SAW (PSAW) and are inefficient for the acoustofluidics application,

mainly due to power efficiency and clean surface wave generation [44, 44].

It is later than found that the 127.86◦ Y-rotated X-propagate LN is the optimal for

Rayleigh SAW generation as after careful design, it eliminates the bulk wave [45]. The

pure SAW or Rayleigh SAW are confined within three to four wavelength from the surface

of a piezoelectric material. Other cuts of LN have even higher electromechanical coupling

coefficients, such as 36◦, 41◦, and 64◦ Y-rotated cuts [46, 47], but these produce spurious

modes and beam steering that preclude them from applications requiring clean surface

travelling wave. The electromechanical coupling coefficient is defined as K2 = 2∆ v/v

= 2(vf -vm)/vf , where vf is the wave velocity in the free substrate and vm is the wave

velocity measured along a short-circuited plane [48].
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2.2 Electrode design

Most acoustofluidic devices use either thickness mode transducers or SAW devices that

are photolithographically patterned the thin-film metal on the surface of a LN. One of

the important design consideration is the thickness of the substrate as it determines the

minimum frequency of the SAW. Most suppliers provide 500 µm thick wafers, limiting on

the frequency suitable to form true Rayleigh SAW of about 40 MHz due to the wavelength

of true SAW is within five wavelengths from the surface. Using frequencies below this

value can cause the acoustic wave to penetrate all the way through the substrate to the

other side forming, alongside Rayleigh SAW, spurious Lamb waves that can shed energy

through the back side of the substrate into its mounting and affecting the wave propagation

and device performance [49]. This phenomenon has been shown in the lab environment

of strong fluid transport in 20 MHz shear-horizontal SAW (SH-SAW) devices that should

show no fluid transport at all. Second is the electrode design.

The first and simplest IDTs [35] consisted of straight rectangular metal bars—referred

to as fingers—deposited onto the surface of a piezoelectirc substrate, which were alternately

connected on either end by bus bars as pictured in Figure 2.1. This structure creates an

array of electric fields at alternating direction between the transducer finger pairs that

in turn create alternating regions of compression and tension in the substrate. Each

finger pair thus produces displacement in the substrate that oscillates with the electric

field and radiates a SAW [35]. The periodicity of the finger pairs defines the wavelength

of the resulting SAW (λSAW) such that distance from one finger to the next is λSAW/4.
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Figure 2.1: A SAW device consisting of comb-like interdigital transducers (IDT fingers),
bus bars, and electrode pads on a piezoelectric substrate. The resulting traveling wave
propagates as shown, which can be observed using a laser Doppler vibrometer.

The relationship of wavelength to the substrate properties can be defined as: λSAW =

2πVR
ω

, where ω/2π is the operation frequency, and VR is the surface wave velocity, greatly

depending on the material properties of the substrate, the propagation direction, and

the thickness of the IDT [46]. For example, λSAW for 128 Y-roated X-propagate LN is

3992 m/s, while it is 3158 m/s for a ST-quartz [46].

On the other hand, the film thickness ratio, defined as h/λSAW, where h is the metal-

ization thickness is commonly made to be less than 1% in order to reduce reflection of the

SAWs from the IDT fingers [50, 51]. The relationship between the feature size (correspond-

ing to finger periodicity) and the VR implies that for a given feature size there is an optimal

frequency which ensures constructive interference across the IDT. This corresponds to the

resonant frequency of a SAW device, where the power density and surface displacement

are maximized [52, 35]. As the SAW propagates through subsequent finger pairs, the wave

is diffracted, creating a near-field region of largely parallel wavefronts known as the Fresnel
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region. The far-field region, where SAW is broadly diffracted along major and minor lobes,

is known as the Fraunhofer region. In order to minimize diffraction losses, the aperture of

the IDT must be contained within the Fresnel region [53].

For design purposes, the Fresnel parameter (F ) is defined [54]:

F =
4λSAWDF

a2
(2.2)

where a is the aperture width and DF is the distance from the IDT edge. To remain within

the Fresnel region, the aperture should be selected such that F < 1 [15].

The efficiency of a SAW device is commonly linked to its quality factor (Q), which is

defined as Q = fc/4f , where 4f is the width of the resonant peak (measured via a laser

Doppler vibrometer or a network analyzer). The quality factor is influenced by dielectric

losses of the piezoelectric materials,loading effects, ohmic losses, and acoustic leakage to

the substrate. Experimentally, the quality factor of a SAW device is around 3 dB [46, 51].

The number of finger pairs (Np) of a SAW device is an important parameter partially

due to it affects the quality factor [55]. The optimization of Np is dependent on the

coupling coefficient of the substrate (v/24v) and the arrangement of the IDT fingers.

SAW amplitude increases with Np up to a material dependent limit, but the bandwidth is

reduced. Optimization of Np is a complex procedure that is important in signal processing

applications, but, when the primary concern is power, only practical limits are placed

on Np. For example, the bandwidth must be broad enough to berecognized by signal

generation and frequency response analysis equipment. Optimization begins by defining
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the electrical admittance (Y t(ω)) of the IDT, which is dominated by capacitance (Ct) ,

conductance (Ga(ω)), and susceptance (B(ω)) as in Eq. 2.3.

Yt(ω) = Ga(ω) + jB(ω) + j(ω)Ct (2.3)

The RLC equivalent circuit therefore consists of three components in parallel. When a

voltage (V ) is applied to the transducer, the power (Pa) that is absorbed and produced

are defined respectively as:

Pa =
1

2
GaV

2 (2.4)

Ps =
1

4
ωε∞WN2

p

(
4v
v

)(
sin(x)

x

)2

(2.5)

where ε∞ is the capacitance per period of a unit-aperture, single electrode transducer,

which is dependent on the substrate. At a certain frequency, susceptance becomes negative

and begins to counteract the capacitive term. When these terms cancel out, the admittance

becomes real and directly corresponds to a resistive load. This occurs when the following

equations are satisfied: Np = vπQt/24v and 4f/fc = 1/Np. Therefore, Np=21 for a

single electrode IDT with a bandwidth of 0.05, while Np = 26 for the double electrode

IDT with a bandwidth of 0.038 in 128◦ YX LN.

Other common IDT designs for the SAW device, such as slanted IDT, which generate

a wide-band response filter. The maximum angle that can be achieved depends on the

coupling coefficient of the substrate. For example, the limit for a Y-rotated Z-propagated
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Figure 2.2: Sketch of a SAW acting on a small sessile drop. The acoustic energy is
diffracted into the fluid at the Rayleigh angle, θR, leading to internal streaming in the
small fluid volume, which drives recirculation. Reprinted from Li. et al. [1]

LN substrate is 7◦ due to beam steering losses [18]. Chirp IDT, has linear gradient in finger

spacing that allows it to resonant at a wide range of frequencies, allowing the excitation

of SAWs at different wavelengths by tuning the input signal [56]. One port or two ports

resonator design, on the other hand, provide a integrate reflectors that can allocate the

acoustic wave into one direction [57]. Focused IDT, results into SAW with higher intensity

by laterally focusing the SAW energy towards the main axis of the IDT [58].

2.3 Acoustic wave travelling in liquid

Surface acoustic waves propagate upon single crystal piezoelectric substrates with weak

attenuation at nanometer scale. Upon encountering a fluid on the surface, SAW leaks

into the fluid, forming sound that propagates in the fluid and attenuate the SAW in the

substrate (see Fig. 2.2). The mechanism of the acoustic energy attenuation is balanced

by viscous attenuation and dilatative dissipation. This can be described in Eq. 2.6.
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∂W

∂t
+ ·∆J = ρ◦v◦[bu◦ ·∆u◦ − u◦ ·∆× u◦] (2.6)

where W is the acoustic energy density, J is the energy flow, ∆×∆× u◦ describes the

viscous attenuation, and u◦ · u◦ describes the dilatative dissipation.

SAWs leak radiation into the fluid inducing an acoustic pressure gradient change in

the fluid system, which further leads to acoustic streaming [15]. The resulting longitude

wave—referred to as leaky-SAW—travels through the liquid at the Rayleigh angle θR,

which is defined as θR = sin−1(vl/vs), where vl and vs represent the speed of sound in the

liquid and solid, respectively. This phenomena is analogous to Snell’s law for light and so

the acoustic wave is said to refract into the fluid due to a change in acoustic impedance.

For example, θR = 23◦ for the case of SAWs traveling from 128◦ Y-rotated X-propagate

LN to water [59].

The length over which a Rayleigh wave decays by a factor of e due to the emission of

leaky-SAW into the fluid is called its attenuation length, α−1 and is expressed as Eq. 2.7

[59]:

α−1 =
ρfc

ρsVRλSAW

(2.7)

where ρf and ρs are the densities of the fluid and the solid respectively, c is the speed

of sound in the fluid media, VR = λSAWω/2π is the Rayleigh wave phase velocity and

λSAW is the SAW wavelength. The sound wave in the fluid, on the other hand, propagates
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uniaxially at the Rayleigh angle [60]. The decay length of the sound in the fluid is β−1,

β−1 =
ρfc

3

4π2f 2
SAW

(
4
3
µ+ µ′

) (2.8)

where fSAW is the SAW frequency and µ and µ′ are the shear and bulk viscosities of the

fluid, respectively. Values of the attenuation length in the LN-water system were measured

by Dentry et al. [52] and are listed in Table 2.3.

Table 2.1: Attenuation length of the SAW surface displacement at the LN-water interface,
α−1 [Eq. 2.7], attenuation length of the sound in deionized water, β−1 [Eq. 2.8]

fSAW(MHz) α−1(mm) β−1 (mm)

19.7 2.4 120
54.2 0.87 16
122 0.39 3.1
240 0.19 0.80
490 0.097 0.19
936 0.046 0.052

Attenuation of the sound in the fluid induces a momentum flux, which is responsible for

the formation of steady state fluid flow, called acoustic streaming [60]. Acoustic streaming

can be crudely classified depending on the acoustic path length permitted in the fluid and

the location of viscous attenuation. Schlichting streaming is the result of viscous shear

attenuation near the solid–fluid boundary and Eckart streaming is the result of sound

attenuation in the bulk of the fluid. Rayleigh streaming arises from Schlichting streaming.

Further details on the types of streaming, their respective characteristics, and previous

studies are summarized in Table 1 of the review by Friend and Yeo [15]. In cases where a

free fluid surface is present, the nature of streaming and how it causes fluid transport is
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slightly more complex.

SAW deliver sound into a liquid interphase at the Rayleigh angle, as long as the wave

propagates from a region without the fluid to a region where the fluid is present. In general,

the effect of the acoustic wave in the drop depends on the properties of the original wave

in the substrate, the properties of the fluid, and the geometry of the drop. The effect of

liquid deformation from a SAW can be break down into four regimes: mixing, translation,

jetting, and atomization, majorly depend on the input power and frequency from a SAW

device. Fig. 2.3(a) shows a droplet is deformed and elongated after a encounter a surface

wave from a SAW device. Furthermore, Bussonniere et al. illuminated some of the physics

by studying the oscillation, displacement, and contact line dynamics via a high speed

camera, the results is shown in Fig. 2.3(b) [61]. They found that displacement of the

rear and front contact lines alternately occur during each cycle. The oscillation speed is

given by the product of the net drop displacement per oscillation cycle and the frequency

of these oscillations. And, while the displacement is linear with the amplitude of drop

deformation, the frequency is nonlinear with the amplitude due to hydrodynamic effects.

The vertical oscillation could reasonably transition to jetting when inertia overcomes the

capillary forces [62].

SAW induced liquid motion can also be found in droplet splitting from Colligen et al

(Fig. 2.3)(c) [63]. A two part signal was required to produce first initiated internal rotation

and then elongated the drop towards a necking event. Rotational flow due to the first part

was critical to suppress jetting behavior allowing sufficient injection of momentum without

ejecting the drop. From there a balance of capillary force and drainage due to necking
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causes the drop to split. Moreover, when increase the amplitude of the SAW, droplet

jetting can occur. Jetting occurs at a fluid-fluid interface when inertial pressure overcomes

surface tension, which tends to maintain the interfacial shape. Weber number, We is a

good metric for this balance; We = ρfu
2Lc/γ, where Lc is the characteristic length, u is

the fluid velocity, and γ is the surface tension. Viscosity, which intuitively should factor

into this balance, is not present in Weber number, but is indirectly expressed via the fluid

velocity. More viscous fluids will derive less inertia from a given stimulus. When fluid

velocities are high enough to overcome surface tension, which increases for smaller fluid

geometry, typically require a nozzle so that sufficient inertia can be generated. SAW is

capable of producing very large surface accelerations, which translate into fluid velocity for

a drop placed directly on the surface, thus eliminating the need for a nozzle [64]. Finally,

when increase the SAW amplitude to the largest, atomization phenomenon occurs, where

the sound wave induced the interfacial destabilization process and further atomized the

liquid droplet as shown in Fig. 2.3(d) [65].

2.4 Particles behaviour in acoustofludics

Particle behavior in acoustofluidic systems is typically controlled by the following

forces: direct and indirect (Bjerknes) acoustic radiation forces, viscous Stokes drag, van

der Waals forces, electrostatics and electrodynamics forces. The latter two, van der Waals

and electrically-driven forces, tend to be negligible in acoustofluidics, though there have

been reports of combining these phenomena to achieve results not possible with acoustics
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Figure 2.3: Surface acoustic wave induced deformation of a liquid droplet (a) An elon-
gated water droplet which deformed at Rayleigh angle [61]. (b) Water droplet oscillation
results into displacement of the rear contact line during stretching followed by displacement
of the front contact line during flattering [62]. (c) A sequence of photographs depicting
splitting event with counter-propagating SAW indicating by arrows [63] (d) Drop defor-
mation and atomization above a hydrophilic LN substrate [64] (e)Jetting of water droplet
with respect to the We number, from droplet elongation, pinch off a single droplet, and
jet breakup to form multiple droplets [65].
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alone. The direct SAW radiation force under a traveling wave was derived by King [66]

and is expressed as:

Frt = 2πρ0A
2

(
kr

2

)6

1 + 2
9

(
1−

(
ρ0
ρp

)2
)

2 +
(
ρ0
ρp

)2

 (2.9)

where r is the particle radius, k = ω/cis the wavenumber, A is the complex velocity

potential of the incident wave, ρ0 is the liquid density, and ρp is the particle density. On

the other hand, the radiation force under a standing wave is expressed as [66]:

Frs =

(
πp2

0r
3βw

2λ

)(
5ρp − 2ρ0

2ρp + ρ0

− βc
βw

)
(sin (2kx)) (2.10)

where p0 is the acoustic pressure, x is the position of the particle, λ is the wavelength of

SAW, βc and βw are the compressibility of the particles and surrounding fluid, respectively.

Notice that for a traveling wave Frs is proportional to r6 whereas, for a standing wave Frs

is proportional to r3. However, in the real application, the surrounded fluid, particle

compressibility and other important effects can greatly complicated the calculation and

influence the results of the radiation forces.

Moreover, the stream-wise drag experienced by a particle of radius d can be approxi-

mated by the Stokes drag equation:

FD = 6πµrv (2.11)
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where µ is the liquid viscosity and v is the velocity difference between the surrounding

fluid and the particle.

Finally, the Bjerknes force, an interparticle force arising from the scattering of the

incident acoustic wave, used to calculate the compressed particles or bubbles is defined as:

FB = 4πr6

[
(ρp − ρ0)2 (3 cos2 θ − 1)

6ρ0r4
V 2(X)− ω2ρ0(βp − β0)2

9L2
P 2 (X)

]
(2.12)

where V (X) is the particle velocity amplitude, βc is the particle compressibility, βw is the

liquid compressibility, L is the distance between two particles, and P (X) is the acoustic

pressure amplitude. The chapter 7 of this dissertation describe the relationship of the

compressible magnetic particles under the external magnetic force and acoustic force.

Particle manipulation is one of the important applications for the SAW-induced fluid

motion. Destgeer et al. found that the ring formation happens when the radiation force

dominates drag force. They defined a constant k, where k = πdpcffLW , where dp is the

particle diameter, fLW is the frequency of the Lamb waves, cf is the speed of the sound

in the fluid. When the k > 1, the radiation force dominates the drag force, and a ring is

formed [2]. On the other hand, SAW was used to separate the particles inside a droplet

by their sizes. Rogers et al. demonstrated using a 20 MHz SAW device to separate 2 µm

particles and 30 µm particles. It is shown that the small particles (2 µm) for which the drag

force dominates were concentrated in the bulk of the drop, while large particles (30 µm)

for which radiation force dominates were driven to the periphery [3].

On the other hand, applying SAW to generate turbulence flow for mixing purpose
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Figure 2.4: (a) SAW induced ring formation prediction based on the pre-determined
conditions: force and droplet size. It is shown that when radiation force dominate the
drag force, ring forms [2]. (b) SAW induced particle separation, forcing smaller particles
to be at the periphery while the large particles are concentrated in the middle [3].

is also been shown. Cui et al. [4] applied high frequency 1.54 GHz SAW device to

trigger the turbulent flow in a microfludics channel. The fast and homogeneous mixing

was shown in Fig. 2.5(a). Moreover, TSAW can also be used for particle focusing, as

demonstrated by Tan et al. A single IDT generates a SAW subsequently reflected from

the opposite channel wall that generates a standing acoustic node within the channel if

conditions are engineered correctly. Relatively weak SAW was used in Tan’s work to focus

particles in an initially homogeneous suspension into equally spaced nodal lines parallel

to the channel with a separation of one-half the wavelength (see Fig. 2.5(b)) [67]. The

dependence on wavelength allowed particles to be focused to different locations based

on the applied frequency. Using focused SAW of higher frequency (up to 636 MHz),

Collins and Ma recently demonstrated size-selective particle concentration—as small as
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Figure 2.5: (a) Laminar flow and no mixing effect in the absence of acoustic waves. (b)
Fast and uniform mixing of water and fluorescent dye in the presence of high frequency
SAW within 1 ms [4]. (b) Time lapse images of TSAW focusing in a microchannel at
amplitudes below 1 nm. Specific lines of focus could be selected by applied frequency and
were quickly and easily switched, in this case between 29.5 MHz and 59 MHz [67]. (c)
Shows adapting focused SAW to produce acoustic streaming to generate 300 nm particle
mixing inside a microfludics channel [68]. (d) Manipulation of a liquid drop within the
nanoslit based on SAW-driven acoustic streaming and capillary forces [69].

300 nm—via acoustic streaming. In one arrangement, streaming and radiation concentrate

particles to one edge of a flow (see Fig. 2.5(c)) [68]. Note that size selective concentration

in sessile drops has been demonstrated down to 200 nm. Finally, Minasari et al developed

a room temperature LN/LN bonding technique and demonstrated a SAW-induced nanoslit

platform for pumping nanoscale flows at up to 1 MPa, manipulating 10 fL droplet with

overcoming the capillary force in the channel [69].

Chapter 2, in part, is a reprint of materials appears in Lab on Chip 2018. Connacher,

William, Zhang, Naiqing; Huang, An; Mei, Jiyang; Zhang, Shuai; Gopesh, Tilvawala;

Friend, James. The dissertation author was the co-primary investigator and author of this

paper.
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Chapter 3

Lithium battery

3.1 lithium battery

Lithium batteries are the smallest unit in a electrochemical energy storage systems,

converting chemical energy to electrical energy and vise versa reversibly. Fig. 3.1 shows

the essential components of a LIB, which are a cathode, anode, separator, and electrolyte

[5]. The fundamental of a working LIB requires the anode and cathode to be oxidized or

reduced at the same time depends on the charge or discharge processes. Typically, during

a charge process, the Li ions that are inserted at the Li sites of a cathode structure are

transported to the anode electrode through the electrolyte by passing through a separator

in between the two electrodes. Before the Li ions intercalacte or deposit into or onto the

anode, the ions pass through a solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) layer. Concurrently, the

electrons are travel from the external connections from anode to the cathode, generating

electric current. This process, due to the anode chemical potential is higher than cathode,
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Figure 3.1: Schematic illustration of typical lithium ion battery, composed of an anode,
cathode, separator, and electrolyte. [5]

the electrochemical energy is then stored. On the contrary, during the discharge process

of a battery, the electron and Li ions are traveling in the reverse way of a charging.

The electrochemical energy is then released to produce electric energy, and therefore, a

electronic device is powered without a electric outlet.
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3.2 Anode material

3.2.1 Graphite anode

Carbon based materials with a variety of compositions, morphologies, particle sizes

have been used as the anode materials for LIB due to the proven safety, stability, high

energy density, Li intercalacation/ extraction reversibility features. Among the different

carbon based materials, graphite has been chosen to be one of the candidate anode as

its safety, layered stability during the electrochemical reactions, long life cycle, and good

conductivity. Moreover, the naturally abundant making it low cost and suitable for mass

production. During the charging process, lithium ions are extracted from the graphite

sheets and intercalacted into the cathode material (Eq.3.1)

LiC6 → C6 + Li+ + e− (3.1)

During the discharge process, lithium ions are intercalacted back to the graphite sheets

as shown in Eq. 3.2, which is the reverse equation of the charge reaction.

C6 + Li+ + e+ → LiC6 (3.2)

However, graphite only permits the one lithium atom to intercalact with six carbon atoms,

which turns into a stoichiometry of LiC6 with a gravimetric capacity of 372 mAh/g. Owing

to its 3–D structure nature, resulting into a moderate lithium diffusion rate of 10−7 to 10−9

cm2 s−1, which gave arise to the limitation toward a high power battery. To produce a
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higher energy density and higher power density battery, many researches has investigated

into different carbon materials. Graphene, consists of monolayer of carbon atoms into a

2–D graphite sheet. Graphene gas good electronic property, high charge carriers mobility,

high intrinsic strength, high Young’s modulus, and high surface area, making it a applicable

as a battery electrode. The natural features resulting into a high energy density battery

of 800–900 mAh/g [70]. However, the large irreversible capacity is the major drawback of

the improvement it can generates.

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs), a hallow nanoscale cylinder cavity surrounds with flat

graphite sheets, resulting into high surface area, high conductivity [71]. Depends on the

manufacturing method or with additives, a CNTs can achieve a high power density such

as to 5 C cycle rates with a good capacity of 600-1000 mAh/g. However, the long term

cycle stability is one of the major issues [72].

Given by the easy to production, cycle stability, low hysteresis, and good energy density

and power density, graphite is still the major consideration for the anode for the current

LIB industry.

3.2.2 Lithium metal

Lithium metal (Li) is the ultimate Li choice for a LIBs due to it provides the unlimited

Li source for a battery. Given by the intrinsic properties of a Li metal: low redox potential

(-3.04 V vs. standard hydrogen electrode) and light weight, resulting into high theoretical

capacity of 3860 mAh/g (approximate 10 times higher than the carbon-based electrode).

More uniquely, the Li anode can further coupled with sulfur and oxygen electrodes, pro-
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ducing a high energy density battery of 500 Wh/kg, which is double from the current LIB

[73].

However, the decision in the 1980 s to abandon LMBs after years of research was

in recognition of the difficult problem of dendrites forming on the Li metal anode during

recharging as shown in Fig. 3.3 [7]. The dendrites will not only penetrate the separator and

lead to serious safety issues but also will lead to low Coloumbic efficiency and a substantial

reduction in charge capacity as they consume both Li and electrolyte.[74] These issues

have long impeded commercialization of Li metal batteries (LMB) despite their otherwise

overwhelming advantages.[75, 76] Dendrites tend to form as the charging current density

becomes large (>1 mA/cm2), leading to significant Li ion concentration gradients and an

Li ion depletion layer adjacent the anode.[77, 78, 79, 80]

Dendrite mitigation in liquid electrolytes typically relies on chemistry, by adjusting

the electrolyte composition [81, 82, 83, 84], concentration [85, 82], and additives [86], and

by protecting the surface of the Li metal in LMBs[87, 88]. These approaches not only

suppress the parasitic reactions between Li and electrolyte, but also provide uniform Li

ion flux. Another approach is to form the Li into a three-dimensional scaffold structure

[89, 90], improving the Li deposition morphology by even the electric field deposition by

platting the Li inside the predetermined scaffold structure. Moreover, it is found that

at elevated temperature (40◦C or more), a final deposition morphology of Li chunks are

formed due to a faster Li+ diffusion rate [91, 92]. However, it is known that a faster

degradation of cathode and electrolyte is associated at higher temperature. Even though

these new approaches improve LMB cycling performance, they are still unable to address
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adverse changes in the Li volume during standard cycling and performance problems at

higher current densities (> 2 mA/cm2).

That is to said, even though more efforts are required to fully solve the Li dendrite

issues. It is still a very promising topic as the intrinsic property of Li is not replaceable.

The properties offers a potential of high energy density and high power density battery,

which are the essential for future electric vehicles.

Figure 3.2: The chain reaction of thermal runaway at different stage with associated with
the temperature of a battery change, here adopt an example of Ni-rich LIB [6].

3.3 Lithium platting and lithium dendrite

During the platting of Li metal, the potential that is driven is negative versus the Li

potential. This cause the reduction of the Li ions to deposit on the anode surface [93].
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In the ideal case, the Li deposition is homogeneous. However, this is not tend to be the

case as the Li ion tends to deposit on the ”hot spot” of a surface and made the deposition

inhomogeneous [94]. The dendrite produce new SEI layer in every cycle, reducing the

interface conductivity and battery capacity. Over the time, dendrite grows in the length,

and finally penetrate the separator and cause the cell failure by the internal short circuits

[7]. The scheme of the lithium dendrite growth is shown in 3.3.

Figure 3.3: The growth of Li dendrite at different stage of the lithium deposition [7].

Li dendrite is not only happens in a LMB but also a LIB and it is considered as one of

the most dangerous reactions as the metallic Li can deposit on the graphite surface and

leading to the potential thermal runaway [95]. Lithium plating occurs when the rate of

Li+ reduction rate is mismatched with the Li intercalaction rate to the graphite electrode.

The lithium platting is more severe at lower temperature Fig. 3.4(a), increased charge C-
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rate Fig. 3.4(b), and increased state of charge Fig. 3.4(c). Moreover, the three factors are

dependent with each others. Fig. 3.4(d) shows the Li deposition regions versus the no Li

deposition regions with respects to the SOC, charge rate, and temperature. Finally, the Li

deposition can be observed right after a battery is observed. Fig. 3.4(e) shows the results

from a LIB cycled at same temperature but at different charge rates. It is shown that

the lower the cycle rate, the morphology is closer to the pristine state (black graphite).

However, with the increased cycle rate, for example, from 1 C rate, the morphology became

light gray, indicating Li deposition on the graphite surface Fig. 3.4(e) [14].

3.3.1 Fast charging lithium battery

Charging at high rates has been shown to accelerate battery degradation, capacity

fading, and safety issue. The main issue comes from the slow diffusion rate of the Li+ at

enhanced charge rates [96]. The electrolyte transport properties is the rate limiting factors

that directly influence how fast a battery can be recharged. The ohmic voltage drop from

fast charging or low temperature can results in hitting of the cut-off voltages earlier and

therefore limited the deployable capacity [96]. Moreover, the Li+ ions inevitably establish a

concentration gradient during battery charging, becoming more severe at higher currents.

At fast charging conditions, Li+ ions can be depleted at very close to the anode, raising

the further Li+ intercalaction issues [97].

High-performance cells tend to use thin-layer or nanoparticle-based electrodes of eelctro-

chemically active media to minimize the diffusion distance [98]. The electrolyte is likewise

tailored to improve the ionic conductivity and transport. Ion transport in the electrolyte
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underpins the charging speed of the LIB. Furthermore, the capacity of an LIB is limited

by the ohmic potential across the electrolyte as the cutoff voltage is prematurely achieved

during charging. Fast charging depletes the Li+ ions adjacent the anode as the their dif-

fusion from the cathode and through the electrolyte via the separator is too slow to keep

up, leading to a pronounced Li+ concentration gradient, heating, and inhomogneous Li

deposition and plating [99].

A major barrier to fast charging is the ionic conductivity of the electrolyte. A typical

carbonate electrolyte in LIBs is LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate (EC):dimethyl carbonate

(DMC) at a weight ratio of 3:7, with an ionic conductivity of 8.5 mS-cm−1 with 1 M LiPF6

salt, which is sufficient for low charge rates of 0.1– 1C. However, at high charge rates, > 3C,

at least 13 mS-cm−1 is necessary to avoid undesirable chemical reactions [100, 5]. Adding

aliphatic esters—for example, methyl acetate (MA) or ethyl acetate (EA)—improves the

ionic conductivity and overcomes this barrier while introducing another: decreasing the

cycle life of the LIB through the formation of an undesirable solid electrolyte interphase

(SEI) layer on the graphite anode [101, 102]. Formate, nitriles, and amides have also been

considered [5], but poor compatibility with the LIB’s cell chemistry reduces the Coulombic

efficiency [5]. Notably, fluorethylene carbonate additive avoids these drawbacks, yet has

one of its own: it is prone to defluorination by PF5 produced from the LiPF6 in the

electrolyte [103].

Beyond chemistry, other means to increase the charge rate have been attempted. Ex-

posure of the cathode to white light produces additional Mn4+ oxidation sites, improving

charge transport [104]. External magnetic fields have been applied to produce electrolyte
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flow via magnetohydrodynamics: a Lorentz force on the ions in the fluid electrolyte pro-

duces spiral-like flow, improving ion convection and helping to overcome the concentration

gradient during fast charging. Unfortunately, magneto-hydrodynamics is extraordinarily

inefficient [105].

3.4 Cathode material

Similar to the anodes, cathodes also need to possess excellent performances, such as

structural stability, electrochemically compatible to the anodes, long life span, host lithium

ions during cycling, small volume change. The first lithium ion cathode material is the

lithium cobalt oxide (LiCoO2), developed by Mizushima and Goodenough in 1980s and

manufactured by Sony in 1990s [106]. LiCoO2 is a layered lithium transition metal oxide

with a layered rock-salt structure. Despite its achievements in the performance especially

in the consumer electronics, a increase in the energy density is required for the electric

vehicles requirement. The theoretical capacity of the LiCoO2 is only 135 mAh/g, which

is too low for today’s high energy battery requirements. Due to the structure instability

when more than 50% of the Li is extracted Moreover, the Co is toxic and expensive and

shows safety concerns [107].

Later on, researchers adopted the similar radius elements such as Nickel (Ni) and Man-

ganese (Mn), a successful example is lithium nickel manganese cobalt oxide (LiNi−xMnyCozO2,

NMC). The first ratio that is proposed was LiNi0.5Mn0.5O2 to completely removed Co.

However, severe cycle life degradation was shown due to the Li/Ni disordered and results
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into structure instability. Later on, the discover to the LiNi0.5Mn0.3Co0.2O2 (NMC532),

LiNi0.6Mn0.2Co0.2O2 (NMC532), and LiNi0.8Mn0.1Co0.1O2 (NMC532) was been widely study.

Generally, those new synthesis materials possess high energy density with high operation

potential. Those materials follow a trend of the higher the Ni content, the higher the capac-

ity can be released. However, the cycle life is shorter due to a faster material degradation

[108].

Lithium excess layered is another type of the layered cathode materials. It also com-

posed Li, Mn, Ni, and Co atoms and formed into the structure such as (Li2MnO3)x(LiMO2),

where M=Ni, Co, Mn. The working voltage can be 4 V and results into a high theoretical

capacity of 250 mAh/g. The major drawback is the irreversible capacity at the first cycle,

which is found out to originates from the lithium and oxygen loss. This issue is shown to

mitigate by coating insulating materials on the surface, however, again it leads to the side

reactions of the coated materials with the electrodes and electrolyte [108, 107].

Other types of the cathode materials, such as oxygen, sulfur has been a dream electrodes

as they can provide ultra-high energy density. Moreover, they are cost-effective as they

are both earth-abundant. However, the reversibility of the structure is one of the main

issue that hinders them from full commercialization.

Fig. 3.5 summarized the current cathode capability and the future cathode direc-

tion. It is shown that the olivine LiFePO4, layered LiCoO2, and spinal LiMn2O4 are the

commercial-graded materials. And the research are tailoring to either high voltage cath-

ode materials or high theoretical capacity electrodes to generate a higher energy density

battery system.
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Figure 3.4: Cases that have higher chance to induce Li deposition on the graphite anode
during charging (a) at low temperature, (b) at high charge C-rate, and (c) at high SOC
[8]. (d) Moreover, the 3 factors are dependent with each others and the Li deposition areas
can be plotted with the 3 factors. An example of Li deposition at increased charge rate at
the same temperature [14].
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Figure 3.5: Electrode materials and corresponding electrochemical performances in the
current LIB technologies. [9]
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Chapter 4

Acoustic wave interaction with single

layer lithium metal battery

4.1 Introduction

The rechargeable battery is the key to improving a broad swath of technology for

society, from consumer and defense electronics, grid energy storage, and robotics to elec-

tric vehicles for sustainable transport. [73, 79] Properties in safety, rechargeability, spe-

cific capacity, and lifetime still need improvement: the best lithium ion battery today

(240 Wh/kg) offers only six times the energy density of a lead-acid battery (40 Wh/kg)

from 120 years ago.[109, 110, 111] As current state of the art Li-ion batteries (LIB) ap-

proach their theoretical limits by using lithiated graphite and meticulously engineered

electrolytes, alternatives are sought to increase the energy density in batteries for emerg-

ing electronic devices.[112] Lithium metal (Li) is the ideal choice as an anode in Li metal
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batteries (LMB) with a potential to deliver an energy density of 500 Wh/kg, at least

double the current LIB. [73] The decision in the 1980s to abandon LMBs after years of

research and adopt LIBs was in recognition of the difficult problem of dendrites forming on

the Li metal anode during recharging. The dendrites will not only penetrate the separator

and lead to serious safety issues but also will lead to low Coloumbic efficiency and a sub-

stantial reduction in charge capacity as they consume both Li and electrolyte.[74] These

issues have long impeded commercialization of Li metal batteries (LMB) despite their oth-

erwise overwhelming advantages.[75, 76] Dendrites tend to form as the charging current

density becomes large (>1 mA/cm2), leading to significant Li ion concentration gradients

and an Li ion depletion layer adjacent the anode.[77, 78, 79, 80] Dendrite mitigation in

liquid electrolytes typically relies on chemistry, by adjusting the electrolyte composition

[81, 82, 83, 84], concentration [85, 82], and additives [86], and by protecting the surface of

the Li metal in LMBs[87, 88]. These approaches not only suppress the parasitic reactions

between Li and electrolyte, but also provide uniform Li ion flux. Another approach is to

form the Li into a three-dimensional scaffold structure [89, 90], improving the Li deposition

morphology by even the electric field deposition by platting the Li inside the predetermined

scaffold structure. Moreover, it is found that at elevated temperature (40◦C or more), a

final deposition morphology of Li chunks are formed due to a faster Li+ diffusion rate

[91, 92]. However, it is known that a faster degradation of cathode and electrolyte is as-

sociated at higher temperature. Even though these new approaches improve LMB cycling

performance, they are still unable to address adverse changes in the Li volume during

standard cycling and performance problems at higher current densities (> 2 mA/cm2).
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Beyond chemistry, external magnetic force were also proposed to inhibit the continuous

growth of the dendrite tip through magnetohydrodynamics principle [92, 113]. However,

the energy consumption is high, while the performance is limited. Ultrasound has been

used to drive acoustic streaming-driven fluid stirring and enhance the uniformity of ion

distribution during traditional chemical vapor deposition.[114, 115] However, the ultrason-

icators in these past works have always been large, inefficient, electrochemically incom-

patible, and very heavy—unsuitable for integration into a practical LMB. By contrast,

surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices offer extraordinary power density in a fingernail-

sized device, and are useful in drop handling, biological sensors, cell manipulation, and

particle collection in microfluidics.[51, 1, 116, 117] Uniquely, they generate locally extreme

accelerations of 108 to 1010 m/s2, driving acoustic streaming-driven fluid flow at up to

1 m/s, and imparting acoustic forces upon objects present in the fluid, such as cells and

micro to nano-scale particles.[15] SAW devices can be inexpensively produced through a

standard ultraviolet photolithography and lift-off process to deposit interdigitated metallic

electrodes onto a low-loss, single crystal piezoelectric Li niobate substrate, a commodity

from decades of development and use in telecommunications.[50]

In this work, we expect to overcome the two underlying problems hampering recharge-

able battery progress for over fifty years: protracted charging times and inadequate life-

time due to unfavorable morphological changes. We especially seek to avoid Li dendrites

when metal deposition processes are employed in a carbonate-based electrolyte, EC/DEC,

which is notorious [81] for Li dendrite formation and caused by ion depletion in the elec-

trolyte adjacent the anode. A SAW-integrated LMB (SAW LMB) is therefore proposed,
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Figure 4.1: A comparison of the working principles of traditional and SAW-
driven Li metal batteries. a, Illustration of how acoustic streaming drives electrolyte
flow in the gap(s) between the electrode(s). A b, traditional LMB compared to c, SAW
LMB based upon computations of the flow and ion distribution. For a traditional LMB,
the stationary electrolyte permits high ion concentration gradients to appear during charg-
ing, producing Li dendrite formation, dead Li, Li metal volume expansion, uneven solid
electrolyte interface (SEI) formation, and, eventually, short circuit of the cell. By contrast,
in a SAW LMB, acoustic streaming recirculates the electrolyte, leading to a homogeneous
ion distribution and uniform Li deposition during charging.

as shown in Fig. 4.1, as a new route to potentially overcome these longstanding problems.

By driving sufficient flow of the electrolyte through the interelectrode gap, it becomes

possible to prevent the formation of Li ion depletion regions, thus preventing dendrites,

adverse heating, and electrolyte breakdown. The flow is driven by acoustic (fluid) stream-

ing generated by the SAW device, significantly reducing the Li concentration gradient in

the electrolyte—even during rapid charging—and uniform Li deposition is made possible.

The power consumption of the SAW device is around 10 mWh/cm2, relatively small in

comparison to the charging itself, and in any case occurring when power consumption is

acceptable: during charging. During LMB discharge, dendrites do not form, and so the

SAW device may remain off. In what follows, we report the results of galvanostatic cycling
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and post cycling analysis of prototype Li metal batteries to describe the beneficial effects

of using SAW in them. Furthermore, we provide a closed-form model that both describes

the underpinning physics and can be used to design the SAW device for a given battery

configuration.

4.2 Experiment methods

4.2.1 Cell and SAW device fabrication

Copper (10 µm thick, MTI Corporation) was immersed in 1 M HCl followed by rinsing

first with water and then with acetone to remove surface impurities and oxides before use

as electrodes in all experiments. The Li (250 µm thick, MTI Corporation) was carefully

scraped (245 µm thick after scraping) to remove any oxide layers before use as electrodes

in all experiments. The lithium iron phosphate (LFP) electrode was prepared by first

mixing LFP powder (MTI Corporation), polyvinylidene fluoride (Sigma Aldrich), and

carbon black (C-preme LLC) in the mass ratio of LFP:PVDF:C= 75% : 10% : 15%; then

made into a slurry by mixing with N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (Sigma-Aldrich) as a solvent;

pour-cast on Al foil; and finally dried in a vacuum oven for 12 hours. The areal capacity

is around 1 mAh/cm2. Commercial grade 1M solution of lithium hexafluorophosphate

(LiPF6) in a 1:1 (w/w) mixture of ethylene carbonate (EC) and diethyl carbonate (DEC)

(BASF) was used as the electrolyte. Finally, a Celgard 480 separator was used between

the cathode and anode.

The SAW device was fabricated through lift-off lithography to deposit twenty-eight
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pairs of unweighted Au/Cr fingers and form an optimal[51] interdigital transducer (IDT)

onto a 500 µm thick 127.68◦ Y-rotated, X-propagating cut lithium niobate substrate

(LiNbO3 (LN), Roditi).[15, 117] The SAW device was then coated with parylene C using

chemical vapor deposition (PDS 2010 parylene coater system, Specialty Coating Systems)

to prevent reactions with the electrolyte (see Suppl. Information). The baseline LMB and

SAW-integrated LMB were assembled inside an argon-filled glovebox (MTI Corporation),

where the moisture level and O2 level were both ¡1 ppm. Both the baseline and SAW

LMB cells were formed from perfluoroalkoxy alkane nuts, back and front ferrules, and

main housings (PFA-820-6, Swagelock) in conjunction with current collectors (304 stain-

less steel rods, McMaster-Carr Supply Corporation), as illustrated in Fig. 4.2, to both seal

the electrolyte and electrode from exposure to air and to safely test the cells.

4.2.2 Electrochemical measurement

Electrochemical studies were carried out in the Swagelock-based cell, placing the SAW

device on one side within the housing and perpendicular to the electrode gap as shown

in Fig. 4.2. The Coulombic efficiency measurements during Li plating and stripping were

performed on Li‖Cu cells, where Cu serves as the working electrode and Li foil serves

as the counter electrode. The Li was deposited on Cu at various current densities with

a capacity of 1 mAh/cm2. The deposited Li was then fully stripped to a cutoff voltage

of 1 V. The Coulombic efficiency was defined as the amount of stripped Li divided by

the amount of plated Li, and the average Coloumbic efficiency was calculated from this

result for a range of current densities; the error bars denote the minimum and maximum
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measured values.
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Figure 4.2: Prototype Li metal battery configuration. A a schematic cutaway and
a b photo of an assembled prototype LMB, showing the placement of the SAW device to
drive electrolyte recirculation. For scale, the charge conductors are 16 mm in diameter
and the gap between the Li anode and LiFePO4 cathode is 25 µm.

LiFePO4 was used as the cathode while Li metal served as the counter electrode in

full cells tested using standard galvanostatics. The charge and discharge currents were

calculated based on the electrode size. For the baseline cell, the SAW device was present

but was left off throughout testing. For the SAW-driven cell, the SAW device was turned

on upon detection of the charging of the cell and was turned off during discharge. The

charge-discharge cycling and the associated operation of the SAW device were automated

during the experiments (LabVIEW), with a signal generator (SG–380, Stanford Research

Systems) and amplifier (ZHL–1–2W, Mini-Circuits) used to drive the SAW device.
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4.2.3 Morphological characterization

The cycled batteries were disassembled inside an argon-filled glovebox, the electrodes

were collected, and the electrode samples were rinsed with dimethyl carbonate (Sigma-

Aldrich) to remove the residual electrolyte on the surface of the electrode. The samples

were then attached to a specimen holder (Ted Pella) using double-side carbon tape (Ted

Pella) and sealed within an aluminized polyethylene bag inside the glovebox for transferring

samples to the SEM. After transport to the SEM, the samples were quickly transferred

from the bag to the scanning electron microscopy vacuum chamber (SEM Quanta 250, FEI

Corp.) for imaging at 5 kV. The samples were exposed to air for less than three seconds.

4.3 Results and discussion

4.3.1 Li deposition onto copper in the presence of SAW

We first consider the Li deposition morphology on a copper (Cu) substrate using

a carbonate based electrolyte of 1M LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate/dietheryl carbonate

(EC/DEC; Fig. 4.3). The carbonate electrolyte was chosen as our baseline electrolyte be-

cause it is known to be compatible with 4 V cathode materials and is capable of triggering

dendrite formation at current densities of only 0.5 mA/cm2 in an Li anode cell.[84, 118] The

Li was electrochemically plated onto the Cu substrate at a current density of 1 mA/cm2

(1 C) until the areal capacity reached 1 mAh/cm2 for both baseline and SAW Li‖Cu cells

(the deposition profile is shown in Fig. 4.3a). The voltage of the baseline cell continued
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to decrease as Li was deposited, while the SAW cell exhibited a constant voltage near

−0.1 V, indicating stable electrodeposition and perhaps homogeneous deposition [119].

Upon increasing the deposition current density to 6 mA/cm2 (6 C) for cells with and

without SAW (Fig. 4.3b), similar trends were observed. A more drastic drop in the de-

position voltage was observed in the early stage of the deposition for the baseline cell,

followed by a continued drop from -0.3 V at 0.1 mAh to -0.58 V at 1 mAh. In contrast,

the SAW Li‖Cu cell showed a nearly identical voltage profile, becoming constant at -0.1 V.

Notably, the baseline cell exhibited a deep voltage drop at the beginning of the 6 mA/cm2

deposition (circled in Fig. 4.3b). This phenomenon has been seen before and is associated

with the overpotential due to a heterogeneous nucleation barrier from the thermodynamic

mismatch between Li and Cu,[120] and appears to be absent when using SAW.
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Figure 4.3: First cycle deposition voltage profile of Li‖Cu batteries with and
without SAW at 1 and 6 mA/cm2 deposition rates to capacity of 1 mAh/cm2.
a, comparison of the electrodeposition curves at deposition rate of 1 mA/cm2 with (green)
and without (black) SAW. b, comparison of the electrodeposition curves at 6 mA/cm2

current densities with (green) and without (black) SAW.

The cycled cells were then disassembled and the electrodes were collected for scanning

electron microscopy (SEM). When cycled at 1 mA/cm2 current density, the presence of
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Figure 4.4: SEM images of the Cu electrodes in the Li‖Cu system with and
without SAW after the first deposition cycle. Images of the Cu electrode after
plating 1 mAh/cm2 areal capacity of Li under 1 mA/cm2. a-d the baseline Li‖Cu system
shows substantially different morphology than e-h with SAW under the same conditions.
Images of the Cu electrode after plating 1 mAh/cm2 areal capacity under 6 mA/cm2. i-l
baseline and m-p SAW-driven Li‖Cu cell. Note the views among each column are at
the same scale, with a,b,e,f,i,j,m,n cross-sections and c,d,g,h,k,l,o,p top views of the
Cu electrode. Moreover, the comparison of Coulombic efficiency of Li‖Cu batteries with
and without SAW at various deposition and stripping rates. The testing current densities
incrementally progressed from 1 mA/cm2 to 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 mA/cm2 until—in each
case—the deposition reached areal capacity of 1 mAh/cm2 and was stripped back to 1 V,
producing an electrochemical profile of the Li‖Cu cell q, with SAW and r, without SAW.
The s, average Coloumbic efficiency of the baseline (black dots) and SAW-driven Li‖Cu
(green dots) are shown as a function of the current density.
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SAW reduces the thickness of the deposited Li from 9.1 µm without SAW in the baseline

cell to 5.3 µm with SAW. The thickness of the deposition is an indication of its density.

A 4.85 µm thickness may theoretically be achieved if the deposition is completely dense

without porosity or dendrites.[90] Based on these values, the porosities of the deposited Li

are 46.7% and 8.5% for the baseline cell and SAW cell, respectively. The Li‖Cu cell pro-

duces better deposition behavior with SAW than without it. The top view images further

support this conclusion, as the deposition morphology is dense and without dendrites for

the SAW Li‖Cu cell (Fig. 4.4g and 4.4h) while porosity and dendrites are present in the

baseline Li‖Cu cell (Fig. 4.4c and 4.4d).

We further examined the Li‖Cu cells’ electrodes after Li deposition at a current density

of 6 mA/cm2. The Li deposition thickness in the baseline cell increased three-fold from

9.1 µm to 27 µm, giving an extremely high porosity of 82%, an indication of dendrite

formation and loose deposition. [121] By comparison, the deposition thickness is far less

when using SAW, 6 µm, with a much lower porosity of 19%. Though the porosity is

certainly higher at 6 mA/cm2 than 1 mA/cm2, using SAW produces far better deposition

behavior. Again, the top view images support this conclusion, with substantial porosity

and dendrites in the cell without SAW (Fig. 4.4k, and 4.4l) and homogeneous “chunked”

morphology with SAW (Fig. 4.4 and 4.4,p) known to result from homogeneous current

distribution during deposition.[122]

Moreover, we investigated the deposition morphology of Li on Cu at a current density

of 6 mA/cm2 with different SAW power input: 40 mW (< 100 mW for Fig. 4.4) and

500 mW (> 100 mW). At a low SAW power input (40 mW), the thickness of 1 mAh/cm2
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is 8.75 µm (Fig. 4.5a,b). The deposition thickness is larger than the deposition thickness

of 6.08 µm that is obtained at a SAW power of 100 mW (Fig. 4.4n). However, it is much

thinner than the 27 µm thick Li deposition from the baseline cell (Fig. 4.4i). Moreover,

the top view image shows that the morphology of the Li is a mixture of dendrite and

chunk (Fig. 4.5c,d). The results indicate that when an insufficient power is applied, the

effect of acoustic streaming to the Li+ concentration gradient is limited. And therefore,

resulting in a relatively looser Li deposition. On the other hand, at the SAW power input

at 500 mW during the Li deposition, the Li deposition thickness is 7.5 µm (Fig. 4.5e,f),

which is smaller than the thickness of the deposition at 40 mW (8.75 µm) but thicker

than the Li deposition at 100 mW (6.08 µm). From the top view, it is shown that the

deposition morphology is chunk-like structure (Fig. 4.5g,h).

We also examined the Coulombic efficiency of the Li‖Cu cell with the same carbonate

electrolyte at different current densities, both with and without SAW (Fig. 4.4q and 4.4r).

At 1 mA/cm2 and 2 mA/cm2, the average Coulombic efficiencies are 91.5% and 89% with

SAW, nearly identical to the baseline cell without SAW, at 88% and 87%, respectively.

However, at 2 mA/cm2 the baseline cell exhibits signs of a short circuit with an unstable

electrochemistry profile in the third cycle. By contrast, the SAW Li‖Cu cell continues

to show good cycling performance even to the extremely high cycling rate of 6 mA/cm2,

maintaining >80% Coloumbic efficiency throughout.
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Figure 4.5: Deposition morphology of Li onto Cu at different power input from SAW.
At low power input, 40 mW, the Li dendrite is shown. Similar to at high power input,
500mW, the Li dendrite is shown.

4.3.2 Effect of SAW-driven fluid flow on the high rate perfor-

mance of Li‖LiFePO4 batteries

We assembled a full Li‖LiFePO4 (Li‖LFP) cell to investigate the practical aspects of

integrating a SAW device into a battery, using LFP as the cathode with an areal capacity

of 1 mAh/cm2. The effect of SAW on the high charge rate capability of Li‖LFP cells

is illustrated in Fig. 4.6 using 1M LiPF6 in EC/DEC carbonate electrolyte at different

current densities. Both charge and discharge are conducted at the same current density

for this test. At a low current density of 0.5 mA/cm2(0.5 C), both the baseline Li‖LFP cell

and SAW Li‖LFP cell exhibit a discharge capacity of about 137 mAh/g, due to the small

Li+ concentration gradient present in the electrolyte at this current density, whether or

not SAW is circulating the electrolyte. As the current density increases beyond 1 mA/cm2

(1 C), however, a visible difference appears in the charge/discharge capacity due to the

SAW. At 1 mA/cm2, the capacity is 120 mAh/g without SAW, and 130 mAh/g with
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Figure 4.6: Electrochemical properties of baseline and SAW-driven Li‖LiFePO4 cells at
different cycle rates and long term cycleability. a, The discharge capacities of the baseline
(black) and SAW-driven (green) Li‖LiFePO4 cells are plotted versus the charge/discharge
cycle at progressively greater current densities of 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 mA/cm2

(1 mA/cm2 corresponds to 1 C)). The representative charge and discharge voltage pro-
files of Li‖LiFePO4 cells are likewise shown for current densities of 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and
6 mA/cm2 in the b, baseline and c, SAW Li‖LiFePO4 cells. d, The discharge capacity of
an Li‖LFP with (green) or without (black) SAW over 200 cycles at a current density of
2 mA/cm2. The associated charge and discharge profiles of the e, baseline and f, SAW
Li‖LFP cells are plotted at cycles 10, 50, 100, 150, and 200. Scanning electron microscopy
of the morphology of Li in the Li‖LFP cell after 200 cycles. Extensive porosity and den-
drites are present in a g, top view and h, cross sectional view of the Li anode from the
SAW-absent Li‖LFP baseline cell, unlike the comparatively dense and smooth morphology
of the Li anode from the SAW Li‖LFP cell (i, top view and j, cross sectional view).
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SAW. Notably, 1 mA/cm2 is reported as the critical current density that, upon exceeding,

dendrites start to grow and the limitations of Li+ ion diffusion begins to impact the

battery’s cycling performance.[110]

As the current density is further increased to 6 mA/cm2(6 C), the discrepancy in ca-

pacity likewise grows due to the SAW. The baseline cell delivered only 11 mAh/g, retaining

only 8% of its low-rate capacity, but using SAW in the cell provides a discharge capac-

ity of 55 mAh/g, retaining 40% of its low-rate capacity. The SAW provides a five-fold

increase in discharge capacity at 6 mA/cm2 (6 C). Finally, each cell was returned to the

starting current density of 0.5 mA/cm2 (0.5 C), and the capacity was found to recover—

indicating an absence of battery damage from the fast charge and discharge cycling. The

SAW Li‖LFP generated a slightly higher capacity than the baseline Li‖LFP. Altogether,

the drop in capacity at 6 mA/cm2 (6 C) is mainly due to the limited Li+ ion diffusion rate,

producing a corresponding large Li ion concentration gradient. Without SAW, it is not

possible to charge the Li‖LFP at high current densities. But with SAW, the discharge ca-

pacity is improved despite the high current density, perhaps due to improvement of the Li+

ion diffusion and reduction of the associated ion concentration gradient via SAW-driven

electrolyte recirculation.

The limitations in Li+ diffusion can be shown in the charge and discharge profiles of the

baseline Li‖LFP (Fig. 4.6b) and SAW Li‖LFP (Fig. 4.6c). At high cycle rates, the voltage

hysteresis dramatically increased in the baseline Li‖LFP cell to 1.02 V at 6 mA/cm2 (6 C)

current density, 70% larger than the SAW Li‖LFP (0.59 V). The large voltage hysteresis is

again an indication of the poor Li ion transportation in the baseline cell. Since the initial
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voltage hysteresis is similar for the cell with or without SAW, the resistance otherwise

present in the cell is likewise similar.

4.3.3 Full cell cycling of Li‖LFP with and without SAW

The long term cycling stability of the SAW Li‖LFP cells was investigated by applying a

current density of 2 mA/cm2 (2 C) for both charge and discharge over 200 cycles to Li‖LFP

cells, using cut-off voltages of 2–4 V. The discharge capacity plotted in Fig. 4.6d–f indicates

superior cycle performance with SAW in the Li‖LFP cell, with a greater discharge capacity

throughout, from the initial to the 200th cycle. With SAW, the Li‖LFP offers 110 mAh/g

of discharge capacity, modestly more than the 90 mAh/g of the baseline Li‖LFP without

SAW. After 200 cycles, however, the SAW Li‖LFP cell retained 82% of its initial discharge

capacity after 200 cycles, far more than the 51% capacity retained by the baseline Li‖LFP

cell.

The effect of SAW is further apparent in a comparison between the individual charge

and discharge voltage profiles of the baseline Li‖LFP in Fig. 4.6e and the SAW Li‖LFP

cell in Fig. 4.6f. The baseline cell’s polarization increases with the number of cycles, and

there is a 63% increase in the polarization voltage from the 10th cycle (0.28 V) to the 200th

cycle (0.77 V). The increase in polarization is an indication of dead Li and Li dendrite

formation,[121] leading to a reduction in discharge capacity as cycles accumulate. However,

with SAW, the polarization voltage increases less than 10% from 0.266 V at the 10th cycle

to 0.298 V at the 200th cycle, indicating the achievement of stable cycle performance using

SAW.
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The cycled Li‖LFP cells were disassembled to examine the morphology of the Li anodes

using scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Fig. 4.6g–j). The Li anode from the baseline

cell exhibits porous morphology and dendritic growth in Fig. 4.6g,h. However, with SAW,

the Li anode morphology is comparatively dense and smooth in Fig. 4.6i,j. Noting the

total thickness of the pristine Li is 245 µm, this substantial difference may be quantified by

measuring the thickness of the (porous) cycled Li and (dense) uncycled Li using Fig. 4.6i,j.

The thickness of the uncycled Li is 145 µm without SAW, and is 225 µm with SAW. In

the baseline Li‖LFP cell without SAW, 41% of the Li participates in the cycling. The

thickness of the cycled Li increased from 100 µmm to 165 µm after 200 cycles without

SAW, a 65% increase. By contrast, with SAW in the Li‖LFP cell, only 8% of the Li is

cycled, and the cycled Li increased from 20 µm to 30 µm after 200 cycles, a 33% increase.

4.4 The mechanism responsible for SAW-driven bat-

tery performance improvement

The diffusion of Li+ ions is crucial to the performance of Li batteries: its charge and

discharge rate, capacity, and stability. Most batteries have quiescent electrolyte, with ×

u = 0 for the electrolyte velocity, leaving diffusion to migrate Li+ ions across concentration

gradients in the electrolyte and to the anode during charging (Fig. 4.1b).[123] Diffusion

is inadequate in high-speed charging, and by generating flow in the electrolyte, SAW-

driven acoustic streaming augments diffusion—in fact supplants it—in transport of Li+

ions (Fig.4.1c), but the details require careful analysis summarized here and provided in
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more detail in the Supplementary Information.

Past analyses typically employ spatially one-dimensional models,[123, 124] as the full

problem is not easy to solve, even with a computer.[125] Here, we seek an immediately

useful, closed-form result to both explain the physical phenomena and provide a tool for

battery design incorporating SAW-driven electrolyte recirculation, examining how flow

inhibits the early growth of small dendrites, as suggested by classic experimental work on

impinging flow.[126]

We assume the cell is near its limiting current density, the worst case scenario for den-

drite formation. We further assume that slight, sinusoidal morphological imperfections are

present along the electrode—of wavelength λ and amplitude ε from the initial construc-

tion of the battery —forming “hotspots” that locally enhance the rate by which metal

ions adsorb onto the electrode and allow for the initial growth of dendrites. With our

electrolyte, the Reynolds number is Re = ρuL/µ ≈ 0.2 − 2, as a function of the density

ρ, viscosity µ, and length scale L, indicating laminar, almost viscous, flow as one might

expect from the dimensions of the structure, though the Li+ ion convection is strong, po-

tentially with an ion transport boundary layer of ` ≈ 0.1−1 µm thickness, as the diffusion

coefficient[127] is ~10−9 m2/s, due to the requirement that the leading order convective and

diffusive components in the transport equations must become comparable in magnitude

within the boundary layer, in turn satisfied by requiring that the corresponding Peclet

number in the boundary layer is Pe = uc`/D ≈ 1 in a simplified analysis assuming the

electrolyte flows as a simple shear flow with characteristic velocity uc. The small thickness

of the boundary layer compared to the interelectrode gap, and the lack of excess pressure
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therein supports—at least locally—our simple shear flow assumption. It is similar to a

past successful approximation[128] of a parabolic velocity profile between flat and parallel

electrodes as simple shear flow in the boundary layer near the electrodes.

By modeling the advective and diffusive transport of ions, both transverse and parallel

to an electrode in the cell, as a two-dimensional convection-diffusion model as detailed

in the Supplementary Information, we connect the acoustically-driven electrolyte flow in

the cell to the ion distribution in the vicinity of these hotspots. The connection is made

via an order-of-magnitude result that defines the Li ion adsorption onto the anode during

charging:

−i
Pe1/3Dcbulk/δ

=
31/3(1− ε)

Γ(1/3)

(x
δ

)−1/3

+ε

√
π(3/2)1/3

Γ(1/6)
(kδ)1/3

(
sin(kx)−

√
3 cos(kx)

)
+O[ε],

(4.1)

The SAW-driven mechanism reducing dendrite growth and facilitating dense Li plat-

ing is counterintuitive. Acoustic streaming driven by SAW causes fluid flow in the in-

terelectrode gap. During charging, the Li+ ion flux is generally enhanced by the flow as

indicated by the first of the two terms on the right-hand side of eqn. (4.1). However, this

spatially (x−1/3) decaying ion flux is perturbed by the second term on the right-hand side

of eqn. (4.1), which represents the variation in ion flux due to the presence of localized

hotspots that arise from the initial electrode roughness. The combined contribution of

both terms indicates the key to eliminating the possibility of dendrite growth: the domi-

nance of the first term over the second. We seek the critical length, xcrit, over which the

spatially oscillatory behavior of the second term is suppressed by requiring the change in
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ion absorption current, i, with respect to x, d(−i)/dx > 0. This avoids a sign change in

the current and localized regions of enhanced ion flux—hotspots that will lead to dendrites

and porous deposition. With some effort, the critical length xcrit ≈ λ
√

Pe/18.

The effect of the flow via the Peclet number Pe is to produce a region of size xcrit

over which nonuniform ion deposition is prevented. The size of this region depends upon

the wavelength of the initial roughness, λ = 200µm, both an artificial construct to avoid

lengthy computations in favor of useful, analysis-based design tools and a fair representa-

tion of as-supplied, pristine Li surface morphology. The Peclet number linearly depends

upon the acoustic streaming flow, and this helps us define the characteristics required

from the SAW device to ensure the critical length is at least equivalent to the battery

size—Lbat ∼ 10 mm in our case.

If we equate xcrit ≈ Lbat, and substitute in the definition for the Peclet number, we

may identify the necessary flow velocity required to avoid nonuniform ion deposition over

a region equivalent to the size of the battery, uc,crit ≈ D(18Lbatλ)/` ∼ 0.1 m/s in our

system. This allows us to determine the SAW input power required[129] to suppress

dendrites throughout, Pcrit = ραwcu2
c,crit ∼ 0.1 W, where α = 455 µm refers to the

attenuation length of the SAW in the fluid-loaded LN substrate, w ∼ 10 mm is the

aperture or width of the SAW, c = 1498 m/s is the speed of sound in the electrolyte, and

ρ = 998 kg/m3 is the electrolyte density. We may also determine the ideal frequency to

use for the SAW by equating the attenuation length of the acoustic wave, β, to the battery

size, β = Lbat. This ensures locally generated acoustic streaming throughout the battery,

helping to overcome the presence of the separator and still induce fluid flow over the entire
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interelectrode gap. The frequency is fβ =
√

(ρc3
SAW) / [4π3 (µ+ µ′)Lbat] ∼ 108 Hz, the

reason we choose 100 MHz in this study. The speed of the Rayleigh wave SAW in the LN

substrate is cSAW = 3900 m/s and the dynamic and dilatational viscosities of the electrolyte

are, respectively, µ = 1 s-mPa and µ′ = 3 s-mPa. These values are consistent with our

experimental observations in the ability to suppress nonuniform Li+ ion deposition with

SAW in prototype Li metal batteries.

The representation of electrolyte flow and ion transport

The steady mass transport of ions, assuming the electrical field in the battery is effec-

tively screened by the high electrolyte concentration, is governed by

u · ∇c = D∇2c, (4.2)

where c,u, D are the ion concentration, velocity field, and the constant ion diffusion coef-

ficient, respectively. To simplify the problem we further assume a 2D problem, in which

the x coordinate is along the flow in the boundary layer and the y coordinate traverses

the electrodes, which are assumed to be flat and parallel (prior to the physical growth of

dendrites). We solve the problem subject to the mass conservation of metal ions in the

electrolyte[124] and a harmonic variation in ion concentration along the surface of the Li

electrode, which is associated with local ion depletion areas in the vicinity of hotspots for

the growth of dendrites,

1

A

∫ ∫
A

c dA = cbulk (4.3)
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and

c = εcbulk (1 + cos(kx)) at y = 0, (4.4)

respectively, where A is the area between the electrodes along the x and y coordinates

in a 2D view of the system, cbulk is the concentration of Li ions in the electrolyte, ε is

a small perturbation parameter of the excess ion depletion near hotspots with compare

to the level of ion depletion away from hotspots, and k is a perturbation wavenumber of

ion depletion, which physically may be taken to account for the density of the hotspots

along the Li electrode with a corresponding wavelength of 2π/k that is associated with the

characteristic separation between hotspots. Here, it also is associated with the physical

roughness of the pristine Li anodes. The surface of the Li electrode is given at y = 0. In

these expressions, localized minima along the Li electrodes are permitted, where the ion

concentration fully vanishes and hence supports the hotspots. The velocity field in the

boundary layer is taken to be u = βyex and v = 0ey, where u and v are the components

of the velocity field along the ex and ey unit vector directions associated with the x and y

coordinates, respectively, and β ≈ uc/δ is the shear rate along the y coordinate, where δ is a

characteristic length of the flow in the boundary layer. The current carried in large part by

the ions is a function of the electrical potential difference between the electrodes.[130, 131]
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A route to a closed-form model for the SAW-driven LMB Li+ ion

diffusion and deposition phenomena

Using the transformations x → δx, y → δy, c → cbulkc, (u, v) → uc(u, v), L →

δL, k → kδ, h → h/δ we render the problem in eqns. 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 dimensionless,

giving,

u∂xc+ v∂yc =
1

Pe
(∂xxc+ ∂yyc) , (4.5)

with the Peclet number defined as Pe=uc/D; eqn. 4.5 is subject to

1

A

∫ ∫
A

c dA = 1 (4.6)

c = ε (1 + cos(kx)) at y = 0, (4.7)

where we encounter two small parameters in this problem, i.e., 1/Pe � 1 (Pe =

ucδ/D � 1) in eqn. 4.5 and ε � 1 in eqn. 4.7. We assume a simple shear flow in the

vicinity of the Li electrode, so that u = y and v = 0.

The system of equations 4.5–4.7 supports a transport boundary layer of ions and hence

is associated with a singular asymptotic expansion of the concentration c in 1/Pe. We thus

consider an outer concentration field far from the Li electrode, described by C, and an inner

(boundary layer) concentration field near the electrode, described by c. In order to solve

the inner (boundary layer) problem we rescale the coordinate y in the form y = Y Pe−n, so

that the leading order diffusive term satisfies convection. Both concentration fields must
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satisfy limy→0C = limY→∞ c. We then expand the leading order concentration field in

powers of ε according to the series expansion C = C0 + εC1 + ... and c = c0 + εc1 + ... as

follows.

Leading order (O(1)) expansion To leading order, the problem in eqns. 4.5-4.7 in the

outer field satisfies the system of equations

u∂xC0 + v∂yC0 = 0, (4.8)

and

1

A

∫ ∫
A

C0 dA = 1, (4.9)

which gives the trivial solution C0 = 1. In the inner (boundary layer) field, where we use

the transformation y = Y Pe−n, the problem takes the leading order form,

Y ∂xc0 = ∂Y YC0, (4.10)

where n = 1/3, so that the leading order diffusive terms is satisfied by convection. The

corresponding boundary conditions at the surface of the electrode and far away from the

boundary layer (where the inner solution is matched to the outer solution) are then,

c0 = 0 at Y = 0, and c0 = 1 at Y →∞, (4.11)
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respectively. An analytical similarity solution to this problem is obtained by using the

transformation ζ ≡ Y/x1/3. The boundary layer problem translates then to,

−ζ
2

3

dc0

dζ
=
d2c0

dζ2
, (4.12)

and

c0 = 0 at ζ = 0, c0 = 1 at ζ →∞. (4.13)

This system of equations is satisfied by

c0 =
31/3

Γ(1/3)

∫ ζ

ζ′=0

e−ζ
′3/9dζ ′, (4.14)

where Γ() is the Euler gamma function and Γ(1/3) ≈ 2.68. Taking the y derivative of the

leading order concentration near the surface of the Li electrode at Y = ζ = 0 gives

∂yc0|y=0 =
dc0

dζ
× ∂yζ|y=ζ=0 =

31/3

Γ(1/3)

(
Pe

x

)1/3

. (4.15)

Hence the dimensional flux of ions to the electrode is,

i0 = −D∂yc0|y=0 = −D 31/3

Γ(1/3)

cbulk

δ

(
Pe

x/δ

)1/3

, (4.16)

where the negative sign infers that the flux is to the electrode. Thus, it is clear that

the current generally increases when the Peclet number (the convective flow) increases

and when the characteristic length scale of the flow decreases (shear rate increases) while
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the surface of the electrode is flat and homogeneous. Moreover, the current decreases

downstream since the convection of ions reduce the variations in ion concentration along

this direction.

Second order (O[ε]) expansion Since C0 is a constant, the next-order problem in

eqns. 4.5–4.7 in the outer field satisfies the system of equations

u∂xC1 + v∂yC1 = 0, (4.17)

1

A

∫ ∫
A

C1 dA = 0, (4.18)

which, again, gives the trivial solution C1 = 0.

The next-order problem in eqns. 4.5–4.7 in the inner field is

Y ∂xc1 = ∂Y Y c1 + ∂xxc0, (4.19)

c1 = 1 + cos(kx) at Y = 0, (4.20)

c1 = 0 at Y →∞, (4.21)

where again we use the transformation y = Y Pe−1/3 and further require that ε ≈ Pe−2/3 in

order to include the perturbation of the ion concentration in eqn. 4.20. This problem may
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be written as a superposition of three subproblems, where c1 = c1,1 + c1,2 + c1,3. Solving

the problem for c1,1, which is given by omitting the forcing term ∂xxc0 from eqn. 4.19 and

replacing eqn. 4.20 by c1,1 = 1 at Y = 0, one finds

c1,1 = − 31/3

Γ(1/3)

∫ ζ

ζ′=0

e−ζ
′3/9dζ ′. (4.22)

Hence, the corresponding dimensional flux of ions is

i1,1 = −D∂yc1,1|y=0 = D
31/3

Γ(1/3)

cbulk

δ

(
Pe

x/δ

)1/3

. (4.23)

One can further write the problem for c1,2 by omitting the forcing term ∂xxc0 from eqn. 4.19

and replacing eqn. 4.20 by c1,2 = cos kx at Y = 0. The problem is written as

Y ∂xc̃1,2 = ∂Y Y c̃1,2, (4.24)

c̃1,2 = eikx at Y = 0, (4.25)

and

c̃1,2 = 0 at Y →∞. (4.26)

using the complex variable c̃1,2 whose real component is c1,2. Using the transformation
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c̃1,2 = f(Y )eikx in eqns. 4.24–4.26 produces the alternate system of equations

ikY f =
d2f

dY 2
, (4.27)

f = 1 at Y = 0, (4.28)

and

f = 0 at Y →∞, (4.29)

which is satisfied by the complex solution

f = 32/3Γ(2/3)Ai
(
(ik)1/3Y

)
, (4.30)

where Ai is the Airy function of the first kind. The Airy function decays in the limit

Y →∞ subject to the argument (ik)1/3. The real component of the Y derivative of c̃1,2 is

given by

∂Y c1,2|Y=0 =

√
π(3/2)1/3

Γ(1/6)
k1/3

(
sin(kx)−

√
3 cos(kx)

)
. (4.31)

Hence, the corresponding dimensional flux of ions is,

i1,2 = −D∂yc1,2|y=0 = (4.32)

−D
√
π(3/2)1/3

Γ(1/6)

cbulk

δ
(kδ)1/3

(
sin(kx)−

√
3 cos(kx)

)
Pe1/3.
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Finally, one can write the problem for c1,3 using eqn. 4.19 and replacing eqn. 4.20 by

c1,3 = 0 at Y = 0. The problem for c1,3 gives a spatially monotonic solution and requires a

numerical solution; however, this solution does not contribute to the leading order solution

for the dendrite-free region of the electrode denoted by xcrit. Hence, we refer to the solution

of this problem on the order of magnitude of O[ε] as follows.

The total ion flux to the Li electrode is given by i = i0 + ε(i1,1 + i1,2 + i1,3), which

translates to

−i
Pe1/3Dcbulk/δ

=
31/3(1− ε)

Γ(1/3)
(x/δ)−1/3 + (4.33)

ε

√
π(3/2)1/3

Γ(1/6)
(kδ)1/3

(
sin(kx)−

√
3 cos(kx)

)
+ O[ε],

where we note again that ε ≈ Pe−2/3. We further highlight that a similar problem and

solution appear when where the value of ε is arbitrary while satisfying 1 � ε � Pe−2/3,

with the exception that the forcing term ∂xxc0 does not exist in eqn. 4.19, and hence the

result given in eqn. 4.33 does not contain the third term on the right hand side of the

equation, given as O[ε].

4.4.1 Li+ ion gradient within stationary electrolyte: β = 0

In the absence of flow, we find that the diffusion-limited flux of ions to the electrode,

−i, is given by,

−i = D

(
2cbulk(1− ε)

L
− εcbulkk cos(kx)

)
, (4.34)
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where the negative sign in front of i appears because the flux of ions to the electrode is along

the −y axis direction. The flux of ions is locally enhanced near the hotspots, suggesting the

initial Li+ ion concentration gradient and subsequent nonuniform Li+ plating and dendrite

growth is inevitable.

4.4.2 The effect of electrolyte flow, β > 0, on the Li+ ion gradient

The presence of flow near the Li electrode enhances the advection of Li ions to the

electrode in a manner proportional to Pe1/3, where Pe ≡ ucl/D is the Peclet number.[128]

In addition, we show that the flow further enhances the local transport of Li ions to the

hotspots in a manner proportional to Pe1/3. This result is expected since the enhanced

convection of ions along the electrode to the hotspots decreases variations in ion concen-

tration that would otherwise arise. The overall rate of Li ion adsorption onto the electrode

is given by

−i
Pe1/3Dcbulk/δ

=
31/3(1− ε)

Γ(1/3)

(x
δ

)−1/3

+ε

√
π(3/2)1/3

Γ(1/6)
(kδ)1/3

(
sin(kx)−

√
3 cos(kx)

)
+O[ε],

(4.35)

where we assume that ε ≈ Pe−2/3 (albeit similar result appears when requiring that 1 �

ε� Pe−2/3), and note that Γ(1/3) ≈ 2.68 and Γ(1/6) ≈ 5.57. The first term on the right

indicates the spatially monotonic convective contribution of ion flux to a flat homogeneous

electrode and the second term indicates the correction to the spatially non-monotonic

convective ion flux due to the presence of the hotspots. The third term given simply as

O[ε] is an additional convective contribution to the ion flux, which is spatially monotonic
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and may be obtained numerically. We note that the first and third terms are products of

similarity analysis and hence are mathematically singular at the origin, x = 0, and hence

the expression for the current in eqn. (4.35) is physically valid far from the origin.

The mechanism by which flow inhibits the growth of dendrites is counterintuitive.

The flow enhances the flux of Li+ ions to the electrode and particularly to the hotspots

where dendrites may grow, as given independently by the first and second terms on the

right side of eqn. (4.35), respectively. The ion flux is spatially perturbed by ion depletion

next to hotspots for the growth of dendrites, which is given in the second term in the

equation. However, the leading order convection term, which decays like x−1/3 along the

electrode, eliminates localized ion flux maxima and hence is the key to the inhibition

of dendrites’ growth. The combined contribution of both terms eliminates localized ion

transport maxima to the electrode and hence eliminates spatially localized growth spots—

dendrites—on the electrode. But this suppression of dendrite growth is only over a finite

length of the electrode from x = 0, where the shear flow (or alternatively the electrode)

commences, to x < xcrit; as x grows, the second of the two terms in eqn. (4.35) becomes

dominant and the hotspots at x ≥ xcrit will begin to allow dendrite growth. To determine

this critical length, we require the slope of ion flux to not change sign with respect to

x along the electrode, such that d(−i)/dx < 0, thus avoiding localized ion flux maxima

along the electrode. Substituting eqn. (4.35) into the non-equality, replacing the spatial

derivative of the term sin(kx)−
√

3 cos(kx) by its numerical upper bound, 2, and ignoring

the second order (O[ε]) spatially monotonic contributions to ion flux along the electrode

surface, thus comparing between the contribution of the leading order spatially monotonic
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ion flux and the leading order (harmonic) contribution to the ion flux from the presence

of dendrites, gives

xcrit =

(
6εk4/3β

α

)−3/4

≈ 0.35 k−1ε−3/4 ≈ 0.35 k−1Pe1/2, (4.36)

where α ≡ 31/3(1− ε)/Γ(1/3) and β ≡
√
π(3/2)1/3/Γ(1/6). The correction to the ion

flux due to the presence of hotspots in eqn. 4.35 and in our corresponding estimate of

the dendrite free length of the electrode, xcrit, are qualitative results. Their quantitative

magnitude is given from our requirement that the contribution of ion depletion (next to

hotspots) to the ion flux appears in the first correction (of the order of ε ≈ Pe−2/3) to the

leading order (O(1)) convective result. Hence, xcrit indicates that the excitation of flow

near the electrode inhibits the growth of dendrites but to a limited electrode length, which

is dependent on the properties of the electrode. In particular, xcrit increases when reducing

the density of hotspots and their intensity, that is, reducing the excess of ion depletion next

to the hotspots. Alternatively, it is clear that increasing flow intensity further increases

xcrit. The curious result here is that this length is independent of the specifics of the

flow, but only if the Peclet number is significantly greater than one. Here, our means to

ensure the Peclet number is sufficiently large is acoustic streaming, and thus we choose the

characteristics of the SAW device and its operation to ensure the amplitude, frequency,

and length scale of attenuation of the acoustic wave [129] are appropriately chosen to

ensure sufficient flow and avoid nonuniform Li+ deposition, porosity, and dendrites.
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4.5 Conclusions

We have devised a chemistry-agnostic means for avoiding ion depletion and dendrite

growth in liquid electrolyte batteries. Adopting small, high-frequency ultrasound genera-

tors to drive electrolyte flow within the inter-electrode gaps gives rise to ion flux distribu-

tions that render potential locations of dendrite growth stable within a specific distance

from the ultrasound source. This distance is independent of the details of the flow as long

as the Peclet number is sufficiently large. This is fortunately possible with the acoustic

streaming induced by our ultrasound devices and make practical Li metal rechargeable

batteries possible, even with rapid charge rates and the choice of electrode materials and

electrolytes that would normally be considered unrealistic. The Li‖Cu configuration, as

an example, was able to cycle until 6 mA/cm2 current density with reasonable Coulombic

efficiencies above 80% throughout. Moreover, the Li‖LiFePO4 configuration can deliver

95 mAh/g capacity after 200 cycles at 2C charge and discharge rates. Dense plating of

Li in both cell types was shown with SAW, and compared to the significant porosity and

dendrites present in otherwise identical cells without SAW.

We anticipate a remarkable freedom in the choice of battery electrochemistry and oper-

ation to be facilitated from this simple technology, enabling greater efficiency, utility, and

sustainability of rechargeable batteries for a broad swath of current and future applications.

Chapter 4, in full, is a reprint of material appears in Advanced Materials 2020. Huang,

An; Liu, Haodong; Manor, Ofer; Liu, Ping, Friend, James., Advanced Materials 2020. The

dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of this paper.
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Chapter 5

Acoustic wave interaction with

multilayer lithium ion battery

5.1 Introduction

Electric vehicles (EVs) require a long-sought combination of large capacity, long life,

and fast charging to be a compelling alternative to internal combustion vehicles. The

U.S. Department of Energy devised the eXtreme Fast Charging (XFC) program [132],

supporting research and development from charging infrastructure [133, 134], the design

of EVs [135], battery packs [136], and the content of the batteries themselves [137, 138].

They established aggressive goals for improving LIB technology, seeking to deliver batteries

that charge from zero to full capacity in 15 min with an energy density of 200 Wh-kg−1

and less than 20% fade in capacity after 500 cycles. These goals, combined, lie well beyond

several major technical barriers that have existed for decades [132].
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Fast charging an LIB requires high current flow, associated with a significant volt-

age difference between the operating and Li+-plating potentials [98]. This reduces the

performance, life, and safety of the LIB, and leads to lithium plating of the graphite an-

ode instead of intercalation, with undersirable side reactions and excessive heating that

may grow to thermal runaway [139]. High-performance cells tend to use thin-layer or

nanoparticle-based electrodes of eelctrochemically active media to minimize the diffusion

distance [98]. The electrolyte is likewise tailored to improve the ionic conductivity and

transport. Ion transport in the electrolyte underpins the charging speed of the LIB. Fur-

thermore, the capacity of an LIB is limited by the ohmic potential across the electrolyte

as the cutoff voltage is prematurely achieved during charging. Fast charging depletes the

Li+ ions adjacent the anode as the their diffusion from the cathode and through the elec-

trolyte via the separator is too slow to keep up, leading to a pronounced Li+ concentration

gradient, heating, and inhomogneous Li deposition and plating [99].

A major barrier to fast charging is the ionic conductivity of the electrolyte. A typical

carbonate electrolyte in LIBs is LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate (EC):dimethyl carbonate

(DMC) at a weight ratio of 3:7, with an ionic conductivity of 8.5 mS-cm−1 with 1 M LiPF6

salt, which is sufficient for low charge rates of 0.1– 1C. However, at high charge rates, > 3C,

at least 13 mS-cm−1 is necessary to avoid undesirable chemical reactions [100, 5]. Adding

aliphatic esters—for example, methyl acetate (MA) or ethyl acetate (EA)—improves the

ionic conductivity and overcomes this barrier while introducing another: decreasing the

cycle life of the LIB through the formation of an undesirable solid electrolyte interphase

(SEI) layer on the graphite anode [101, 102]. Formate, nitriles, and amides have also been
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considered [5], but poor compatibility with the LIB’s cell chemistry reduces the Coulombic

efficiency [5]. Notably, fluorethylene carbonate additive avoids these drawbacks, yet has

one of its own: it is prone to defluorination by PF5 produced from the LiPF6 in the

electrolyte [103].

Beyond chemistry, other means to increase the charge rate have been attempted. Ex-

posure of the cathode to white light produces additional Mn4+ oxidation sites, improving

charge transport [104]. External magnetic fields have been applied to produce electrolyte

flow via magnetohydrodynamics: a Lorentz force on the ions in the fluid electrolyte pro-

duces spiral-like flow, improving ion convection and helping to overcome the concentration

gradient during fast charging. Unfortunately, magneto-hydrodynamics is extraordinarily

inefficient [105].

Acoustic waves have been used as well, though mainly for sensing. [140] pioneered the

use of pulsed ultrasound (US) transmission and detection to detect pouch cell degradation

between the electrodes. [141] used a small piezoelectric transducer mounted on the outside

for this purpose, employing instead a modulated sine wave to detect porosity and other

morphological problems within the battery. [142] used pulsed 2.25 MHz US to detect

lithium plating on the graphite anode. So far, the sole study on using acoustics as an

actuator to enhance charging performance in batteries was the use of 100 MHz surface

acoustic waves (SAW) in prototype lithium metal batteries [143]. In other contexts, high

frequency US at 10–1000 MHz has been used to generate fluid and particle flow in micro

to nanoscale confined structures somewhat analogous to the internal structure of batteries

[16, 51]. We now integrate a SAW device into multilayer, nominally 2 Ah Li ion pouch
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cells. These cells are made using standard graphite anodes, LiNi0.5Mn0.3Co0.2O2 (NMC532)

cathodes, and EC:DMC at 3:7 v/v as our electrolyte. This carbonate electrolyte is widely

known to be a poor choice for fast charging, and—with the use of some technique—if a

battery using this carbonate electrolyte can be shown to have good performance with fast

charging, it may indicate other rechargeable batteries can benefit from the same technique

[100]. Using SAW in this cell, we demonstrate the ability to avoid Li plating during fast

(15 min) charging with SAW through electrochemical measurements, examination of the

morphology via scanning electron microscopy (SEM), x-ray diffraction (XRD), energy-

dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX), and visual inspection of the LIB’s components after

disassembly. We further examine the LIB without disassembly using neutron diffraction.

Throughout, we use pristine uncycled and no-SAW LIBs as controls. Altogether, integrated

SAW appears to be an effective method to overcome the myriad barriers to fast LIB

charging.

5.2 Experiment methods

5.2.1 Cell and SAW device fabrication

The 1.8 Ah LIB pouch cells are composed of NMC532 as cathode and graphite as

anode. The composition of cathode was NMC532: CNT:PVDF = 100:1:1.5 with mass

loading of 36.2 mgcm−2, 2.99 Ahcm−2 areal loading, and 40% porosity. While the anode

was composed of a combination of different carbon-based material of C:CMC:SBR:S-P =

94.5:1.5:3:1, results into a mass loading of 17.5 mgcm−2, 3.2 Ahcm−2 areal loading, and
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30% porosity. Commercial grade 1M solution of lithium hexafluorophosphate (LiPF6) in

a 3:7 (w/w) mixture of ethylene carbonate (EC) and Dimethyl carbonate (DMC) (BASF)

was used as the electrolyte.

The SAW device was fabricated through lift-off lithography to deposit twenty-eight

pairs of unweighted Au/Cr fingers and form an optimal[51] interdigital transducer (IDT)

onto a 500 µm thick 127.68◦ Y-rotated, X-propagating cut lithium niobate substrate

(LiNbO3 (LN), Roditi).[15, 117] The SAW device was then coated with parylene C using

chemical vapor deposition (PDS 2010 parylene coater system, Specialty Coating Systems)

to prevent reactions with the electrolyte [143]. Electrolyte were injected into the baseline

LIB and SAW integrated LIB inside an argon-filled glovebox (MTI Corporation), followed

by de-gas and final sealing (MTI). The moisture level and O2 level were both <1 ppm.

5.2.2 Electrochemical measurement

Electrochemical studies were carried out in the 1.8 Ah pouch LIB, placing the SAW

device within the cell perpendicular to the electrode gaps. The battery was underwent

a formation cycle at constant current-constant voltage (CC-CV) mode, to use constant

current at 0.1 C rate to charge to 4 V and then adapt constant voltage step to charge till

the current is smaller than 0.01 mA. After the formation cycle, the cell was then de-gased

in the glovebox and resealed for further testing. From the second cycle, the battery was

charged and discharge at CC modes.
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5.2.3 Morphological characterization

The cycled batteries were disassembled inside an argon-filled glovebox, we first use

optical imaging to scan the surfaces of the electrodes. And then cut out the represented

areas to further perform scanning electron microscopy imagining (SEM Quanta 250, FEI

Corp.). The electrode samples were rinsed with dimethyl carbonate (Sigma-Aldrich) to

remove the residual electrolyte on the surface of the electrode. And then attached to a

specimen holder (Ted Pella) using double-side carbon tape (Ted Pella) and sealed within an

aluminized polyethylene bag inside the glovebox for transferring samples to the SEM. After

transport to the SEM, the samples were quickly transferred from the bag to the scanning

electron microscopy vacuum chamber (SEM Quanta 250, FEI Corp.) for imaging at 5 kV.

The samples were exposed to air for less than three seconds.

5.2.4 Crystalinity characterization

The structural properties of the samples were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD)

(model number and brand) with a monochromatic Mo Kα radiation source (λ= 0.15406 nm).

XRD patterns were collected in the range 10 < θ < 80° with a step size of 2θ = 0.05◦ and

a count time of 12 s per step.

Furthermore, we adopt neutron diffraction to analyze post-cycled batteries after 250 cy-

cles with 15 mins charge time and 3 hours discharge time. The neutron diffraction was

performed at Oak Ridge National Lab.
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5.3 Results and discussion

5.3.1 Electrochemical performance of 1.8 Ah Li ion pouch cell

cycle performance with SAW device

The electrochemical performance are tested on pouch cells formats due to its manufac-

turing flexibility in commercial production. The baseline cells are composed of graphite

as anode and lithium nickel manganese cobalt oxide 532 (NMC 532) as cathode with

1 M LiPF6 in EC/DMC electrolyte. For a SAW integrated LIB (SAW LIB), a SAW device

was carefully integrated into a pouch cell.

To understand the battery performances, we first test the rate capability performances

on both of the cells. The tests are started from cycling at low current density of 0.1 A

(20 hours charge and discharge time) to high current density of 5 A (10 mins charge and

discharge time). The results are shown in Fig. 5.1. It is shown that at slow charge rate

(0.1 A), both of the cells can deliver 1.8 Ah discharge capacities. However, at higher cycle

rates, the discharge capacity discrepancies between the two cells became obvious. At 5 A

cycle rate, a 55% discharge capacity is able to generate compare to the 0.1 A charge rate,

while it is only 27% for a baseline cell. Moreover, at the first cycle of 5 A cycle rate, the

SAW LIB can deliver 45 % more capacity than the baseline cell (0.9 Ah for a SAW LIB

vs. 0.5 Ah for a baseline cell).

The differences between the cycling behaviors of the two cells is revealed by their

individual cycle profiles as shown in Fig. 5.1 b. and c. for baseline cell and SAW LIB,
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respectively. A increased polarization and unstable cell capacity loss at each individual

cycle at different current densities is shown for a baseline cell. While a stable cycling

performance is shown with limited cell polarization changed was shown for the cycles at

the same current densities is shown for a SAW LIB.

a b c

Figure 5.1: Electrochemical performances of baseline cell and SAW LIB at
different cycle rates a Charge and discharge capacities of the baseline (blue (charge)
and dark blue (discharge)) and SAW LIB (black (charge) and green (discharge)) are plotted
versus the cycle numbers with progressively current densities of 0.1, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, to 5 A.
The charge and discharge voltage profiles of a baseline cell is shown in b, and likewise for
the SAW LIB c.

Moreover, we examine the long term cycling performance of a baseline cell and SAW

LIB cycle at high current density of 5 A (equivalent to 10 mins charging and discharge

time) over 2000 cycles with cut-off voltages of 2.5–4.2 V. The results are shown in Fig. 5.2.

Fig.5.2a shows the discharge capacity over 2000 cycles. It is clearly shown that the SAW

LIB has superior cycle performances with regards to the better discharge capacity and

stable cycle performances throughout. With SAW, the LIB offers 0.9 Ah capacity at

initial cycle while only loses 20 % capacity to 0.72 Ah at 2000 cycle. On the contrast, the

baseline cell only offers around 50% of the capacity compare to a SAW LIB of 0.42 Ah at

the initial cycle and then decays to almost zero capacity at 200 cycles.
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The effect of SAW is further apparent in a comparison between the individual charge

and discharge voltage profiles of the baseline LIB in Fig. 5.2b and the SAW LIB in Fig. 5.2c,

respectively. The polarization effect increases dramatically with the number of the cycles

in the baseline cell, while stable cell voltages were shown in the SAW LIB. The unstable

polarization effect is an indication of Li platting, electrolyte consumption of a battery. And

therefore, the results indicates the achievement of stable cycle performance using SAW.

5.3.2 Post-cycle morphology change

We disassembled the cycled cells for optical analysis to visualize the morphology change.

The images of disassembled cells are shown in Fig. 5.3. Fig. 5.3 a–d (left column) are the

cycled components from a baseline cell, while the Fig. 5.3 e–h are the cycled components

from a SAW LIB. We first found that the morphology change for the cathode electrodes

are limited from both baseline cell (Fig. 5.3 a) and SAW LIB (Fig. 5.3 e). t is due to the

degradation of cathode is usually performed in the micro-structure or micro-morphology,

which will be discuss in the later section. However, the separator that faced the cathode

from a baseline cell shows material deposition (brown and white deposition) from a baseline

cell (Fig. 5.3 b). While clean morphology is shown from a SAW LIB (Fig. 5.3 f).

On the other hand, the differences of the surface morphology is quite clear from the

anode electrode. The anode from a baseline cell (Fig. 5.3 c) shows severe Li deposition,

materials cracking, and material pealing off, which are indications of anode degradation.

Compare to the anode from a cycled SAW LIB (Fig. 5.3 g), showing close to pristine,

clean morphology throughout. Likewise, the separator that facing toward the anode shows
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a

b c

Figure 5.2: Long term cycle performance of a LIB that cycled with SAW and
without SAW. Both of the cells are cycled at galvonostatic mode with 5 A charge and
discharge currents (equivalent to 10 mins charge and discharge time). The cut off voltages
are 2.5–4.2V. a, Discharge capacities with respects to different cycle number from the
baseline cell (light blue and dark blue) and SAW LIB (green and black). b, Voltage
profiles of selected cycles of 1, 50, 100, 150, and 200 from a baseline cell, likewise c, 1, 50,
100, 150, 200, 500, 1000, and 2000 cycles for a SAW LIB.

similar trend as the anode material. The white and brown deposition shows on the surface

of the separator for a baseline cell (Fig. 5.3 d), while limited morphology was changed

from a SAW LIB (Fig. 5.3 h).

Moreover, part of the representative areas from the electrodes are taken for SEM/EDX

analysis. Dendritic-like morphology is present on the anode that cycled from a baseline cell
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Figure 5.3: Optical images to show the morphology change from cycled LIB
cells. The left columns represents a, cathode, b, cathode separator, c, anode, and d,
anode separator from a baseline cell. While e, f, g, h, are cathode, cathode separator,
anode, and anode separator from a SAW LIB.

(Fig. 5.4a,b). The dendrite deposition on the graphite anode comes from the sluggish Li

transportation and results into the ions are not intercalacted into the graphite structure

but deposit on the surface instead, resulting into irreversible capacity, short circuiting,

and safety issues. This is an indication of limited material degradation from an anode

material. On the contary, large particle, chunck-like morphology remains on the surface of

the anode that cycled with SAW (Fig. 5.4c,d). This morphology is believed to be pristine
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graphite morphology. Moreover, the EDX results indicate the ratio of elements C:F:O from

a baseline cell is 1:0.31:0.2, while 1:0.16:0.1 for a SAW LIB cell. The smaller percentage

of the F and O from a SAW LIB cell shows the lesser the solid state electrolyte interphase

(SEI) is formed compare to a baseline cell. It is a further indication of the Li dendrite

deposition associate with material degradation [144].

Figure 5.4: SEM images on the cycled anode electrode from a baseline cell
and SAW LIB. a, Anode morphology from a cycled baseline cell, dendritic-like structure
is shown on the surface and b, is the zoom in image of the a. While c, is the anode
morphology from a cycled SAW LIB cell, likewise the d, is the zoom in image from c.

Post-cycle micro-structural change of the electrodes

We further examine the microstructral change from the anodes from pristine uncycled

cell, cycled baseline and cycled SAW LIB through XRD, respectively (Fig. 5.5). For the

pristine anode, there is a peak at 27◦, which is the representative peak for graphite LiC6

(100) plan [145, 146]. We further performed the XRD analysis on the anode with two

positions: the first position was at the severe deposition area (green line, where the brown
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and white deposition was shown on the anode surface), while the second position was at

the black area (blue line). For the brown/white area, the peak becomes much less intense,

suggesting less crystallanity of LiC6. While a peak shows up at 26 ◦ , suggesting a new

phase formation. The new phase may be a distorted carbon contents in the LiC6, potential

a LiC12 phase [142]. The peak is less sharp and broaden compare to the pristine electrode,

indicating the spacing of the atoms are increased and less crystallanity. Moreover, for the

black area from a baseline cell. The peak shifts to a lower angle, indicating the distortion

of the LiC6 phase with a potential LiC12 formation.

On the other hand, for the anode from a SAW LIB, the XRD peaks remain in the

same angular positions as the pristine sample. Notably, these same results were found in

samples closer to the SAW and farther away from it. This is an indication that the SAW

is serving to maintain the anode’s state throughout the battery.

The similar effects were also found from the cycled cathodes (Fig. 5.6). It is shown

that the major peaks (003), (104), (101), (006), (102) are remained at the same scatter

angles for the cathodes after cycling with SAW no matter with the position of a SAW

device. However, this is not the case for the cycled cathode sample taken from a baseline

cell. The peak positions of the (003), (006), and (110) orientations have either shifted

or disappeared. The (003) and (110) planes are shifted, which are associated with lose

of active Li. The peak shifting, broadening, or disappearing are an indication of the

lattice structural change of the cathode material, resulting into strain change and material

degradation of the baseline cell. While those effects were not observed from a cathode that

cycled with SAW, suggesting the cathode degradation was prevented when a SAW device
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Figure 5.5: XRD images from anodes from pristine, uncycled anode and from
cycled baseline cell and cycled SAW LIB. From top to bottom are the anode from
pristine cell, baseline cell (black and white dominant region), baseline cell (black dominant
region), upper region from a SAW LIB, and lower region from a SAW LIB. ∗ represents
the LiC6 phase, while % represents the LiC12 phase.

was adopted.

To understand the effects of the SAW device to a LIB, we performed neutron diffraction

analysis to thoroughly understand the effect of SAW on the different positions of a LIB.

The cells that used for the neutron diffraction analysis were cycled after 250 high-rate

charging cycles (15 mins charge time) and C/3 slow discharge rate with and without SAW

during charging. The cells were taken to the neutron analysis at the fully discharge state.

A scheme illustration of a cell positioned and the scanned point numbers are shown in
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Figure 5.6: XRD images from anodes from pristine, uncycled anode and from
cycled baseline cell and cycled SAW LIB. From top to bottom are the anode from
pristine cell, upper region from a SAW LIB, lower region from a SAW LIB, and from a
baseline cell. The & represents the missing (006) phase from the baseline cell, while #
shows the distortion in peak angle of the (108) and (110) phases from the baseline anode.

Fig. 5.7a.. For the baseline cell, there is no SAW device integrated in the battery and

there are 10 data points that were collected during the test. For a cell that integrated with

a SAW device, the 10 points that were collected are at the same position of a baseline cell.

While the point 5 and 10 are the closet points to the acoustic source and point 1 and 6

are the furthest away from the acoustic source.

The mapping results are shown in Fig. 5.7b., c., and d., representing of pristine cell

(that is without any cycles), baseline cell after 250 cycles, and SAW LIB after 250 cycles,

respectively. The cathode signals representing (110) and (108) phases are clearly shown in
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the pristine cell (Fig. 5.7b.) While large variation and distorted of the phases are shown

for a baseline cell (Fig. 5.7c.), indicating severe materials were degraded after the cycling

of a cell. On the other hand, the two phases are still clearly been shown in a cycled SAW

LIB cell. This indicates a less material degradation of a cell, leading to the stable cycling

performances.
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Figure 5.7: Neutron diffraction results of the LIB at pristine stage, after cycling
without SAW, and cycled with SAW. a, shows the scanned points on a LIB, SAW
device is integrate at the opposite site of the current collectors and therefore the point 5
and 10 are closet to the SAW device, while point 1 and 6 are the furthest away from a
SAW device. b, mapping results of a pristine, uncycled LIB. c, cycled baseline cell and d,
cycled SAW LIB cell.

Moreover, the change in the lattice parameter were analyzed. We first examine the

c lattice parameter from a cathode. It is shown that the c lattice parameters has an

average of 14.225 A at pristine stage, while the average of c lattice distance is 14.4309

(standard deviation 3.8 %) and 14.3758 (standard deviation 0.6 %) for the baseline cell

and SAW LIB, respectively. It also indicates the baseline sample’s lattice is expanded

1.426 % away from the pristine sample, while it is 0.92 % for the SAW LIB case. The

differences between the two samples are 35.17 %.

On the contrary to the c lattice expansion, the a lattice shows reductions for both of

the samples. The average of the a lattice for a pristine sample is 2.87 A, while it is 2.8477
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(standard deviation of 2 %) for the SAW LIB and 2.81 (standard deviation of 10 %) for

baseline cell. It suggests the a lattice reduced a 2 % of a baseline cell compare to a 0.7 %

reduction of a SAW LIB cell, generating a 64% differences between the cases.

Combining the c lattice and a lattice changes of the samples. The results suggest that

the Li loss is more severe in the cell that cycled without SAW. Moreover, it is shown that

the cathode degradation is much slower and more uniform in a cell with SAW integrated.

The lattice parameter change were also investigated on the anode. It is shown that

the average c lattice length is 6.71 A from an uncycled pristine cell. While the c lattice

lengths are increased for both cycled cells and shows an average of 6.7312 A (σ = 0.5%)

and 6.7107 A (σ=0.1%) for the cells cycled without SAW and with SAW, respectively. It

indicates a 96% differences between the two cases, where the baseline cell shows 0.3% in

the c lattice length differences compare to the uncycled pristine cell while only 0.01% of

the differences is shown for a SAW LIB.

Moreover, the a lattice were analyzed. It is shown that the average a lattice length

of a pristine, uncycled cell is 2.87 A. While it is 2.4608 A (σ=0.06%) for a baseline cell

and 2.46013 A (σ=0.009%) for a SAW LIB. It is shown that a 0.03 % differences is shown

in a baseline cell compare to a pristine cell, while a 0.005 % for a SAW LIB, making a

83 % differences between the two cells. The results is also correlated with the Wilcoxon

rank-sum test (p=0.0012) that the differences is significant.
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5.4 Conclusions

A lithium ion battery’s maximum charge rate and energy density are intrinsically lim-

ited by the ion diffusion rate in the electrolyte. Most research focuses on materials science

solutions to this problem, with but gradual improvement over the years. We instead pro-

pose a mechanical solution: to integrate a MHz-order frequency surface acoustic wave

(SAW) device into an existing 1.8 Ah multilayered Li ion pouch cell to enhance the ion

diffusion rate and the overall battery performance. Both the charging rate and cycling

lifetime are improved from SAW. At a 5C charge and discharge rate, integrating SAW into

the Li ion doubles the energy density and maintains at least 80% of the battery initial

capacity after 2000 cycles. Moreover, using SAW quantifiably reduces battery degrada-

tion in these conditions as determined from optical imaging, scanning electron microscopy,

x-ray diffraction, and neutron diffraction. The use of SAW appears to offer a method to

avoid undesirable Li ion plating on the graphite anode during charging, and leads to much

longer battery lifetime and good charge capacity despite rapid charging.

Chapter 5, in part, is a reprint of material that is in preparation for submission 2020.

Huang, An; Liu, Haodong; Liu, Ping, Friend, James. The dissertation author was the

primary investigator and author of this paper.
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Chapter 6

Practical Microcircuits for Handheld

Acoustofluidics

6.1 Introduction

The challenge to deliver a miniaturized solution to driving acoustofluidics devices has

eluded the research community for over 25 years. The knowledge and know-how required

to design MHz-frequency, high-power driver circuits in a small package is surprisingly

rare among the many advancements in microelectronics technologies over the past 75

years, and is constraining progress in research and development of acoustofluidics as a

potential method for delivering effective lab-on-a-chip devices into commercial and clinical

use. The original use of surface acoustic wave (SAW) devices in microfluidics [147] resulted

in the formation of a company, Advalytix AG, eventually owned by Becton & Dickinson

focused on SAW-driven fluid mixing at small scales, yet the drivers for this commercial
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product were both mains powered and large. Other, occasional reports of success have

been claimed, only to learn that power wires were hidden in a sleeve for a “handheld”

driver, or that the circuit fails after only a short time[148]. Several attempts to completely

avoid the problem of MHz-order acoustofluifdics have been attempted with lower frequency

devices and corresponding driver circuits. Bachman et al.[149] produced an acoustofluidic

system based on a cell phone and an audio speaker, but this scheme is limited to ¡30 kHz.

They also developed a system based on an Arduino and a motor controller, but this only

increased the upper frequency limit to 65 kHz[150]. While useful, the long wavelengths of

these low frequency devices are not suitable for microfluidics that define most lab-on-a-

chip technologies, and there is the potential for cell and molecular damage from such low

frequency acoustics.

This paper aims to provide the first comprehensive microcircuit design capable of

reliably driving the vast majority of acoustofluidics devices at 1–300 MHz, including the

strategy and details necessary to help the reader to build their own driver circuits for

lab-on-a-chip acoustofluidics.

Acoustofluidic devices are ideally suited for point-of-care and lab-on-a-chip applica-

tions, as they are small and produce ample mechanical power that can be harnessed to

transport fluids and suspended objects. When alternating current (AC) signals are applied

to piezoelectric transducers used in these devices, the resulting acoustic waves produce di-

rect forces at boundaries with acoustic impedance changes and acoustic streaming from the

attenuation of the acoustic wave in the fluid and within the viscous boundary layer. In do-

ing so, acoustofluidics offers the following advantages over other approaches: (i) the forces
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formed from high frequency acoustic waves overcome surface and viscous-mediated forces

that tend to dominate in microfluidics, (ii) acoustic waves enable label-free, non-contact

particle manipulation at small scales, and (iii) the AC signals that directly drive these

devices offer precise control and simple operation. Fluid mixing, droplet manipulation,

particle manipulation, and atomization have all been demonstrated with acoustofluidic

technology and helped overcome medical and diagnostic challenges[18, 151, 51]. However,

the majority of these solutions have not found practical use because they are unable to be

adapted to miniature, portable devices. They still require laboratory equipment including

signal generators, amplifiers, and oscilloscopes.

Many point-of-care devices and all drug delivery and disease evaluation technolo-

gies must also avoid damaging biological samples. The absence of damage to biological

molecules and cells has been shown repeatedly in high frequency acoustic devices[152, 1,

153], but lower frequency acoustic waves, on the order of 10 kHz, are known to cause

cavitation[154] that can damage cells, proteins, and antibodies, even—for example—in

modulating higher frequency acoustics devices[148].

To highlight the capabilities of our circuit design for enabling lab-on-a-chip concepts

and work, we will demonstrate four acoustofluidics devices that utilize our microcircuit.

We will first demonstrate quick mixing in a sessile drop using a surface acoustic wave

(SAW) device driven by our microcircuit. The Reynolds number, Re = ρuD/µ, must

be large for the turbulent flow that characterizes mixing, and it scales with the length

scale of the device, D, so that it is very difficult to generate mixing at the microscale.

The earliest broadly known lab-on-a-chip application of SAW devices solved precisely this
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problem[155]. Very high frequency acoustic waves transmitted into fluids in contact with

these SAW devices lead to large accelerations that easily mix a broad range of fluids from

glycerol to whole blood [156, 116, 157].

We next demonstrate tunable alignment of 2 µm particles with SAW of 40–80 MHz, an-

other key application of acoustofluidics in lab-on-a-chip applications. The spacing between

groupings of particles aligned using standing waves is determined by their frequency[158].

Furthermore, The ability to manipulate small particles with acoustic transducers[159] de-

pends on the wavelength of the acoustic waves they generate.

Similarly, the isolation and manipulation of medically relevant particles—cells, or-

ganelles, biomolecules—with acoustofluidic devices[160] requires frequencies beyond 10 MHz.

We demonstrate separation of 38 µm and 4 µm diameter particles in a sessile drop as an

analog to blood sample separation.

These three SAW based applications are each demonstrated using the same handheld

driver circuit, named the SAW board, reprogrammed for each case by quickly uploading

code from a computer. This board is relatively large—the size of an open hand—and is

plugged in to wall power, convenient for prototyping, testing, and saving data.

In the fourth case, we demonstrate a high power application, a nebulizer driven by a

handheld, battery powered circuit. This circuit, named the TM (thickness mode) board is

designed using the same principles, but is optimized in parts and layout to be a compact,

near-commercial circuit design. Nebulization is accomplished at practically relevant flow

rates from battery power using this circuit and the board comes pre-loaded with a program

to run a simple user interface. Acoustofluidic atomization of therapeutic liquids has the
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potential to replace other forms of nebulization because of the aforementioned biological

compatibility and the proven ability to produce droplet sizes in the range for optimal

delivery to the lungs[161, 162, 163]. Our circuit enables these benefits in a handheld

device.

6.2 Circuit design for acoustofluidics

To suit the signal generation needs of acoustofluidics devices while offering the porta-

bility required in clinical and commercial applications, a driver circuit must be minia-

turized, battery powered, and able to produce signals in the 1–300 MHz frequency range

with a power of 50 mW to 2 W, based upon most of the past published work in this

discipline[51, 52, 164, 165].

Benchtop equipment—signal generators, DC power supplies, and low-frequency (LF)

to radio-frequency (RF) amplifiers—is simply too expensive, bulky, and heavy for use out-

side of research laboratories. Miniaturized electronics tailored to an application may be

achieved using commercially available off-the-shelf electronic parts assembled on custom-

designed printed circuit boards (PCB). Because of the unique power and frequency re-

quirements of acoustofluidics devices, significant design, programming, and testing efforts

are required, but nonetheless can produce compact and user-friendly devices.

We accomplish this by applying electronics design principles to develop two distinct

driving circuits, the TM board for 1–25 MHz thickness mode (TM) transducers, and the

SAW board for 30–100 MHz SAW transducers. The TM board is compact, as it is intended
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for battery-driven handheld nebulization. The SAW board was originally developed to

drive SAW within prototype lithium batteries[143] on the lab benchtop. Consequently, the

SAW board is larger for convenience, requires less power, operates at a higher frequency

range, and draws power from a wall outlet. It also has additional circuitry on the board

used for charging and other purposes not relevant to the work reported in this paper.

Here, we use the TM board to illustrate how the reader may make practical handheld

driver circuits for acoustofluidics sufficient to even drive atomization. We use the SAW

board to demonstrate three other acoustofluidic applications showcasing the adaptability

of this circuit design. With some effort, the reader should be able to construct a prototype

circuit such as the SAW board for their needs, and once a specific application is identified,

a much smaller prototype driver like the TM board may then be produced.

6.2.1 Circuit blocks

Despite the differences in the required stimulus frequencies and power levels, electrical

driver systems for acoustofluidic devices incorporate five basic units or blocks.

1. Stimulus generation: This is accomplished by semiconductor circuits known as

phase locked loops (PLL), a type of frequency synthesizer. This low-cost solution uses

a reference crystal oscillator to produce a highly accurate and stable tone. The fre-

quency is programmable over a specified range with very fine resolution, in this case

¡0.01 MHz. However, unlike the benchtop signal generators or arbitrary waveform

generators (AWG) it replaces, the output amplitude is usually fixed; PLLs typically
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cannot produce the required output power to directly drive the SAW devices. This

leads us to the next circuit block.

2. Amplification: We employ a chain of amplifiers to connect the output of the PLL

to the input of the SAW device, achieving increasingly higher voltage swings as

needed. Furthermore, duty cycle control can be added using the enable signals of

clock buffers, while attenuators—using dedicated chips or a simple resistor voltage

divider—can be used to fine-tune the signal swing, and a power amplifier with a

push-pull output stage can be employed to efficiently deliver high current at fixed

voltage to the device. The device itself can be modeled as a low impedance load at

the resonance frequency.

3. Power management: From a single battery or a wall outlet, the power management

unit (PMU) produces all voltage supplies (such as 3.3V, 5V, 24V etc.) as required

by various semiconductor chips on the PCB. These circuits are commonly known

as DC-DC converters. Boost converters are used to step-up voltages from input to

output, while low dropout (LDO) regulators step-down voltages. If higher efficiency

is required, a step-down function can also be achieved using a buck converter. This

block replaces a typical benchtop power supply.

4. Impedance matching: In a typical bench top setup, maximum power transfer is

achieved when the load impedance matches that of the source (signal generators,

amplifiers, and cables are typically 50Ω), otherwise some fraction of the power is

reflected at the impedance interface. Based on a simple source/load model, the power
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dissipated by the load is Pl = V 2
s Rl/(Rs+Rl)

2. However, our boards utilize a constant

voltage operational amplifier, so that there is no source impedance with which to

match the load impedance. In this case, power transfer, Pl = V 2
s /Zr, is maximized

by minimizing the load impedance, Zl = Zr + iZi, where the real impedance, Zr, is

resistance and the imaginary impedance, Zi, is capacitive if positive and inductive

if negative. At a resonance frequency Zi = 0 by definition and we can minimize

Zr by choosing the resonance frequency with the smallest resistance (this is done

automatically on our boards as will be explained in the next section).

An impedance matching network is effective at reducing the reflected power in a

typical bench top setup or in a circuit with a source impedance. Such networks do

impose a power loss, so the system must be optimized to account for this trade-off.

Qualitative examples and additional tips on electrical design are provided by Winkler

et al., who show that impedance matching networks can result in a 30% improvement

in acoustic performance (in terms of streaming velocity)[166]. In contrast, the power

to the transducer in our circuit could be increased by lowering the effective load

resistance. Our boards have designated spots for an impedance network, but they

have not been populated because the power transfer was already good enough for

demonstration purposes.

In commercial acoustofluidic products, it will be necessary to measure the impedance

of the transducer in the condition it will be used (i.e. within the driver circuit and

with realistic mechanical contact while loaded as it would be during the intended
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operation) and then populate an impedance matching network based on the measured

impedance at the intended frequency. For a transducer intended to operate only at

one frequency, the simple network designed into our boards or an inductor/capacitor

impedance matching network in the case of a more typical set-up is sufficient. Kim

et al. utilized an impedance matching network and showed that it leads to more

efficient production of acoustic pulses for cell actuation[167]. For multi-frequency

applications more complicated networks are required. Vivek Rathod has covered

these and other related topics at length in a recent review[168].

5. Control and user interface: A micro-controller unit (MCU), such as the Arduino

Nano (Arduino LLC, Boston, MA USA), serves as the interface between the elec-

tronic driver system and the user. Through general-purpose integrated circuit (I2C)

input-output (IO) expanders, the MCU translates user inputs into low-level digital

signals to control all components on the PCB. The MCU can be connected via USB

to a laptop for convenient programming and testing flexibility. It may also be pre-

programmed with a few options—such as power on/off, frequency up/down—that

are selected by onboard push buttons connected to the MCU. As a result, the final

SAW-based system may be turned into a completely self-contained and user-friendly

device.

6. Sensing and feedback: While the electronics described above are already suffi-

cient to drive the SAW device, we can take advantage of modern electronics to offer

additional features. For example, one can include thermistors to monitor the board
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temperature in strategic locations to detect overheating or out-of-design operation.

Digitized and read by the MCU, the measured data can be used to simply monitor

the operating conditions or to act on the data via a feedback loop, for example, to au-

tomatically shut down when a component overheats. As will be discussed below, our

systems incorporate current sensors on the SAW device inputs to automatically seek

the optimal resonance frequency despite inevitable resonance frequency variations

during operation and between devices.

The TM and SAW boards embody these principles. Their block diagrams are shown

in Fig. 6.1, and we will explain their specific implementations including design choices,

parts, layout, testing, and a step-by-step guide in later sections.

6.2.2 Automatic resonance search

In addition to the circuit blocks discussed in the last section that are required for basic

functionality, both systems also include blocks to perform a resonance search. The PLL

frequency range is swept by the MCU with a frequency step of 1 kHz, and the output

current to the SAW device is measured, digitized, and recorded at each frequency step.

An initial search range is specified in the algorithm to both minimize the time required

to perform the sweep and reduce the risk of a spurious resonance mode’s selection. The

voltage amplitude, V , at the final stage of the signal chain and in the driver amplifier, is

constant by virtue of its resistor feedback architecture. Therefore, the higher the output

current amplitude, I, the higher the power, P , delivered to the device since P = V I.
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Figure 6.1: Block diagrams of the driving circuits designed for (a) the TM board de-
signed specifically to drive a 1–25 MHz thickness mode (TM) transducer in a handheld,
battery-powered nebulizer, and (b) the SAW board, designed to drive a 30-100 MHz SAW
transducer, originally for enhancing the capacity of a rechargeable lithium metal battery,
but useful for a broader range of acoustofluidics applications as illustrated later.

The frequency at which the measured current amplitude is maximized corresponds to the

resonance frequency of the transducer. This feature effectively combats device-to-device

differences and accounts for changes in circuit loading conditions, in particular the presence

of liquid on the surface of the SAW or TM device. These factors often shift the resonance by
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100 kHz or more, which is sufficient to significantly reduce the performance of an acoustic

transducer, as most transducers have a quality factor (Q) 1 of >100, representing a very

narrow bandwidth. Achieved by a straightforward electronics design and controlled by the

MCU, this feature ensures all transducers are driven at their optimal frequency, despite

any resonance changes. This might arise from the introduction of a new vial for drug

atomization, too much fluid introduced in an experiment by accident, using the device at

a different temperature, and so on.

The resonance search algorithm is verified against measurements from a vector network

analyzer (VNA, E5071C Agilent Technologies, Inc., Santa Clara, CA USA) and a laser

Doppler vibrometer (LDV, UHF-120SV, Polytec, Irvine, CA USA). A current spectrum

resulting from a resonance search on the TM board reveals two peaks (Fig. 6.2(a)) from

which the largest is chosen, thus identifying 6.62 MHz as the resonance of the transducer

under test. The search is repeated with a drop of water on the transducer, which slightly

shifts the resonance. Piezoelectric transducers can be modeled as a series combination of

a frequency-dependent resistor, an inductor, and a capacitor. The impedance of such a

circuit can be modeled as a complex function of frequency with a zero imaginary component

at resonance, i.e., the inductive and capacitative components cancel out, leaving behind

the real part: a pure resistance. This is equivalent to the frequency at which the S11

parameter, the input port voltage reflection coefficient from the VNA, intersects the real

axis on a Smith chart (Fig. 6.2(b)). The closer the intercept point is to the origin, the

1Q = fc/∆f , where Q is the quality factor, fc is the resonant frequency, and ∆f is the width in fre-
quency space of the corresponding peak at half the maximum amplitude. Quality factor is also intuitively
associated with the energy loss of the oscillation [46].
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lower the resistance, so the highest peak in Fig. 6.2(a) should occur at the same frequency

as the left-most intercept in the Smith chart (Fig. 6.2(b)). Four thickness mode (TM)

transducers intended for the TM board were all tested as shown in Fig. 6.2; each pair

of frequencies identified with this technique agreed to within 0.2%. Similarly, a 40 MHz

SAW transducer was tested and the VNA and the on-board algorithm were found to agree

within 0.2% (Fig. 6.3). In each case, an LDV scan was performed over the region of interest

on the transducer, and both the TM and SAW transducers were confirmed to have the

largest amplitude at the frequency indicated by the on-board algorithm and the VNA.

Figure 6.2: A TM transducer was run through a frequency sweep using both the TM
board and a VNA. The blue plots correspond to a dry transducer and the orange plots
correspond to a transducer laden with a ∼5 µ` drop of water. (a) The current across
the transducer is measured over the frequency range of interest by the MCU. A simple
algorithm identifies the largest peak, in this case peak A when dry and peak C with
water present. (b) Measured S11 of the TM transducer on a VNA. This confirms that
the measured current peaks correspond to resonances of the transducer, both with and
without liquid present. The messy appearance of the Smith chart is expected for a TM
transducer with finite lateral dimensions, since spurious Lamb wave modes exist at similar
frequencies. Despite this, the algorithm is still able to identify the desired TM mode for
the drive circuit.
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Figure 6.3: A SAW IDT was run through a frequency sweep using both the SAW board
and a VNA. (a) The current across the transducer is measured over the frequency range
of interest by the MCU. The algorithm simply identifies the largest peak, in this case
peak A. (b) Measured S11 of the SAW transducer on a VNA. This confirms that the
measured current peaks correspond to resonances of the IDT. It is expected that multiple
adjacent resonances—side bands—exist in an IDT that lacks specific design features, such
as apodization, to prevent them.

6.2.3 Implementation in two examples

Here we elaborate on the circuit design and fabrication principles described in the

main article for both the SAW board and the TM board. The thickness-mode (TM)

board drives a 6–7 MHz thickness mode transducer to achieve a handheld nebulizer. SAW

is impractical at less than 40 MHz because the penetration depth of the SAW is 4–5

wavelengths, exceeding the 500 µm thickness of the widely available piezoelectric lithium

niobate wafers used for this purpose. The transducer is driven by 0.5 to 2 W of power. The

SAW board has a similar design, but is tailored to drive a 40–120 MHz SAW device used

to enhance the capacity of a rechargeable lithium metal battery. The SAW transducer

typically demands 0.1 to 1 W of power in this application. The SAW devices demand as
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much as 5 W for atomization, the reason for the selection of other vibration modes that

are more efficient in that application. However, the designs described in this Electronic

Supplementary Information may be readily modified to produce driver circuits appropriate

for these greater power requirements.

We will describe our choice of integrated circuits (ICs) for these applications. Since the

TM board will be operated by a small 3.7 V battery, the power consumption of the elec-

tronics should be minimized. On the other hand, the SAW board operates at much higher

frequencies, thus demanding higher-speed electronics. Fortunately, the board is powered

by wall-wart supply, so the overall power consumption is of secondary concern. Note that

the resulting boards, while fairly optimized, are not unique. Many IC options exist to

accomplish the same function, each offering some trade-off in cost, size, performances,

ease of assembly and usage. Engineers often start the design process by exploring and

comparing ICs from the vast, searchable catalogues on electronic component distributors’

web pages.

The SAW driver signal chain begins with the stimulus source. The complementary

metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) Si5351 (from Silicon Laboratories) clock generator

(PLL) chip was employed to synthesize a tone with programmable frequency between

2.5 kHz to 300 MHz. It is followed by the CDCLVC1104 clock buffer (Texas Instruments,

Dallas, TX USA). At 3.3 V input, it can operate up to 250 MHz. It is used to drive the

attenuator that follows, preserve the low-skew clock, and accomplish duty-cycle control

for pulse-width modulation. To shorten the development time, identical PLL and buffer

circuits are used for both boards. Potential savings in cost and power did not warrant a
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Figure 6.4: Each circuit component is symbolically represented in this schematic orga-
nized for conceptual clarity.

customized design effort in this case.

Gain control is achieved by a programmable attenuator. The TM board features

a “resistor divider” with a variable resistor (R2) achieved by an N-type metal-oxide-

semiconductor (NMOS) transistor. Its resistance is digitally adjusted by the gate voltage

fed by a voltage DAC (digital-to-analog converter) MCP4726 (from Microchip Technol-

ogy). While this very simple implementation works well at low frequencies, the parasitic

capacitance of the NMOS transistor will form a RC (R for resistance, C for capacitance)

low-pass filter (LPF), distorting waveforms at higher frequencies. Therefore, the SAW

board employs an active attenuator IC SKY12346 (from Skyworks Solutions). Designed
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for broadband cellular (up to 3 GHz) operation, the attenuator has no LPF or distortion

issues, but at the expense of added direct current (DC) power consumption.

To boost the signal to drive the thickness mode device, the power amplifier section of the

TM board employs one stage of a voltage feedback amplifier LM7171 (Texas Instruments).

At 6.5 mA bias current, it features a unity-gain bandwidth of 200 MHz, sufficient to handle

multiple harmonics of the clock to preserve the sharp, square waveform. On the other

hand, the SAW board employs the amplifier THS3001 (also from TI), whose bandwidth

reaches 420 MHz at slightly higher (10 mA) bias current. Moreover, gain is distributed

into two stages. As the gain of each amplifier is lowered (halved), its stability at high

frequencies, formally measured by the “phase margin”, also improves. As the last stage of

the signal chain, the power amplifier shall deliver high current to the SAW. To achieve that

goal, a standard bipolar junction transistor (BJT) push-pull output driver is employed.

Configured as emitter followers, a complementary PNP and NPN BJT pair (ECH8502,

from ON semiconductor) can efficiently and rapidly pump and sink currents into and from

the load.

The micro-controller (MCU) function is provided by the Arduino nano clone AT-

mega328P (from Microchip Technology) and the accompanying software. It is pre-loaded

with programs to calculate, based on user inputs and component parameters, the control

signals for all ICs on the PCB. The input-output (I/O) expander chip TCA6408A (from

Texas Instruments) provides eight bits of general-purpose parallel input/output expan-

sion for the two-line bidirectional “I2C” bus protocol, simplifying all IC control and user

interfaces.
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For the power management unit (PMU), there are literally thousands of boost con-

verter ICs (voltage step-up) and low-dropout (LDO) regulator ICs (voltage step-down) for

designers to choose from, targeting different input/output voltage ranges and current rat-

ings. The design process is fairly straightforward. For example, the main input of the TM

board comes from a 3.7 V battery, and 3 V, 5 V and 24 V are desired. This is accomplished

as follows: (1) a boost converter XCL101C (from Torex Semiconductor) steps up 3.7 V to

generate 5 V; (2) an LDO regulator TLV733P (from Texas Instruments) steps down from

5 V to generate 3 V; and (3) a boost converter MP3213 (from Monolithic Power Systems)

steps up from 3.7 V to 24 V. On the other hand, the main input of the SAW board comes

from a 12 V wall wart supply, and 3.3 V, 5 V and 34 V are required. This is achieved by:

(1) two LDO regulators MIC5225 (from Micrel Technology) stepping down 12 V to both

3.3 V and 5 V, and (2) a boost converter LT3489 (from Linear Technology) stepping up

from 12 V to 34 V.

The current sensing function in the TM board is achieved by a 1Ω series resistor,

directly performing current-to-voltage (I-to-V) conversion on the output sinusoidal cur-

rent driving the SAW device. The corresponding voltage signal is subsequently amplified

and rectified (LT1810, by Linear Technology); a diode (BA891, by NXP) provides peak

detection from this signal. The resulting peak DC voltage is digitized by an ADC (analog-

to-digital converter) embedded in the MCU. The MCU automatically sweeps the PLL

(stimulus) frequencies over a pre-defined range and records all corresponding ADC values.

Resonance is given by the frequency at which the peak ADC value occurs. The current

sensing function in the SAW board is indirectly performed. High-frequency current signals
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vary too quickly for direct rectification and peak detection without disrupting the normal

operation of the power amplifier. Instead, a current amplifier chip (LTC6101, by Analog

Devices) is employed at the power supply of the driver amplifier.

6.2.4 Layout and testing

Having chosen the ICs and defined the circuit architecture, the design may be laid out

on a custom-made printed circuit board (PCB). There are many commercially available

computer-aided drafting (CAD) tools to aid with the PCB development process. Here,

Altium Designer was employed. The design process begins by capturing all circuit com-

ponents schematically (Fig. 6.4). Symbols representing ICs are connected to all required

circuit components. The functions and performances of certain critical parts (e.g. the

driver amplifiers) can be verified using circuit simulation software such as LTspice®. All

components are laid out according to design rules and manufacturing requirements while

maintaining interconnectivity.

The above procedure entails a fair amount of design time, cost, and efforts. In order

to make the engineering tasks more manageable, especially when new chips or circuit

functions were introduced, we adapt the following step-by-step approach. To start, we

employ “evaluation boards” offered by chip vendors (e.g., Si535x–B20QFN–EVB for the

phase-locked loop (PLL) from Silicon Labs) to test out the circuit functions rapidly. The

drawback is the higher cost, and the clumsy interface and size. Next, we integrate all chips

onto a relatively large, two-layer PCB. Routings are done in a straight-forward manner,

with all components mounted on only one side of the board, ICs with bigger packages
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are chosen for easier soldering and probing, and multiple test points and signal breaking

points (with a 0ω resistor) are generously incorporated. To avoid signal noise, wide traces

and large copper planes for ground and power are used. After this easy to build PCB has

been debugged and the functionality verified, the layout is optimized to achieve the desired

form factor. Board size is reduced by using double-sided, multi-layer PCBs with dedicated

ground and power planes. Testing features, with a few crucial exceptions, are removed.

More densely packed components require more carefully planned routings to avoid long

traces and signal cross-talk.

6.3 Application to handheld acoustofluidics devices

For microcircuit-driven acoustofluidic devices to be viable, they must perform similarly

to benchtop devices designed and demonstrated in laboratories. We compare our handheld

nebulizer—utilizing the TM board (Fig. 6.5(a)—with acoustofluidic atomization literature

and with a benchtop driver setup with an identical transducer. The TM board has a

custom program pre-loaded to facilitate use without further connection to a computer or

other device. Such a pre-programmed board design is especially convenient in a prototype

closer to use as a consumer product.

Similarly, we present three implementations of the SAW board and compare these re-

sults with benchtop-driven devices from the published literature and a benchtop signal

generator and amplifier combination driving these same three devices in our own labora-

tory. The frequency, power, and duty cycle delivered by the SAW board can be selected by
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defining these parameters in a custom (MATLAB, Mathwords, Natick, MA USA) script

uploaded from a connected PC to the board’s MCU. An externally connected PC is re-

quired to change these settings with the SAW board, and the PC is convenient for real-

time download of the operating state of the SAW board, making it possible to adjust the

board’s operation and detect the effects from the computer. This is much more difficult

to accomplish with the pre-programmed TM board.

For consistency, during comparisons with benchtop setups, the same equipment is used

in all four applications. Acoustic vibrations are produced by applying a sinusoidal voltage

signal to the transducers using a signal generator (WF1967 multifunction generator, NF

Corporation, Yokohama, Japan) and an amplifier (ZHL–1–2W–S+, Mini-Circuits, Brook-

lyn, NY USA). The instantaneous voltage and current are measured and used to compute

the net power input via an oscilloscope (InfiniVision 2000 X-Series, Keysight Technologies,

Santa Rosa, CA USA) as shown in Fig. 6.5(b).

6.3.1 Nebulization

Megahertz frequency acoustofluidic nebulization offers several advantages over cur-

rent technology for delivering therapeutic proteins, cells, functionalized nanoparticles, and

monoclonal antibodies to the lungs[161, 169, 170]. It is cheaper and less prone to clog-

ging than the current state-of-the-art, ultrasonic mesh nebulizers. These operate at much

lower frequencies and in order to generate droplets small enough for optimal lung deliv-

ery, and they must rely on 5 µm laser-cut holes in a metal plate through which a drug

solution is forced[171, 172]. Mesh nebulizers tend to be tailored to work with a particular
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solution and have a limited range of fluids that they will nebulize. Mesh nebulizers in gen-

eral may cause damage to biomolecules due to high shear forces and kHz-order frequency

operation[173, 174]. By contrast, acoustofluidic nebulization has been demonstrated for

delivery of antibodies[162, 163] and DNA[161]. There is also some evidence—in unpub-

lished work—that the droplet size can be adjustable during device operation. This could

be necessary either between patients, for example adults and children, or in compensation

for the changing airflow during inhalation and exhalation. These aspects are important in

seeking appropriate dose control in pulmonary delivery[161].

However, MHz-frequency nebulization is only competitive with mesh nebulizers if it

can be decoupled from benchtop equipment, enabled for the first time with the TM board

(Fig. 6.5). A previous attempt at such a circuit[64] did not provide sufficient power for

consistent atomization, even with signal modulation intended to reduce the average power

consumption[148]. Furthermore, this circuit could drive transducers at only a single, pre-

determined frequency, and had a short lifetime of a few hours.

We present a handheld nebulizer based on a lithium niobate TM transducer, which

has been shown to produce higher efficiency atomization (flow rate per unit power input)

than either SAW or other wave types in lithium niobate or TM in lead zirconate titanate

(PZT)[175]. We drive the 3x10 mm TM lithium niobate transducers at their primary

resonance frequency as indicated in Fig. 6.2, usually 6.6 MHz. The device consists of a

transducer holder, a fluid supply system, and the TM board powered by a rechargeable

lithium-ion battery (Fig. 6.5). The user interface consists of a power switch and five but-

tons: resonance frequency algorithm run, switch on or off, amplitude increase, amplitude
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decrease, and reset. The transducer holder provides electrical contact while minimizing

mechanical damping of the acoustic waves. A video provided in the ESI † demonstrates

operation of the nebulizer.

a)

Reset

Resonance

Amplitude down

Amplitude up

On/Off

Power

Rechargeable
battery

Transducer

Fluid supply
system

b)

Figure 6.5: (a) Major components of the handheld nebulizer are labeled along with the
user interface. (b) Benchtop equipment—including signal generator, amplifier, oscillo-
scope, cables, and connections—typical of the acoustofluidic device experience—is entirely
replaced by our small, inexpensive, and portable circuit.

Liquid is wicked from a reservoir through a fibrous nib onto the transducer surface. A

physically hydrophilic region is ablated onto the surface of the transducer using an excimer
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laser (LaserShot, Optec, Belgium). This hydrophilic region and the capillary action of the

nib help draw liquid out in a thin layer over the transducer. While the transducer is

vibrating, acoustowetting provides additional flow forcing[176], leading to a semi-passive

liquid supply system that ensures liquid is only drawn out during nebulization, which

prevents flooding and drying out of the transducer surface. No active pumping mechanism

is required.

We compare the performance of our 6.6 MHz handheld nebulizer to an equivalent

atomization set-up with a benchtop signal generator and amplifier. The benchtop set-

up can deliver greater power inputs and produces a pure sine wave voltage signal, which

often produces a cleaner acoustic wave. The handheld device uses a square wave, which

significantly reduces the complexity of the circuit, thus allowing it to fit in a smaller

footprint and reducing development time and cost. More frequency modes are generally

excited by a square wave, but we show that TM nebulization performance is unaffected.

Figure 6.6(a) demonstrates that the droplet size distribution for water is not significantly

affected by the voltage signal waveform. The maximum flow rate for a given power input,

again, using water, is similar between the handheld and benchtop devices (Fig 6.6(b).

These results are the same order of magnitude for maximum flow rate compared with the

literature—Winkler et al. report 0.2 m`/min at 3.5 W for SAW[177] and Collignon et al.

report 0.3 m`/min at 1.4 W for TM[175], all with water (though the latter does report a

broader range of fluids). The majority of the atomized water volume occurs in droplets

less than 10 µm, ideal for pulmonary drug delivery. The power output of the handheld

device is currently limited by a maximum voltage of 22 V (equivalent to ∼2 W in this
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case), which is sufficient for all but the most demanding acoustofluidics applications. It

may be increased, but such an increase must be balanced against the cost and time of

further development and any size or battery constraints.
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Figure 6.6: (a) Droplet size distributions were obtained using a laser diffraction particle
sizer (Spraytec, Malvern). Three measurements were taken for both the benchtop set-up
and the handheld device and the mean values and standard errors are reported. Identical
electrical/mechanical contact and fluid supply was used in each case and in each case the
transducer was driven at 6.6 MHz and 2 W. Notice that the distribution is in terms of
volume fraction so that a small number of large droplets produces a relatively large peak—
the vast majority of droplets are close to 2 µm. (b) For experiments in this plot alone,
for the purpose of accuracy, flow rates were imposed using a syringe pump. The power
was adjusted until atomization was sustainable—no sputtering and no flooding. Again the
transducer contact and fluid supply were identical in both the benchtop set-up and the
handheld device.
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SAW board set up

Here we provide a sample image of the SAW board during its use to perform a typical

acoustofluidics-based chip operation. Please also consult the video provided in the ESI †

that demonstrates operation of the SAW board during fluid mixing.

Figure 6.7: An example of the SAW board in use for SAW-induced particle separation.

6.3.2 Mixing in liquid droplets

Rapid and complete mixing in microfludics and nanofludics is needed in time-sensitive

chemical reactions and bio-chemical processes [151, 178]. However, diffusion dominates
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micro scale mixing because the flow is usually laminar. Such diffusion-based mixing is

too slow for most lab-on-a-chip applications especially for biological samples. Adopting

surface acoustic wave (SAW) induced acoustic streaming to generate chaotic advection is a

solution to increase the diffusion rate and decrease the mixing time significantly, as shown

by Shilton et al.[179].

We illustrate rapid mixing in a simple experimental setup. A single droplet contains two

initially separate liquids—a 1 µ` transparent glycerol drop is first placed on the surface

and then a 0.25 µ` blue-color dyed water drop is placed into the glycerol droplet (see

Fig. 6.8(a)). A 40 MHz SAW device is chosen to produce efficient mixing between the

two droplets. Fig. 6.8(b) shows a drop that has been mixed using benchtop equipment for

7 s at 280 mW. Fig. 6.8(c) shows a drop that has been mixed for 6 s at 300 mW using

a handheld circuit as illustrate in Fig. 6.7. These results are essentially equivalent and

are on par with literature values, for example, Shilton et al. report complete mixing of

colored dye into a glycerol solution in 8 s at ∼1 W (the excess power is because there was

a microfluidic well instead of a sessile drop in that case, which increases attenuation).

6.3.3 Microparticle separation within a microliter sessile droplet

Particle and cell separation induced by SAW in sessile drops has become a popular

platform due to its convenience, rapid response, and biocompatibility. Straight and stan-

dard interdigital transducers (IDTs) with a sessile drop located at an offset position from

the center of the SAW propagation direction have been used to spin fluid droplets, produc-

ing particle concentration and separation due to asymmetric SAW actuation [1, 3, 180].
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a) b) c)

Figure 6.8: Effective droplet mixing via travelling surface acoustic wave. The water
droplet is dyed with blue color (the middle ring), while the glycerol droplet remains trans-
parent. (a) is the pre-mixing stage, (b) and (c) are the post-mixing stage via external
driven power caused chaotic mixing with benchtop signal generator with power amplifier
and handheld circuit boards, respectively. The scale bar represents 250 µm.

We have recently produced a novel omnidirectional spiral surface acoustic wave (OSSAW)

interdigital transducer design. This spiral design was developed such that the wave prop-

agation direction is always rotationally symmetric and tangent to a circle inside the IDT

structure (see Fig. 6.9). This allows the production of inward-bound acoustic waves ideal

to spin a droplet, but only because we have placed the IDT on a selected cut of lithium

niobate that allows the production of SAW in any direction [181]. We further demon-

strated accurate particle manipulation and multi-size separation in a microliter (µ`) drop

with this effort.

Here, we perform microparticle separation with the same OSSAW transducer, but now

employ the SAW board instead of a standard benchtop setup. An operating frequency of

40 MHz was chosen to produce a ∼8 µm particle/cell separation threshold, taking into ac-

count particle compressibility [66, 182, 183]. Polystyrene (PS) particles (Polysciences, Inc.,

Warrington, PA, USA) with diameters of 4 and 38 µm were selected to show size-selective

separation at the microscale. A 1 µ` droplet containing these particles in concentrations of
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4× 109 and 1× 105 particles/m`, respectively, was placed at the center of the transducer.

After ∼5 s at ∼1 W, the smaller particles collected at the periphery and the larger particles

concentrated at the center (see Fig. 6.10b-d and a video in the ESI †). The same result

was obtained with either the SAW board or the benchtop equipment described above and

it is reasonably comparable to past work[3] using lab equipment, where 6 µm and 31 µm

particles were separated using 20 MHz SAW at 250 mW in ∼4 s. Our implementation re-

quires more power for a similarly sized sessile drop because the frequency is much higher,

which causes greater attenuation but produces superior separation selectivity based on

particle size.

Figure 6.9: A 60-MHz OSSAW device with a microliter sessile drop in the inner circular
region, showing the fingers and electrode connection to produce a suitable spiral SAW.
Scale bar: 0.5 mm.
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Figure 6.10: Effective particle separation via omnidirectional spiral surface acoustic
waves (OSSAW) with size of 38 µm and 4 µm operated at a resonance frequency of 40 MHz.
(a) Before SAW actuation, (b) 1 s after SAW is on, (c) 6 s after SAW is on, and (d) after
SAW actuation. Scale bar: 0.5 mm. The bright dot at the top right of the droplet is the
light reflection from the droplet boundary.

6.3.4 Particle alignment

Particle alignment via collection at nodes of acoustic standing waves has been demon-

strated for applications such as tissue engineering[184] and cell characterization[153] and

serves as a fundamental tool wherever small particles need to be patterned. Utilizing

acoustic forces rather than laser actuation as in optical tweezers prevents damage to cells

and does not rely on the magnetic or electric properties of the particles. Standing waves

generated by counter propagating SAWs with the same frequency create stationary pres-

sure nodes, where suspended particles can be trapped by acoustic radiation force. The

spacing between adjacent nodes is determined by the wavelength (λ/2). Chirped IDTs

allow for a range of frequencies to be used in the same transducer so that the nodal and

anti-nodal positions can be changed at will[159, 185].

We present particle alignment and patterning with adjustable spacing driven by the

SAW board. Two pairs of chirped IDTs with resonance frequencies in the range 40–
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chirped IDT

absorber

absorber

borosilicate
glass wall

plastic cover slip SAW

particle trapping

lithium niobate

Figure 6.11: A schematic graph of the 2D alignment device. 4-way chirped IDTs create
pressure node so that particles will be trapped.

80 MHz were fabricated around a 6 mm by 6 mm closed glass chamber 100 µm in height

(see Fig. 6.11). Fluorescent polymer particles 2.1 µm in diameter were aligned in various

patterns based on the signals generated with the SAW board. When only one pair of IDTs,

as shown in Fig. 6.12(a) and (b), are powered at 40.2 MHz, the particles are aligned in lines

with 48.5 µm separation, close to one half the SAW wavelength (49.9 µm); this wavelength

is the relevant one as the particles are near the substrate [186]. When all four IDTs are

actuated, particles assemble around nodal points to form an equally spaced array. With

the chirped IDT, the spacing may be adjusted by changing the frequency. Fig. 6.12(c), (d)

and (e) display the arrays at 40.2 MHz, 59.8 MHz and 79.4 MHz, respectively, resulting
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in 48.3 µm, 34.1 µm and 25.3 µm spacing. A comparison of results obtained with the

SAW board and with the benchtop equipment are given in Table 6.1, which shows nearly

identical results. This capability closely mimics that demonstrated by Shi et al. where

2 µm particles were aligned to a grid with ∼50 µm spacing in a matter of seconds[187].

a)

c) 40 MHz

40 MHz 40 MHz

60 MHz 80 MHzd) e)

b)

25 μm

25 μm 25 μm

25 μm 25 μm

Figure 6.12: When only two IDTs are actuated, particles are aligned in lines along (a)
the x direction or (b) the y direction depending on which pair of IDTs are actuated (in this
case at 40.2 MHz). When 4 IDTs are actuated at the same time, particles are aligned in
an array with different separations at corresponding frequencies: (c) 40 MHz, (d) 60 MHz
and (e) 80 MHz. Scale bar: 25 µm.

Table 6.1: Comparison of handheld device and regular signal generator.

Handheld device Signal generator
Frequency (MHz) 40.2 40.2
Voltage output 70% 1.69 V
Oscilloscope read 2.1 V 2.1 V
Response time 7.0 s 6.8 s
Spacing (µm) 48.3 49.1
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6.4 Conclusions

Acoustofluidics devices have—for far too long—betrayed the ideal of “lab-on-a-chip”,

bringing instead to mind the tired old joke “chip-in-a-lab” from all the signal generation

and monitoring equipment tethering the devices to a lab bench just to get them to function.

No longer. Acoustofluidics may now be used in practical lab-on-a-chip and point-of-care

devices with the circuit design information and simple examples provided in this paper.

Our aim in this contribution is to enable those trained merely in the basics of electrical

circuits to be able to devise and fabricate a design for their needs. Our approach is

suitable for providing controlled signals to drive 1–300 MHz acoustic devices from 50 mW

to 2 W of power and, with some work by the reader, these ranges may be greatly expanded

while maintaining either the mains or battery-powered, handheld format needed in many

applications. Using the design principles espoused in Section 6.2, we have demonstrated a

completely handheld, battery-powered acoustic device driver (the TM board) for a high-

power application: atomization. We have also demonstrated a mains-powered design (the

SAW board) with a computer interface useful for monitoring and controlling the operation

of the driver circuit, including the power and frequency of the signal supplied to the

acoustic device. This design was used for acoustic devices to produce liquid mixing, particle

separation, and particle alignment exemplifying many of the operations needed in micro

to nano-scale fluidics devices.

During these tests, these driver boards delivered signals equivalent to the much larger

benchtop or rack-mount laboratory signal generation, amplification, and monitoring equip-
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ment in use in many researchers’ laboratories. Crucially, these driver boards also offer

resonance tracking, power management, and signal monitoring features absent in labora-

tory equipment and necessary in the unpredictable clinical and industrial environments

where these devices will be used. Together, these implementations show how almost any

embodiment of acoustofluidic research could be miniaturized and rendered conveniently

portable.

Chapter 6, in part, is a reprint of material that is in preparation for submission 2020.

Huang, An; Connacher, William; Stamburg, Mark; Zhang, Shuai; Zhang, Naiqing; Mei,

Jiyang; Jian, Aditi; Alluri, Sravya; Leung, Vincent; Rajapaksa, Anushi; Friend, James.

The dissertation author was the co-primary investigator and author of this paper.
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Chapter 7

Driving morphological changes in

magnetic nanoparticle structures

through the application of acoustic

waves and magnetic fields

7.1 Introduction

Self-assembly is touted as a useful bottom-up alternative to traditional top-down fab-

rication techniques, improving material performance and utility of nanomaterials via su-

perior collective physical and chemical properties in transitioning from zero to one (1D) or

two dimensionally (2D) ordered patterns [188]. Such patterns, self-assembled on a liquid

interface, may prove useful in emerging applications [189]. For example, 1D chains facili-
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tate single electron transport [190], waveguiding [191], and energy transfer [192] along the

chain axis. Likewise, 2D nanoparticle (NP) films have been considered for biosensors [193],

targeted drug delivery [194], photonic crystals [195], and high-density data storage [196].

Here we used magnetite (Fe3O4) as our precursor NP due to its promising intrinsic

properties, natural abundance, non-toxicity, chemical stability, biocompatibility, and fer-

rimagnetism. It is a ferrite with cubic structure (Fd3m), exhibiting unique electric and

magnetic properties due to electron transfer between Fe2+ and Fe3+ at the octahedral sites,

and has long been considered a useful NP [197, 198, 199].

7.2 Experiment methods

7.2.1 Experiment setup

The experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 7.1. A sinusoidal electric signal generated

by a function generator (SG 380, Stanford Research Systems, Sunnyvale, CA) and high

frequency amplifier (ZHL-1-2W, Mini-Circuits, Brooklyn, NY, USA) was used to drive

a 127.86◦ Y -rotated X-propagating cut of lithium niobate (LiNbO3 (LN), 500 µm thick,

Roditi, London, UK) surface acoustic wave device via a simple unweighted Al/Cr inter-

digital transducer [35] of 28 finger pairs deposited using lift-off lithography [16] with gap

and finger widths of 10 µm (λSAW/4), producing a resonant frequency of fs = cs/λSAW =

100 MHz. A 3 µ` deionized (DI) water sessile drop with a 0.1 µ` Fe3O4 NP in toluene

(5 mg/mL) was placed on LN (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA). The particles were

strongly bound to the free interface of the droplet by surface tension [200]. The SAW
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passes acoustic energy into the drop at the Rayleigh angle, sin−1 θ = cl/cs = 22◦, where

cl = 1485 m/s is the speed of sound in water, producing acoustic streaming in the sessile

drop [201]. A reasonable estimate for the maximum particle velocity in a media contin-

uously supporting an acoustic wave without failure is ∼1 m/s and independent of the

resonant frequency [116]. At 100 MHz, the SAW displacement amplitude is extremely

small at O(1 nm) but produces an extremely high surface acceleration of O(108m/s2).

Despite this, in our experiments in this study, the shape of the drop did not change nor

oscillate, due to the low power SAW used here.

7.2.2 Imaging tools

The morphologies and radii of the Fe3O4 NP were determined by environmental scan-

ning electron microscopy (ESEM, Philips XL 30, FEI, Hillsboro, Oregon, at 10 keV; see

Fig. 7.1(c)): the average radius of the particles is 10 nm with a standard error of 0.4%

(n = 150). External magnetic fields of 200–400 mT were produced using magnets (Grade

N42, K&J Magnet, Pipersville, PA USA) of the same 9.525 mm diameter but different

thicknesses. The motion of the Fe3O4 NPs was recorded with a high-speed camera (FAST-

CAM Mini UX100, Photron, Tokyo, Japan) and microscope (K2/CF–4, Infinity, Boulder,

CO USA). The images were analyzed using MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA USA) and

ImageJ (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD USA).
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7.3 Results and Discussion

Due to the useful properties of Fe3O4 NP agglomerates, a variety of techniques have

been developed to produce 1D chains and 2D films, including alumina templating [202],

electrodeposition [203], and the imposition of external magnetic fields from 0.2 to 0.6 T

[204] for 1D structures and Langmuir-Blodgett films [205], spin coating [205], electrophoretic

deposition [206], laser interference lithography, and emulsion[207] for 2D structures. In-

evitably, weak and defect-laden structures are formed from these methods unless external

forces or chemical binders are introduced which unfortunately reduce the utility of the NP

chains and films [208, 209]. Moreover, the complexity and cost of these methods relegate

them to a relatively small market niche [202, 210].

We present a fast, cost-effective, and additive-free approach to obtain 1D chains and

2D films composed of Fe3O4 NP in the presence of 0.2–0.4 T external magnetic fields and

Rayleigh surface acoustic wave (SAW)-driven acoustic waves, and consider the mechanisms

responsible for the self-assembly via a combination of scaling and experimental results from

a simple prototype.

The phase map, Fig. 7.2, illustrates how the applied SAW power and magnetic field

leads to 1D chain assembly and 2D film formation of the Fe3O4 NP on a 3 µ` sessile

drop. As expected, chains of NP assemble (region I) without SAW and with or without

an external magnetic force [211, 204]. The Brownian force is known to dominate and

produce random floating chains in the absence of SAW and magnetic fields from dispersed

suspensions of magnetic NP [211].
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Figure 7.1: (a) A 3 µ` DI water sessile droplet with 0.1 µ` Fe3O4 NP produced via solvent
exchange from toluene is placed upon a bare LN surface (size ∼ 1 mm) incorporating a
100 MHz SAW device (wavelength 40 µm). The ∼ 10 nm Fe3O4 NP (c) reside upon
the fluid-air interface. With only the application of (d) 0, (f) 0.25, (h) 0.35, and (j)
0.4 T external magnetic field fluxes, respectively, 1D chains are produced; (e,g,i,k) SAW is
necessary to produce 2D films. Here 10 s of SAW was applied to obtain the images (d–k:
scale bar is 500 µm).
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Figure 7.2: (a) Phase diagram depicting chain assembly (I), chain movement (II), and
film formation (III) regions as a function of SAW power (0–120 mW) and magnetic field
strength (0.2–0.4 T). Above 120 mW, the 3 µ` DI water droplet translates across the LN
surface, so 120 mW is the upper limit in applied power for our experiments. (b) The
directions of the forces experienced by the Fe3O4 NP present around the periphery of the
drop, including the external magnetic (Fm), dipolar(Fd), Brownian (Fb), van der Waals
(Fv), lateral capillary (Fl), SAW radiation (FR), drag (FD), and Bjerknes (FB) forces.

Upon introducing a magnetic field, the Fe3O4 NPs orient along the magnetic field

lines[211] in head-to-tail, dipolar aligned chains to minimize the overall dipolar potential

energy [212, 213, 214]. These chains appear around the periphery of the drop and near the

contact line, with a significantly reduced concentration of particles at the top of the drop.

Interestingly, a dense honeycomb-like structure is formed upon application of a stronger

magnetic field, believed to be due to the increase in the induced inter-particle magnetic
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forces. [215, 214] The as-prepared NP states under 0.25, 0.35, and 0.4 T external magnetic

field fluxes are shown in Fig. 7.1(f), (h), and (j), respectively. The average Einstein-Stokes

hydrodynamic radius (rh) of the chains is around 3 µm (Fig. 7.3(b)) using rh = ( 3ηM
10πN

)1/3,

where η is the intrinsic viscosity, M is the molecular weight (233 g/mol for Fe3O4), and

N is Avogadro’s number [216]. By computing the Minkowski–Bouligand (MB) dimension,

dMB, via box counting[217] from the NP images in Fig. 7.1, we find (see SI Fig. 1) that the

dimension of the NP morphology remains nearly 1D with even a strong 0.4 T magnetic

field: dMB ≈ 1.21. Upon applying a combination of a 0.25 T or 0.4 T magnetic field

and SAW, the NP morphology becomes nearly two-dimensional, with dMB ≈ 1.79 or 1.92,

respectively.

Figure 7.3: Histogram (blue bar) with Gaussian distribution (red line) plots of the (a)
0D particles, (b) 1D chains and, (c) 2D film size distributions.

Boundary I (B ∝ PSAW ) is reached while increasing the SAW power PSAW from zero

(Fig. 7.2(a)), where B is the magnetic field strength. The boundary indicates the minimum

power required to produce chain motion due to SAW-driven acoustic streaming, increasing

linearly, albeit weakly with magnetic field flux, indicating that the acoustic power required

to overcome the magnetic dipole-driven stability of the interlinked chains to transport
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them upon the free fluid interface grows with an increasing magnetic field. Fig. 7.1(g) is

representative of the NP morphology in this region: the interstitial spacing between the

chains is reduced after 10 s of SAW streaming at 115 mW power while a 0.25 T magnetic

field is being applied. However, a 2D film does not form.

Boundary II (B−1 ∝ PSAW ) indicates the transition to sufficient SAW power and mag-

netic force to form 2D NP films. For NP chains formed under larger magnetic forces, less

SAW power is needed to form the 2D Fe3O4 NP film. The interchain spacing is known

to be reduced with stronger external magnetic forces [215, 214] and thus it is reasonable

to expect this outcome. However, below 0.25 T, there is no film formation at any SAW

power. The scattering of acoustic waves from the NPs and structures formed from those

NPs exerts a Bjerknes force between them, the magnitude and sign of which depends upon

the spacing and particle size as indicated in Fig. 7.4(b). When the interchain spacing is

larger than 400 µm, the induced Bjerknes forces between the NP structures are generally

constant and repulsive, separating the Fe3O4 NPs. When the spacing is less than 400 µm,

the Bjerknes forces depend upon the spacing, but grow more negative as the spacing of the

NP structures are reduced. This predicts the observed experimental results (Fig. 7.1(e)),

where the average Fe3O4 interchain spacing is consistently ∼400 µm when the external

magnetic force is below 0.25 T.

Crossing boundary II, region III is reached, where 2D films are formed with both SAW

and magnetic fields (Fig. 7.2(a)). Figure 7.1(i,k) provide example 2D films formed in this

region from 10 s of 115 mW SAW with 0.25 and 0.4 T magnetic fields, respectively. The

effective hydrodynamic radii of these 2D films, ∼3 mm, is provided in Fig. 7.3(c). These
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2D films remain intact until the water evaporates, and often remain even until dried.

Beyond 120 mW SAW power, we see droplet translation from SAW-driven acoustic

streaming within and acoustic pressure on the free fluid interface that together overwhelm

the drop’s contact line tension [218].

To understand the chain assembly and film formation upon application of magnetic

fields and SAW, we further examine the forces involved as a function of the hydrodynamic

radii of the NP and chains and films formed from them. According to Newton’s second

law, the balances of forces on an object moving on the free fluid interface while exposed

to a magnetic and acoustic field is shown in eqn. (7.1) and illustrated in Fig. 7.2(b).

mp
dvp
dt

= Fmem + Fded + Fbeb + Fvev

+ Flel + FReR + FDeD + FBeB ,

(7.1)

where mp is the object mass and dvp/dt its acceleration; the external magnetic Fm [219],

dipolar Fd [220], Brownian Fb [221], van der Waals Fv [222], lateral capillary Fl [223],

primary SAW radiation FR [224], drag FD [225], and the Bjerknes FB [226] forces may be

present. The unit vectors em, ed, eb, ev, el, eR, eD, and eB indicate the forces’ direction as

grouped into two categories in Fig. 7.2(b): forces present between the objects (FB, Fd, Fl,

and Fv) and external forces present on all the objects (FD, Fm, Fb, and FR). The forces

in the latter category may be ignored: they affect all nearby objects in a similar fashion

and therefore are unlikely to lead to a morphology change, except for the Brownian force

Fb: this force is random and therefore unique to each object.

By contrast, the interparticle forces are crucially important to the NP agglomerate’s
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morphology, and, for any two Fe3O4 NPs include the dipolar force, Brownian force, van

der Waals force, and the lateral capillary force [227]. The dipolar force is expressed as

Fd =
6µ0Vpm2

p

4πr4
, where µ0=7× 10−20 J is the magnetization of the Fe3O4 NP and r = 10 nm

is the radius of each Fe3O4 NP [220]. The Brownian force is Fb =
√

6πkB
∆t

T (2r), where

KB = 1.38 × 10−23 J/K is the Boltzman constant and T is temperature [221]. The Van

der Waals force is Fv = Ar
12L2 , where A ∼ 35×10−12 erg is Hamaker’s constant for Fe3O4 in

water [228] and L = 10 nm is the distance between two Fe3O4 NP [222, 229]. Finally, an

attractive capillary force exists between any two Fe3O4 NP on the H2O surface, expressed

as Fl = 2πγQ1Q2

L
, where γ is the surface tension of water, and Qn ' rn sinϕn is the

“capillary charge”, characterizing the local deviation of the meniscus shape at the three-

phase contact line due to the NP’s presence, where rn and ϕn are the radius of the contact

line and the slope at the contact line with respect to the particle’s surface, respectively

[230, 231].

When the Fe3O4 NP are placed in an external magnetic field, the NPs and their mag-

netic moments rotate into the direction of the field and increase the magnetic flux density.

The magnetic force on each NP is expressed as Fm = Vp∆χ

µo
B(5B), where Vp is the vol-

ume of the particles, ∆χ=10−5 is the susceptibility of Fe3O4 relative to medium (water),

µo=10−6 N/A2 is the permeability of vacuum, and B is the magnetic flux density [219, 232].

Finally, the forces from the fluid upon the NP with SAW include direct acoustic radi-

ation, Stokes drag, and Bjerknes’ forces. The direct acoustic radiation force imposed by a

traveling wave on an compressible particle—which the NPs are expected to be—was de-

rived by Nadal [233] and is expressed as: FR = 2
3
πρw(ξ0Cw)2(k0r)

3(β−1
β

) ε√
2
, where ρw is the
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density of water, ξ0 is the displacement of the incident wave, Cw is the speed of the sound in

the water, ko is the wavenumber, β = ρw/ρc, where ρc is the Fe3O4 density, and ε = ( r
2w
v

)1/2

describes the dimensionless relationship among the particle radius (r), frequency (w), and

kinematic viscosity (v). Moreover, the Stokes drag upon the particle is FD = 6πµrv, where

µ is the viscosity of H2O and v is the velocity difference between the surrounding fluid and

the NP. Finally, Bjerknes’ force, an interparticle force arising from the scattering of the in-

cident acoustic wave, is defined as FB = 4πr6[ (ρc−ρw)2(3 cos2 θ−1)
6ρwr4

V 2(X)− ω2ρw(βc−βw)2

9L2 P 2(X)]

[226], where V (X) is the particle velocity amplitude, βc is the compressibility of Fe3O4

NP, βw is the compressibility of water, and P (X) is the acoustic pressure amplitude, re-

spectively. Bjerknes’ force changes in amplitude and from attraction to repulsion as the

interparticle chain spacing increases, as shown in Fig. 7.4(b).

The primary acoustic radiation force and viscous drag force dominate for objects of

radii 1 nm to 0.1 mm as shown in Fig. 7.4(b). However, both of these forces are equally

present upon all the objects in the system, and consequently are irrelevant for the NP

morphology. Among the remaining forces, the Brownian force dominates objects less than

100 nm in size, the magnetic field flux-derived force dominates those sized between 100 nm

and 10−4 m, and Bjerknes’ force dominates those particles larger than 100 µm in size.

Consequently, a single Fe3O4 NP (as the average radii of Fe3O4 is around 10 nm) forms

loosely-bound 1D chains, as shown in Fig. 7.1(d) and seen in past work [234]. Brownian

forces dominate the particles at these small scales irrespective of the presence of magnetic

or acoustic fields.

When particles randomly agglomerate from Brownian motion to form 1D chains sur-
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Figure 7.4: (a) Dominant forces on the Fe3O4 NP particles floating on the liquid surface
in magnetic and acoustic fields as a function of particle radii. (b) Relationship between
interchain spacing and the Bjerknes force. The critical point is 400 µm, where the Bjerknes
force transits from negative to positive values (though nearly zero).

passing a hydrodynamic radius of 100 nm, application of a magnetic field causes the

attractive magnetic interparticle forces to dominate the chains’ behavior. Nanoparticle

1D chains of 100 nm to 10 µm size (Fig. 7.3(b)) form honeycomb-like structures that only

appear upon the application of an external magnetic field. The NPs’ dipoles reorient along

the field, induce local magnetic fields between neighboring Fe3O4 NP, and drive head-to-

tail, interparticle attraction that links the chains together for as long as the magnetic

field is present [235, 204, 215]. The transition from Brownian motion to magnetic field-

dominated behavior is denoted as the first transition point (T1) between these influences

in Fig. 7.4(a).
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As these chains of NPs grow in size from 100 nm to 100 µm in size and 1D to 2D in

dimensionality, the secondary acoustic force present between the objects, or NP agglom-

erates, due to interparticle acoustic scattering—the Bjerknes force—grows to dominate.

The force can either be repulsive (positive) or attractive (negative) depending on object

size and interobject separation distance [226]. Because in our system we are growing the

size of the interacting objects from the starting individual NPs, we consider the 10 µm

sized objects already present as the Bjerknes force begins to dominate. These objects are

widely spaced as 1D chains across the fluid interface. When the spacing between these

objects is reduced below about 10 µm from the action of the magnetic field and aided

by jostling of the objects by the overall acoustic field, acoustic streaming, and fluid drag,

the Bjerknes force becomes attractive and acts to drive the agglomerated objects even

closer together, triggering the formation of 2D films of the NPs. These films remain intact

long after removal of both the magnetic and acoustic fields, until evaporation grows to

dominate.

7.4 Conclusions

The growing interest in acoustic manipulation of particles in micro to nanofluidics

using surface acoustic waves, together with the many applications of magnetic nanopar-

ticles—whether individual or in arrays—underpins our discovery of how these forces can

be used to rapidly, easily, and irreversibly form 1D chains and 2D films. These films and

chains are difficult to produce by other methods yet offer many advantages over suspen-
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sions of individual nanoparticles by making use of the scale of the structures formed, 109 to

105 m, and by taking a balance of the relevant external and interparticle forces, the under-

lying mechanisms responsible for the phenomena become apparent. For loosely connected

1D chains, the magnetic field alone is sufficient, though applying an acoustic field drives

a topology change to interconnected loops of ∼10–100 particles. Increasing the acoustic

field intensity drives a transition from these looped structures to dense 2D arrays via in-

terparticle Bjerknes forces. Inter-particle drainage of the surrounding fluid leaves these

structures intact after removal of the externally applied forces. The self-evident morphol-

ogy transitions depend solely upon the relative amplitudes of the Brownian, Bjerknes, and

magnetic forces.

Chapter 7 in full, is a reprint of material appears in Applied Physics Letters 2018.

Huang, An; Miansari, Morteza; Friend, James., Applied Physics Letters 2018. The disser-

tation author was the primary investigator and author of this paper.
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Chapter 8

The vibration behavior of submicron

gas vesicles in response to acoustic

excitation determined via laser

Doppler vibrometry

8.1 Introduction

Microbubbles, made stable through tailored coatings, are useful across many disciplines—

especially in medicine, pharmacology, materials science, food engineering, and water treat-

ment. [236, 237, 238] They have long been [236] injected into humans and animals alike

for ultrasound imaging as a contrast agent, [239] exploiting their significant contrast dif-

ference with the surrounding tissue and their safe dissolution and resorption after a few
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hours. When functionalized, they are especially useful for delivering drugs and genetic

material and serving as cavitation nucleation sites for disrupting tumor cells. [240] Re-

searchers are exploring ultrasound imaging into interstitial regions and across vessel walls

in tumors where traditional microbubbles are too large to penetrate, driving interest in

submicron to nanoscale bubbles. [241] Moreover, reducing the bubble size increases their

number density for the same total bubble volume, improving the resolution and specificity

of multimodal imaging and therapeutic applications. [242]

Bubbles of whatever scale are known to oscillate in response to incident ultrasound

pressure waves, scattering the ultrasound through the surrounding medium. Ultrasound

contrast-aided imaging relies upon the detection of nonlinear signals from the bubbles that

arise when the oscillation amplitudes become large, [236] and the details of micro-sized

bubble oscillation have and continue to be theoretically and experimentally studied. [243]

Because bubbles are multi-phase systems, with a gas surrounded by liquid and perhaps a

third media as the coating at the interface to stabilize the gas, any analysis should first

be divided into free and coated bubble treatments, producing a significant difference in

the complexity of the analysis. [244] For free bubbles, the contained gas is directly in

contact with the liquid surrounding it. However, the Laplace pressure is sufficient to re-

quire a stabilizing coating on submicron to nano-scale bubbles to avoid their premature

resorption. [236] Gas vesicles (GVs) are a family of gas-filled protein nano-sized struc-

tures naturally expressed by photosynthetic microbes as a means to achieve buoyancy in

water, [245, 246, 247, 248] offering a number of advantages peculiar to their small size

and characteristics. The potential benefits of purified nano-scale GVs include ultrasonic
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imaging to unprecedentedly tiny regions of vasculature and the interstitial space within

tumors. [249, 250, 251] Recently introduced acoustic reporter gene cassettes can be used

for the imaging of gene expression into deep tissue, through conditional production of

GVs in engineered bacteria [252] and mammalian cells. [250] Despite the free diffusion

of gas through them, the GVs’ amphiphilic shells make them physically stable for long

periods of time—weeks to months—both within these microbes and without. They can

withstand external pressures of hundreds of kilopascals without collapsing. Further, the

GVs can self-assemble into long-range ordered structures without external application of

any forces. [253]

While GVs offer many advantages due to their small size, because they are so small,

their vibrations under ultrasound stimulation are difficult to observe using light microscopy

and consequently remain poorly understood. [254]

In order to most effectively use ultrasound with bubbles, researchers have adopted

imaging methods from high frame-rate microscopic imaging [255, 256, 257, 258] to the

transmission and reception of ultrasound via transducers to determine the intensity of the

scattered ultrasound signal. This signal is then correlated to models of the bubbles’ vibra-

tion behaviors. While the transmitters in most studies are similar, different receivers are

used depending on the circumstances, including paired transmitting/receiving ultrasonic

transducers [259, 243, 260] and laser Doppler vibrometers (LDV). [261] Although the LDV

has been reported to generate results consistent with high-speed imaging in measuring

the vibration of micro-scale objects, it has so far not been used in any observation of the

vibration of submicron objects. [262]
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Most importantly, the vibration modes of GVs have not yet been directly observed.

[263] Furthermore, the resonance frequencies of the GV are unknown but are expected

to be greater than microbubbles—which exhibit resonances in the megahertz range—and

potentially could reach gigahertz frequencies. In addition, numerical models predict GV

buckling across a wide range of ultrasound pressure levels, potentially producing strong

nonlinear signals, [263] though these have not yet been observed. In this paper, we propose

to use laser Doppler vibrometry to observe the GVs’ vibration behavior. Unlike widely

used techniques for understanding microbubble vibration that fail at the submicron scales

of GVs, LDV employs interferometry, offering far better spatiotemporal resolution of up

to 2.4 GHz in frequency and for motions as little as 200 fm. [51] However, we must

agglomerate the GVs to a size greater than the wavelength of the laser used in the LDV,

in our case 532 nm, in order to make them observable. We further must pin the GVs

to a surface to enable reliable LDV observation. Using analysis borne from theoretical

models and computations, we show how these acts only weakly affect the experimentally

observed resonant frequencies of the GVs, with a fundamental resonance at 1 GHz and

the first harmonic at 1.7 GHz. In agglomerating the GVs to ∼615 nm, we identify the

existence of a new vibration mode from the entire agglomeration at ∼300 MHz. Finally, we

elucidate the GVs’ responses to a controlled, acoustically-delivered pressure at a clinically-

relevant 7 MHz, representing excitation well away from their individual and agglomerate

resonances, all the way to buckling and collapse. To our knowledge, this is the first

time that the vibration behavior of nano-sized GVs have been directly measured, and

furthermore the first time that an LDV has been used to measure the motion of nano-scale
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objects.

8.2 Experimental methods

8.2.1 Gas vesicles preparation

The GV used for this study is Anabaena flosaquae (Ana) GV (CCAP 1403/13F, Cul-

ture Collection of Algae and Protozoa, Scottish Marine Institute, Oban, UK), produced

by a green filamentous cyanobacterium that naturally inhabit freshwater lakes.[248, 264]

The GVs were purified from these cells as previously described[264]. A standard qual-

ity assurance step in which outer diameter measurements were taken at 0–120 kPa was

performed for each sample. These measurements were carried out using a system com-

posed of an echoVis Vis-NIR light source coupled with an STS-VIS spectrometer (Ocean

Optics, Largo, FL USA), and a 176.700-QS sample chamber (Hellma Analytics, College

Park, GA USA). Next, the external shell protein GvpC was removed from the GVs to

produce the harmonic GVs used in this study.[264] Finally, the GVs were clustered using

sulfo-NHS-biotin (10,000-fold molar excess, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Carlsbad, CA USA)

and streptavidin (100-fold molar excess, G-Biosciences, St. Louis, MO USA), facilitating

dense GV binding to our LDV setup. [264] Sufficient GVs are present to produce laterally

dense agglomerations, and unbound GVs are removed before the experiment. The cluster-

ing also enabled sufficient reflection of the 532-nm laser light in our LDV measurements

via the setup illustrated in Fig. 8.1(a-d), producing a low-noise displacement measurement

signal. The mean size of the GV clusters was 615.3±24.5 nm, determined with dynamic
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light scattering measurements (Zetasizer Nano ZS, Malvern Pananalytical, Worcestershire

UK). The measured optical density was 11.4. Details of the preparation and handling

process may be found in the previous literature. [264] The utility of the GVs in ultrasonic

imaging is illustrated via its the signal magnification ability through an agar phantom scan

provided in Fig. 8.2.

8.2.2 Single-crystal lithium niobate transducer

The 5 mm wide × 8 mm long thickness-mode transducers used as acoustic sources

in this study were diced from 500 µm thick, 100 mm diameter, double-side optically pol-

ished, 127.86 Y -rotated, X-propagating single-crystal lithium niobate (LN) wafers (Roditi,

London, UK) chosen for their superior thickness mode performance as described in detail

elsewhere.[175] Electrodes were formed on both faces of the wafer prior to dicing using

sputter deposition of 500 nm of gold. The acoustic energy generated by these transduc-

ers was in part coupled to the GVs via a thin fluid meniscus through the arrangement

shown in Fig. 8.1(a–d). This was done to minimize both the direct measurement of the

transducer’s motion by the LDV and the indirect measurement of any possible motion of

the fluid meniscus covering the Au-bound GVs that might arise in other arrangements.

The transducer was placed at 45◦ to avoid blocking the LDV laser. An acrylic mounting,

omitted for clarity, was used to hold the transducer and LN-gold substrate in place.
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Figure 8.1: The (a) LN transducer is coupled via a thin fluid film spread across a second
gold-LN substrate with a 45◦ angle between them. This arrangement ensures effective
acoustic wave transmission into the fluid film while avoiding occlusion of the LDV. The
avidin-conjugated GVs are (b) bound to the gold substrate via biotin and CA+ME. Trans-
mitted light microscopy of the as-bound GVs indicates (c) intact GVs, and (d) collapsed
GVs after exposure to intense (330 kPa) harmonic acoustic pressure at 6.5 MHz (c,d:
scale bars are 20 µm), the fundamental thickness-mode resonance frequency of the LN
transducer. The green dot in (c) represents the size of the LDV laser measurement spot
used to produce the (e-j) LDV spectra using an acoustic pressure of 38 kPa. Ten trials
were conducted, and these results were identical to the resolution of the LDV to those
plotted here. A (e) fundamental linear resonance peak appears at 1.025 GHz only in the
presence of the GVs; it is absent with (f) only the gold substrate and (g) after the GVs
have been collapsed using an acoustic pressure of 400 kPa at 6.5 MHz. No response peak
exists for the GVs below this frequency, except for a response at ∼300 MHz discussed
later. The next resonance peak to appear, the first harmonic, is (h) at 1.71 GHz with
GVs, and is once again absent with (i) only the gold substrate or (j) the GVs after their
collapse. These results are on the same order as predictions from the modified Rayleigh-
Plesset equation (see text) and closely correspond to the predicted fundamental resonance
frequency, 1.09 GHz, from computational analysis. The corresponding ((k) side view and
(l) end view) fundamental resonance mode shape is provided for a 519 nm-long, 140 nm
radius GV, taking into account both the fluid loading and the surface binding as explained
in the methods. The heavy curved line indicates the region of binding in the (l) end view.
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Figure 8.2: Linear and non-linear ultrasound contrast images of stripped Ana GVs. (a)
The linear contrast of GVs can be detected using an anatomic B-mode ultrasound scan at
18 MHz. The result of the scan for an agar-filled well is provided for comparison on the
left. (b) The non-linear contrast of stripped Ana GVs can be observed using the amplitude
modulation pulse sequence. (c) If necessary, the GVs can be “erased” via apparent collapse
using high pressure; in this case 2.09 MPa ultrasound from a commercial transducer.
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8.2.3 LN-gold substrate for streptavidin-biotin binding of the

GVs

The gold surface was modified to attach the GV through biotin-avidin bonding as de-

tailed in the literature. [246] The devices were first cleaned through hexane, ethanol, and

deionized water, and then finally dried using compressed dry, clean air. The devices were

then immersed into a solution contains 0.05 M cystamine dihydrochloride (CA, Sigma

Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) and 0.05 M 2-mercaptoethanol (ME, Sigma Aldrich) with

DI water as solvent to create sulfur bonds on the gold substrate. After leaving the devices

immersed for 24 hr to await completion of the bonds, they were removed and carefully

rinsed with deionized water and ethanol before drying them using compressed dry, clean

air. The devices were then immersed into a NHS-biotin solution prepared through the

reaction of biotin (Sigma Aldrich) mixed with 0.12 mol N,N-diisopropylethylamine (DI-

PEA, Sigma Aldrich), O-(N-succinimidyl)-N,N,N′,N′-tetramethyluonium (TSTU, Sigma

Aldrich, in 10 ml N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF, Sigma Aldrich) solution. At this point,

the NHS-biotin bonding on the gold substrate has been established. We then pipetted a

1 mL avidin-GV solution onto the NHS-biotin-gold substrate and waited 30 min to en-

sure sufficient biotin-avidin bonding on the gold substrate. The devices were subsequently

rinsed with deionized water to remove unbound GVs.

Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy using a liquid nitrogen cooled MCT detector

(FTIR, Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA, USA) was used to confirm NHS-biotin bonding on

the gold substrate. Fifty patterns were accumulated at a resolution of 4 cm−1 for a single
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run.

8.2.4 LDV measurements of GV responses to acoustic irradia-

tion

The flat, GV-bonded gold layer was placed perpendicularly to the laser from the LDV;

the laser was passed through a 50x lens (M-plan 50x objective, Mitutoyo, Kanagawa Japan)

to reduce the depth of coherence (akin to the depth of field) to about 1 µm for observation.

A thin layer of deionized water was added onto the surface of the bottom substrate with a

fluid bridge to the transducer as a means to couple the acoustic wave from the transducer

onto the inert substrate with GVs bonded to its surface; the gold was mildly hydrophilic

in this study, and the fluid bridge was therefore stable. The depth of the water layer was

set at 1 to 2 mm, much larger than the wavelength of the acoustic wave, but sufficiently

thin to facilitate observation of the GV’s surface morphology through LDV. A sinusoidal

electric signal from a function generator (SG 380, Stanford Research Systems, Sunnyvale,

CA) was used to drive the transducer via a high-frequency amplifier (ZHL–1–2W, Mini-

Circuits, Brooklyn, NY, USA) from 9 kHz to 2 GHz. The excitation was non-resonant for a

vast majority of this frequency range, but sufficient to drive GV motion observable by the

LDV. Near the fundamental thickness-mode resonance at 6.5 MHz of the transducer, the

acoustic pressure that could be generated by the transducer was 10 to 400 kPa, sufficient

to examine GV collapse according to predictions in the literature. [265, 264]

We performed finite-element modal analyses of the GVs (COMSOL Multiphysics 5.4,
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COMSOL, Burlington, MA USA) to determine the resonance frequencies and modes of a

single GV. The elongated GV capsule—or allantoid—GV dimensions were 140 nm diam-

eter and 494 to 544 nm total length with a Young’s modulus E = 3 GPa, Poisson’s ratio

ν = 0.34 and density ρ = 1320 kg/m3. [266] The thickness of the membrane was modeled

as 2 nm based on reports from the literature. [254] A portion of the cylindrical shape along

the long edge equivalent to one-eighth of the total surface area was fixed to simulate the

strong biotin-avidin bonding between the GV and gold substrate. [267] Based on results

from a lumped constant approximation, [268] the effect on the resonance frequencies by

damping of water was negligible, allowing us to neglect the effects of surface tension and

thermal conductivity.

8.3 Results and Discussion

8.3.1 Resonant response of GVs

Using the LDV to measure the vibration of agglomerated avidin-biotin-bound GVs,

we identified two well-defined Lorentzian [269] resonance responses centered at 1.025 GHz

(Fig. 8.1(e)) and 1.71 GHz (Fig. 8.1(h)) that appear from linear response to excitation

from the transducer: the measured frequency corresponds to the excitation frequency over

the frequency range of the plots. These responses represent a physical motion of the GVs,

as the motion of the gold substrate in their absence (Fig. 8.1(f,i)) lacks these responses,

and other aspects of the experiment are controlled to maintain identical conditions.

Consequently, we next consider whether these motions represent individual GV vibra-
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tion, and whether the motions correspond to coated bubbles where the coating acts to

reinforce the bubble’s rigidity. We employ a theoretical model [266] derived to determine

such bubbles’ resonance frequencies,

f 2
s =

3

ρlR2
Kv. (8.1)

Here the compressibility is Kv = κP + 4
3
χ
R

, where χ is the elastic compression modulus and

κ ≈ 1 is the polytropic exponent. By comparison, the compressibility of non-coated, free

bubbles is instead Kv = κP+ 3κ−1
3

2σw
R

with σw as the surface tension between water and air.

Here, we equate the model’s spherical volume to the volume of the allantoid GVs’ volume

to give R2 = 1.69×10−14 m2 for the radius of the sphere, squared, and ρl ∼ 1000 kg/m3 and

Kv ∼ 107 Pa, [265] producing a fundamental resonance frequency of ∼ 109 Hz.1 This result

is a similar order of magnitude to the resonance frequencies observed in our experiments.

Damping is omitted as ka � 1, and doing so substantially simplifies the analysis. The

prediction from these equations for the resonance of the ∼ 615 nm GV agglomeration is

much lower, an order of magnitude of 100 MHz, and in fact a separate resonance of the

GV agglomerations appears at ∼ 300 MHz as discussed later.

In the past, the resonance frequency of GVs has been posited to be anywhere from a

few kilohertz to a few megahertz, [249] and, compared to these estimates, our results

here rather closely correspond to our experimental observations. The correspondence

1The actual estimate from eqn. (8.1) is about 1.5 GHz, but this prediction presumes the objects
are spherical, and the GVs are allantoid. The analysis is therefore used to solely estimate the order
of magnitude of the resonance frequencies. For the spherical bubbles to specifically produce a 1 GHz
resonance, they would need to have a diameter of approximately 240 nm.
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also indicates the GV is a nano-sized bubble coated with a significant elastic membrane.

Treating them otherwise, as explained in detail in the Supplemental Information, produces

flawed resonance frequency predictions.

As hollow structures with significant elastic shells, it should be possible to collapse the

GVs with sufficient acoustic pressure, and the collapse may be permanent. Figure 8.1(g,j)

shows that after applying 400 kPa at 6.5 MHz, the resonance frequency of our transducer,

LDV measurements of the exposed GVs around 1.025 and 1.71 GHz have disappeared.

Only noise remains, a consequence of the poorer reflectivity of the GVs, and otherwise

resembling the response of the gold substrate alone (Fig. 8.1(f,i)). The disappearance of

the signal may come from the collapse of the GVs, later considered in detail.

In seeking to better understand the effects of surface binding and agglomeration, we

conducted computations to estimate the resonance frequencies and mode shapes of individ-

ual fluid-loaded and surface-bound GVs corresponding to those used in the experiments.

The fundamental resonance of individual, surface-bound unagglomerated GVs is predicted

by computation to be 1.047 GHz, within 0.9% of the experimentally measured (1.025 GHz)

value, and producing a mode shape as illustrated in Fig. 8.1(k,l). Remarkably, agglomer-

ating or binding the GVs only weakly affect their resonance frequencies (compare Figs. 8.3

to 8.5), from a frequency of 0.992 GHz for an individual GV when completely free to

1.09 GHz when bound to a surface as an individual GV and 1.06 GHz when bound and

agglomerated to another two GVs—representing the more general case. While this may

seem peculiar, it is important to keep in mind that the volume of entrapped gas remains

fixed despite these changes in the binding, and consequently the resonance frequencies
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494 nm

(a) (b)

544 nm

Figure 8.3: The computed mode shapes of a surface-bound GV, with one-eighth of the
cylindrical portion of the GV nearest the bottom fixed in place, representing binding to
a surface. The length of the GV is different (a) 494 nm and (b) 544 nm with resonance
frequency at 1.092 GHz and 1.088 GHz, respectively, within 4.3% of the experimentally
measured fundamental resonance frequency at 1.047 GHz.

described in large part by the oscillation of those gas bubbles should not be expected to

drastically change. However, it is equally important to note that the resonance shapes

are predicted by computation to be strongly affected by the binding, an aspect difficult to

measure via LDV or another method.

There is another curious phenomena. While the minor diameter of the GV is generally

constant, its length can vary depending on growth time and conditions, from a sphere to

a long allantoid. [254] We knew a diversity of GVs was present in our samples, yet the

resonant response was consistently well-defined and invariant. As indicated from Supple-

mental Fig. 8.3, the effect of varying the length of the GV only weakly affects the resonant

response. Specifically, the change in the fundamental resonance frequency f with respect

to GV length, L, is df/dL = 0.002 GHz/nm for 494 ≤ L ≤ 544 nm, and so this is why we

see a consistent set of resonances throughout (see Fig. 8.4).
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519 nm

(a) (b)

Figure 8.4: A GV completely free to move produces a computed fundamental resonance
frequency of 0.992 GHz, remarkably only 6.8% less than the measured fundamental reso-
nance frequency of 1.047 GHz for bound and agglomerated GVs.

519 nm

60°60°(a) (b)

Figure 8.5: The computed mode shapes of a surface-bound GV; with it bound with
other GVs at 60◦ from the vertical via symmetry boundary conditions. The boundary
conditions are applied along lines defined upon the GV’s cylindrical portion, one shown
and one hidden upon the back side of this GV; and one-eighth of the cylindrical portion
of the GV nearest the bottom fixed in place as indicated with the heavy curved line in
the end view. Each symmetry-bound agglomeration line lies 45◦ from the vertical and is
along the cylindrical portion of the allantoid shape. The fundamental resonance frequency
produced by this object is 1.06 GHz, 1.2% above the 1.047 GHz resonance found for the
GVs in our experiments.
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Figure 8.6: The LDV-measured displacement response from 300 to 400 MHz from nar-
rowband driven vibration at (a,b) 38 kPa for (a) a biotin-coated gold substrate without
GV agglomerates, and (b) GV agglomerates upon the gold substrate. After exposure to
400 kPa at 6.5 MHz, a return to measure the response of the (c) GV agglomerates to
38 kPa from narrowband-driven vibration from 300 to 400 MHz shows the response has
disappeared, likely indicating the GVs’ collapse.
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8.3.2 Resonant response of GV agglomerates

At frequencies significantly lower than the resonance frequencies of the individual GVs,

the sole significant response from the system beyond 6.5 MHz is a small but prominent

response peak at around 300 MHz. The peak has a maximum displacement of about 18 pm

(see Fig. 8.6(b)) in linear response to a narrowband 38 kPa sweep excitation from 300 to

400 MHz. This peak is only present with GVs: the biotin-treated gold substrate shows

no such response in Fig. 8.6(a), and the response peak disappears as shown in Fig. 8.6(c)

after exposure to 400 kPa, 6.5 MHz acoustic waves that appear to collapse the GVs.

The mechanism responsible for these 300 MHz peaks (Fig. 8.6(b)) may be the resonant

vibration of the GV agglomerates as a whole. The measured vibration responses obtained

here are broader and weaker than the individual GV resonant responses observed at 1 GHz

and beyond (Fig. 8.1(e,h)). Furthermore, the response frequencies at around 300 MHz can

vary from experiment to experiment between 280 to 320 MHz (Fig. 8.6), unlike the nearly

identical results obtained for the resonances of the individual GVs.

The slight variation in observed resonance frequencies—from 280 to 320 MHz—is cor-

related with a measured variation in the size of the GV agglomerates, 589 to 640 nm. If

we treat the agglomeration as a collection of cavities with a known void fraction, U , we

may calculate [270] the collective resonance frequency, fU = (2πR)−1
√

3γP/ρU , where P

is the static pressure within a gas-filled structure in the absence of the ultrasound, and

the ratio of specific heats γ = 1. If we assume the aggregated structure size is 615 nm

as provided from our dynamic light measurements, the presumption that fU = 300 MHz
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then produces [271] a void fraction U = 3γP/
[
ρ (2πRfU)2] ∼ 10−4, a reasonable value. If

we then use U ∼ 10−4 as the void fraction for our GV agglomerates, the range of observed

agglomerate sizes in our study of 589 to 640 nm produces a commensurate shift in fU

from 313 to 289 MHz, reasonably similar to the observed range of these GV agglomerates’

resonance frequencies, 280–320 MHz.

8.3.3 Vibration response of GVs to medically relevant ultra-

sound

We next examine the GVs response to lower frequency acoustic sources typical in

medical imaging, as they are anticipated to be especially useful as ultrasound contrast

media. The GVs act to nonresonantly amplify the response from ultrasound at 6.5 MHz

as shown in Fig. 8.7(a,b), though the response is also observed to be broader and noisier

with GVs (Fig. 8.7(a)) than without (Fig. 8.7(b)). The increase in noise is likely from

the LDV measurement: the intensity of the specularly reflected laser light from the GVs

is significantly less than from the gold substrate, leading to a noisier result in this and the

previous LDV results when GVs are present.

To quantify the nonresonant amplification of ultrasound from the presence of the GVs,

we used the Rayleigh-Plesset equation to represent the vibration behavior of the bubbles,

modified to take into account the presence of the elastic shell. The original Rayleigh-

Plesset model [272] relies upon the Rayleigh equation [273] to describe the vibration of

free uncoated bubbles with only surface tension, the viscosity of the surrounding liquid,
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and pressure as a function of time into consideration, producing

ρRR̈ +
3

2
ρṘ2 = pi − patm −

2σ

R
− 4µ

R
Ṙ, (8.2)

where ρ is the density of the liquid surrounding the bubbles, patm is the ambient pressure,

and µ is the viscosity of the fluid. To incorporate the shell structure of the GV, the pressure

expression on the right-hand side of eqn. (8.2) needs to be modified to produce[265]

ρl

(
RR̈ +

3

2
Ṙ2

)
= patm

[(
1− 3κṘ

c

)(
R0

R

)3n

− 1

]
− ps (R)− R

c
ṗs (R)

− pL (R)− R

c
ṗL (R)− 4µṘ

R
− 4µR

c

(
R̈

R
− Ṙ2

R2

)
− ph − Pa (t) , (8.3)

where R, Ṙ, and R̈ are the GV’s radius and its derivatives, and R0 is its equilibrium

radius. In addition to the ambient pressure patm and hydrostatic pressure ph, the effects

of pressure differential ps and Laplace pressure caused by shell-liquid interfacial tension

pL are taken into account, and µ is the viscosity of the surrounding liquid. The speed

of sound in the surrounding liquid is c, the polytropic index κ = 1.4 for a perfect gas,

and pa is the acoustic pressure. The acoustic pressure applied to the GVs is difficult to

measure and thus we estimated it from the vibration amplitude in Fig. 8.7(b) of the gold

surface the GVs are directly bonded to. The acoustic pressure is determined from first

principles as pa = ρsc
2kδ with ρs as the density of LN (as the gold is a very thin layer

and therefore mechanically insignificant here), k the wavenumber, and δ the displacement

amplitude of the gold surface. In our case, ρs = 4650 kg/m2, k = 2πf
c

= 6.28×103 m−1 and
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c = 6.6× 103 m/s. To overcome the effects of noise in Fig. 8.7(b), we least-squares fitted

the data to a Lorentzian function and used the result to complete our calculations via

the Rayleigh-Plesset equation, indicated in Fig. 8.7(a) in comparison to the experimental

results. It can be seen from Fig. 8.7(a) that prediction of displacement of GVs with

Rayleigh-Plesset model is larger than the LDV measurements. This discrepancy is not

surprising given the spherical bubbles assumed in the model and allantoid GVs in reality,

though the results are of a similar order of magnitude.

8.3.4 The buckling and collapse of GVs

Buckling is a particularly interesting nonlinear phenomenon with coated bubbles, and

appears upon driving large oscillations in or upon applying large forces to the bubbles.

When oscillations are small, it is known[274] that the bubble exhibits radial oscillations

and the bubble coating is subjected to significant in-plane stresses that, with growth in

the oscillation amplitude, begin to exhibit a non-linear response that becomes non-uniform

over the bubble surface and leads to buckling.

To obtain sufficient acoustic pressure from our system to induce buckling, we chose the

fundamental thickness mode resonance of our piezoelectric transducer, 6.5 MHz, far below

the resonance frequencies of the GVs or the GV agglomerates. Buckling and collapse of the

GVs will consequently rely upon intense ultrasound rather than any resonant amplification.

With sufficient input power to the transducer, we were able to obtain acoustic pressures

of 89 to 400 kPa, as calculated via the equation of state and the LDV-measured vibration

amplitude on the surface of the acoustic device with pa = ρsc
2kδ, determining the pressure
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Figure 8.7: The frequency response of the GVs to 38 kPa acoustic pressure oscillations
from 4.0 to 8.0 MHz (a) on the gold substrate is both larger and broader than (b) the
gold substrate alone as measured using an LDV. Using the Rayleigh-Plesset equation with
modifications by Cherin to accommodate the presence of the elastic shell (a, R-P results),
the amplitude of the vibration is predicted to be 160 pm, larger than but comparable
to the experimental results. The (a,b) fitted data is a least-squares fit to a Lorentzian
response typical of a linear resonant dynamic system. The maximum peak height of the
curve in (a) is 77.54 pm and in (b) it is 54.07 pm. The half-peak widths for the fitted
curves in (a,b) are 1.4471 MHz and 0.397 MHz respectively. The vibration response of
the GVs to 6.5 MHz large amplitude excitation. As the acoustic pressure is increased,
(c) the LDV-measured displacement of the GVs grows nonlinearly, with three key regions.
The GV response to (d) relatively low-pressure excitation is typical of bubble vibration
responses over time. Upon (e) increasing the amplitude of the excitation pressure, the
GV displacement (c) plateaus at about 40 nm, showing (e) the characteristic sawtooth
response of bubbles nearing buckling. Upon exceeding 3.5 MPa excitation pressure, the
(c) amplitude of the GV vibration is nearly doubled, but (f) only for a single cycle, after
which the response is far lower than even for the (c,d) low-pressure excitation. The error
bars represent the range of GV vibration amplitude over 1000 cycles. The frequency
spectra of the GVs’ radiated sound pressure due to an oscillatory excitation pressure of
(g) 132 kPa, (h) 178 kPa and (i) 330 kPa, respectively, shows the appearance of a (g) linear
response in the green region, followed by the (h) appearance of standard harmonics due to
finite amplitude deformation and (i) the appearance of a subharmonic and superharmonics
indicating nonlinear coupling in the system.
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in the fluid by noting the pressure transmission ratio from the acoustic device to the fluid

as T = ZL−Zw

ZL+Zw
= 0.15, where ZL = 18.5 × 106 Pa-s/m3 is the acoustic impedance of LN

and Zw = 1.5× 106 Pa-s/m3 is the acoustic impedance of water.

The vibration response of the GVs due to the acoustic pressure produced by our trans-

ducer at 6.5 MHz is shown in Fig. 8.7. The vibration amplitude grows from 10 to nearly

100 nm, much larger than the 10–100 pm displacements observed at the GV and agglom-

erated GV linear resonance frequencies in Figs. 8.1 and 8.6, respectively. As the acoustic

pressure is increased to between 89 and 132 kPa, the GVs’ displacement amplitude grows

from 5 to 10 nm (see the green area in Fig. 8.7) with displacement characteristic of large

amplitude bubble oscillations in Fig. 8.7(d), a plot of the real-time response of the GVs.

The physical response of a bubble is different in the compression and expansion phases,

[274] leading to a periodic response with a change in slope as the bubble transitions be-

tween the two phases as observed in these GVs. It is worth noting here that the LDV

provides information on the direction of deformation, with positive displacement here im-

plying motion of the measured surface towards the substrate and away from the LDV

system, towards collapse, while negative displacement values are away from the substrate

and towards the LDV.

There is a significant increase in the displacement amplitude to around 40 nm as the

acoustic pressure reaches 175 kPa (see the blue area in Fig. 8.7), with the GVs’ time-based

response exhibiting nearly limiting sawtooth oscillations in Fig. 8.7(e). This vibration am-

plitude remains constant with an increase in the acoustic pressure to just beyond 320 to

370 kPa, at which point the displacement doubles once again to just over 80 nm (see
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the pink area in Fig. 8.7)—but only for one to a very few cycles of vibration. As shown

in Fig. 8.7(f), the application of such high acoustic pressure causes large displacements,

first towards collapse, then away from the substrate, again towards collapse at a lower

amplitude, and finally followed by a much weaker vibration response from the GVs. This

indicates irreversible buckling and collapse of the GVs. It is worth noting that the mea-

sured vibration amplitude of slightly more than 80 nm roughly corresponds to one-half

the size of the GV itself: taking into account the wall thickness of the GV, this could

reasonably represent the internal radius of the cavity driven to collapse from the buckling.

We calculated the radiated sound pressure of the GVs Prad = ρl(2RṘ
2 +R2R̈)/d based

on the LDV-measured real-time vibration amplitude data of the GVs, R = R(t), where

d is the distance of the measurement from the GVs.[265] The fast Fourier-transformed

Prad frequency spectra in Fig. 8.7(g-i) show that the number and intensity of peaks in the

spectra grows with an increase in the excitation pressure. As the excitation pressure is

increased from (Fig. 8.7(g)) 132 kPa to 178 and 330 kPa (Fig. 8.7(h,i), respectively), the

appearance of harmonic responses in the emitted GVs’ pressure indicates a transition to

finite non-sinusoidal deformation of the GVs and participation of these higher frequency

modes. The increase in both the number and amplitude of these harmonics with increasing

excitation pressure is a strong indicator of building towards collapse of the GVs, as modal

participation in an instantaneous change in displacement would extend to very high har-

monics with linearly decreasing modal amplitudes. Furthermore, at 330 kPa (Fig. 8.7(i)),

the appearance of resonances not associated with any of the standard linear responses of

the system—a subharmonic response at 3.25 MHz and superharmonic responses at 9.65
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and 21.8 MHz—indicate a nonlinear mechanism in the GV response and support the con-

tention that the GVs are buckling and approaching collapse.

The 178 kPa produced from our transducer in our study is between the critical pressure

required for buckling according to Cherin, et al., [265] (92.4 kPa) and Lakshmanan, et al.

[253] (200 kPa), while at higher amplitudes our transducer produces acoustic pressures

sufficient to achieve the critical pressure estimates by Lakshmanan, et al. The difference

between the buckling pressure threshold predicted in Lakshmanan’s work and our experi-

ments can be attributed to different buckling observation and pressure measuring methods.

Lakshmanan, et al. represents the intensity of GVs’ vibration with intensity measured in

ultrasound scanning images while we performed direct observation of the displacement of

the GVs in our study but must compute the resulting pressures. The limited observability

of the true GV motion via our LDV may also be a factor in the relatively low prediction

of the threshold pressure required to collapse the GVs in our measurements: only motion

along the laser is measured via the LDV, though the GV motion is certainly more complex.

8.4 Conclusions

The ability to monitor sub-micrometer gas vesicles’ (GVs) vibration behavior to non-

linear buckling and collapse using laser Doppler vibrometry is reported, providing a precise

noncontact technique for monitoring the motion of sub-micrometer objects. The funda-

mental and first harmonic resonance frequencies of the vesicles are found to be 1.024 and

1.710 GHz, respectively. An interparticle resonance is furthermore identified at ∼300 MHz,
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inversely dependent upon the agglomerated GV size of around 615 nm. Most importantly,

the vesicles amplify and broaden input acoustic signals at far lower frequencies—for ex-

ample, 7 MHz—associated with medical and industrial applications, and they are found

to transition from a linear to nonlinear response at 150 kPa and to collapse at 350 kPa or

greater.

Chapter 8 in full, is a reprint of material appears in Advanced Functional Materi-

als 2020. Zhang, Shuai; Huang, An; Bar-Zion, Avinoam; Wang, Jiaying; Mena, Oscar;

Shapiro, Mikhail; Friend, James., Advanced Functional Materials 2020. The dissertation

author was the primary investigator and author of this paper.
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Chapter 9

Summary and future work

Acoustofludics is a phenomenon that describes fluid manipulation in micro or nano-

scaled under the acoustic wave. Compare to other external excitation forces to trigger

the fluid motions, surface acoustic wave (SAW) stands out due to its small size, power

density, customized designs capability, and efficiency. Uniquely, SAW generate extreme

local acceleration, driving acoustic streaming-driven fluid flow up to 1 m/s, and imparting

acoustic forces upon objects present in the fluid down to the micro or nano sized scales.

In this dissertation, three applications was achieved due to SAW is used in the system.

The first one is enhancing the Li ion diffusion rate to achieve a dense Li deposition for a Li

metal battery, and similar to achieve a high power density and high energy density Li ion

battery. The second approach is to adopt SAW device with external magnetic forces to

trigger the 0-D magnetic particles to 2-D magnetic films formation. Finally, adopting an

acoustic device to observe resonance frequency responses and non-linear buckling behaviors

of the submicron-sized gas vesicles is been shown.
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Chapter 4 devised a chemistry-agnostic means for avoiding ion depletion and dendrite

growth in liquid electrolyte batteries. Adopting small, high-frequency ultrasound genera-

tors to drive electrolyte flow within the inter-electrode gaps gives rise to ion flux distribu-

tions that render potential locations of dendrite growth stable within a specific distance

from the ultrasound source. This distance is independent of the details of the flow as long

as the Peclet number is sufficiently large. This is fortunately possible with the acoustic

streaming induced by our ultrasound devices and make practical Li metal rechargeable

batteries possible, even with rapid charge rates and the choice of electrode materials and

electrolytes that would normally be considered unrealistic. The Li‖Cu configuration, as

an example, was able to cycle until 6 mA/cm2 current density with reasonable Coulombic

efficiencies above 80% throughout. Moreover, the Li‖LiFePO4 configuration can deliver

95 mAh/g capacity after 200 cycles at 2C charge and discharge rates. Dense plating of

Li in both cell types was shown with SAW, and compared to the significant porosity and

dendrites present in otherwise identical cells without SAW.

Chapter5 introduced integrating a SAW device into a multilayer LIB to enhance the

Li ion diffusivity of a LIB. The ion flux generating from the SAW device enhancing the

diffusion rate of the cations and therefore enhance both energy density and power density.

It is shown that a SAW LIB pouch cell is able to cycle to at least 5C charge rate, while

achieving at least doubled energy density compare to the no SAW cell. Moreover, it is

shown that the SAW LIB achieves long term cycle ability to at least 2000 cycles while

maintains 80% of the energy density. It is also shown that the SEI layer is thinner with

the SAW device according to the EDX results. Moreover, there’s no lithium dendrites on
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the anode from a SAW LIB, indicating good Li intercalation during fast charging. This

correlates with the results from XRD, where limited peak shifting is happened in the SAW

LIB compare to a no SAW cell. Finally, the neutron diffraction analysis indicates that

less Li loss after the cycling due to the existence of a SAW device. It is anticipate that

a remarkable freedom in the choice of battery electrochemistry and operation to be facili-

tated from this simple technology, enabling greater efficiency, utility, and sustainability of

rechargeable batteries for a broad swath of current and future applications.

Chapter 6 provided a promised solution to not only enable the cycling of a SAW

integrate Li batteries but also enable a ”true” acoustofludics powered lab-on-chip device.

SAW devices, providing rapid fluid and suspended object transport. Acoustofluidic lab-on-

chip devices offer a vast range of benefits from the energy storage and conversion field to

noninsavie drug delivery. However, their potential has long been undermined by the need

for benchtop or rack-mount electronics. The piezoelectric ultrasonic transducers within

require these equipment and thus acoustofluidic device implementation in a bedside setting

has been limited. A detailed circuit designs to enable the microcircuits to drive 1–300 MHz

acoustic devices was proposed and tested. Furthermore, the automated resonance finding

and tracking, sensing and feedback, and built-in adjustability to accommodate devices’

vastly different operating frequencies and powers in a single driver, including examples of

fluid and particle manipulation typical of the needs in the acoustofludics discipline was

discussed. Finally, we compare the performance of the circuit with the benchtop equipment

with common acoustofludics phenomenon to verify the functionality of the PCB boards.

Chapter 7 presented a rapid and affordable technique to trigger rigid 2-D self-assembled
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films of magnetite (Fe3O4) NP. We have experimentally demonstrated that the round-

like 2-D magnetite films formed with sufficient surface acoustic wave power and external

magnetic force. A rapid dimensional transition happens, from 1-D chain to 2-D film of

Fe3O4 NP, through external magnetic force (0.25- 0.4 T) and surface acoustic wave (up

to 115 mW). The scaling theory coupled with the experimental results was conducted to

analyze the forces associated with the system to understand the mechanism of chain or

film assembly processes. It is shown that the brownian force dominate at the 0-D particles

region, while magnetic force dominate the 1-D chain region and the Bjerknes force take

over the magnetic force and dominate at the 2-D film region. Chapter8 shows the ability

to monitor sub-micrometer gas vesicles’ (GVs) vibration behavior to nonlinear buckling

and collapse using laser Doppler vibrometry is reported, providing a precise noncontact

technique for monitoring the motion of sub-micrometer objects. The fundamental and

first harmonic resonance frequencies of the vesicles are found to be 1.024 and 1.710 GHz,

respectively. An interparticle resonance is furthermore identified at ∼300 MHz, inversely

dependent upon the agglomerated GV size of around 615 nm. Most importantly, the

vesicles amplify and broaden input acoustic signals at far lower frequencies—for example, 7

MHz—associated with medical and industrial applications, and they are found to transition

from a linear to nonlinear response at 150 kPa and to collapse at 350 kPa or greater.

Given the abovementioned work, there is definitely a need to keep exploring the ap-

plications in the acoustofludics discipline. The integration of acoustic device in a battery

shows promising results, from improving the deposition morphology, energy density, power

density, cycle life, to the enhanced safety of a Li battery. It is important to derive out
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a mathematical model to understand the how the cation concentration gradient change

over the time and the length of the batteries during the acoustic streaming and the elec-

trochmemistry process. Furthermore, this model can be further refined into a prediction

model to describe the influence of an acoustic device to a battery. Moreover, the effect of

the high frequency sound wave to the micro and nano-scale particles from the electrodes

is another topic to study. This together with the previous mathematical model can have

a insight to understand the acoustic streaming effect to a battery. On the other hand, Li

is not only the battery chemistry that suffers from heterogeneous Li deposition and slow

cation diffusion rate issues. Other battery chemistries, such as Zinc, has similar issues. It

is interesting to see how the acoustic wave can affect the other ions deposition to the other

electrochemistry system to broaden the benefit of from this efforts. Finally, the fluid trans-

portation in the porous media and is accelerated by a SAW device is a new approach. This

is a new direction to the paper-based microfludics devices as with a SAW device, it may

enhance the fluid and particle transportation rate and improve the detection sensitivity.
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